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ABSTRACT

By bringing forward Bill

C'243, the Canadian Forces

Reorganization Act, in November 1966, the Liberal Government showed that it supported. a rað'icaI approach to over-

related to the decision-naking process,
operational control and reduction of overhead and duplication within the Armed Forces. The Liberal solution. as
put forward by the Minister of National Defence, the
Hon. Paul Hellyer, I^¿'as to unify the forces; namely, have a
single unified force replace the three 1ega1 entities of
Within Cabinet. Paul
the Navy, Arny and Air Force.
He11yer, the rnajor proponent for unification, played the
most influential role in the defence sphere: He offered a
controversial solution in the forn of Bill C-243 to perceived probLens within the Arned Forces. The Defence
Ministerrs particular approach to this solution
exacerbated the antagonism which unification aroused.
The main opponents to unification were the Progressive Conservative Party, the Tri-Service Identities
0rgani zation (TRIO) and a largely unorg anizeð. group of
Therefore, the thesis concensenior rnilitary officers.
trates upon the main opposition found \,üithin three ðLfferent parts of the Canadian political system: within a
government department - the Department of National Defence;
within Parliament; and within the extrapari-iamentary setting.
In studying this opposition, the thesis Large1y
come problems

11

concentrates on the period between July 19ó6 and April L967
An exception is made when the development of opposition

'

within the ranks of the serving rnilitary officers is traced
aS far back as 1964. Also, an exception is made with respect to the exarnination of criticisrn within the Standing
Committee on National Defence and its predeceSsor, the
Special Comnittee on Defence, prior to the Standing Comnittee study of Bill C-245 in February and March 1967 " A
study of the nain opponentst roles may be viewed as a study
of their strategy and of the restraints the political system
and leading personalities irnposed upon this strategy.
In this study of the part played by the nain opponents, attention is paid to several factors which conFactors such as
tributed to the fornulation of criticisn.
those of rninority government, of personality, of man-management problems in the Departnent of National Defence and of
the premature retirement of senior officers in July 196Ó
along with the firing of the Commander of Maritirne Command,
Rear-Adniral Landymore, helped shape the criticism on
Bill C-243. The premature retirement of several officers
and the firing of Rear-Admiral Landymore especiaLLy had a
catalytic affect upon the parlianentary and extrapatLiament-

In combination with the controversial
critics.
nature of Bill C-243, these factors assured that debate
Bill C-243 would be undertaken in a highLy contentious
a-ry

on

manner.

It is in this study of the criticism that chapters

111

are devoted to TRIO, to the opposition in the Defence
Department and to the role of the Progressive ConseTvatives
in the Standing Conunittee and in the Commons. The formation of TRIO, of its efforts to attract allies and of this
interest group's effectiveness are studied in Chapters 2
Chapter 4 concentrates upon Paul Hellyerts underand 3.
takings within the Defence Department and his disagreement
with his senior military advisors at National Defence Headquarters. Special attention is given to the role of RearAdmiral Landymore in voicing naval- discontent. The opposition within the Standing Committee on National Defence
and how this partisan forum favoured the Government is
Opposition scrutiny, with enphasis
examined in Chapter 5.
upon the Conservativesr role, within the House of Commons
is undertaken in Chapter 6. Mention is made in Chapters 5
and 6 that, at least on the unification íssue, the parlianentary system was based on conpetition.
The unification debate showed how articulation of
criticism in one part of the political system reinforced
The interaction
the voicing of criticisn in another part.
between the major opponents to Bill C-243 helped to explain
the way in which the Bill was examined and why the Liberal
Government, even if it were successful in having Bill C-243
passed, could not obtain a quick passage of the proposed
legislation.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

the White Paper 0n Defence came out in Ir{arch
L964, the various critics failed to recognize that its
statement on the proposed organizational changes of the
Arned Forces would result in unification"
Less than two
and one-half years later, several of these critics caused
an intense and exhaustive examinati-on of the Liberal
Governmentrs policy of proceeding to a single unified
force. This policy was stated in Bill C-243 , "an Act to
amend the National Defence Act and other Acts in Consequence thereof", the naj or intent of which was to replace
the three services with a single force having a common
uniform and a common rank structure" The Governmentfs
parLiamentary and extraparliamentary critics strenuously
opposed the Bill before it received third reading in April
L967. Indeed, there were indications that the Governmentrs defence policy would be opposed before Bill C-243
was given first reading in November 1966.
It is the purpose of this thesis to study the nain
opposition, both within and outside Parliament, to Bill
C-243. The Progressive Conservative Party, the TriService Identities 0rganization and a largely unorganized
group of senior inilitary officers provided the major opposition to the 8i11. Since rnembers of these bodies
generated nost of the criticism, only secondary consideraWhen

tion will be given to the opposition found within the ranks
of the Liberal Party, the other political parties and other
interest groups. The thesis concentrates on the period
between July 1966 and ApriI Lg67. An exception is made
when the development of opposition within the ranks of the
serving mili tary officers, nainLy at Defence Headquarters,
and the proceedings of the L963 and L964 Special Committee
on Defence are considered. A study of the main opponentsi
roles nay be viewed as a study of their strategy and of the
restraints the political system and leading personalities
Hence, an aspect of the
imposed upon this strategy.
Canadian political process Ìs being considered with the
ernphasìs being placed upon the rnajor constituent elements
of the opposìtion to a particul-ar government policy.
This examination of a political party, ãî interest
group and a group of publ-ic servants (in this instance,
serving rnilitary personnel) gives recognition to the fact
that an important element of the Canadian political process
is made up of its adversary characteristics, analogous, in
this respect, to the procedures of a common l-aw court.
The extent to which the adversary characteristics prevail,
A controversial issue may
depends upon certain factors.
nake the characteristics more noticeable and result in a
greater degree of activity or articulation of demands by
different parts of the political system. In turn, the
prominence of the adversary aspect can account for the degree of interaction between the groups opposed to an issue

Hence, the several opposlor to a governmentrs position.
tions can reinforce the adversary trait in different aTeas
of the political process. Consequently, the respective
roles and strategies may be affected, one result of which
rnay be the oppositions supporting each other'
This thesis, in examining the degree of linkage
between the main opponents to Bill C-243, suggests that the
controversial aspect of unification in combination with the
Governmentts particular approach emphasised the adversary
aspects of the political pïocess. A1so, it is argued
that certain circumstances need to be taken into account in

the development of opposition. One such circumstance was
the factor of minority government. Because the Liberal
GoVernment was a minority one, menbers of the Conservative
Party thought that their chances of success with respect to
getting a favourable response fronr the Government were increased. The existence of a ninority government contributed to the Conservatives' determination to extract compromises with respect to the contents of Bill C-243.
This determination partly accounted for a bitter, drawn-out
debate.

Another important background factor was the premature retirement of several senior officers, along with

the firing of Rear-Adrniral William Landymore, in July 1966'
This was most important for it accounted in large measure
for the subsequent intensity of the Tory opposition and the
high degree of attention the news rnedia paid to unification

result was that Prirne Minister Pearson, who appreciated
a smoothly-working House of Commons, wavered in hiS support
for his lvlinister of National Def ence , Paul Hellyer. The
premature retirements of these senior officers, and especiaLLy Rear-Admiral Landymorers firing, were an important
catalyst in forrning opposition to the Liberal Government'
The actions which took place in the summer of 1966 largely
explain the formation of the most active interest gToup '
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the Tri-service Identities Organization. The earLy retirements also largely explain the resolve of certain Tory
M.P.s, who had met with some of the retired officers, to
comrnit the ConserVative Party to an intense and critical
exanination of unification.
The unification debate directs attention to the
f.act that the personalities of the principal participants
affected the nature and the degree of opposition. Such
was the case when Paul Hellyer had to combat the efforts of
sone fellow Cabinet members who sought compromises with the
parlianentary opposition. The Conservatives were exasperated at not being able to obtain what they considered to
be adequate ansrlrleïS and reasonable compromises from the
This exasperation, coupled with the
Defence Minister.
Conservatives' belief that Paul Hellyer had purposely mis1ed the House of Commons with respect to his intentions to
proceed from integration to unification, were factors contributing to the intensity and at tirnes emotionalisn of

the Tories I criticisn.

of couise, there lfere other factors accounting fcr
the opposition the Liberal Government experienced. N{ention, for example, can be made of at least one individual's
assertion that the Very attempt to undertake a massive reorgani zation within a government department was bound to
stir criticisn and the criticisrn was bound to become more
widespread because the massive reorganization was the first
experienced by a supposedly entrenched department in
several yeaïs. Also, the nature of the reorganization,
that is, unification, was in itself controversial. The
approachtoreorganizationcreatedmanagerialproblems
which gave rise to internal dissent amongst military perpaul
sonnel.1 Before proceeding to unification, one of
Hellyerls assistants had apparently advised the Defence
Minister that if he continued "a11 hel1 would break loose

andhischancesfortheLiberalleadershipwouldbe
ruine d,,,2 Instead of a gradual approach being taken to
reform, one of the resul-ts of which would have been a more
ternpered criticism, the reform undertaken by the It{inister
of National Defence was done on a trial and error basis
within a relatively short period of tirne. Thus, it was
not unexpected that the inte gTation/unification process led
to criticisn.
rlnterview with Liberal M'P', June 2, f969'
2Irrterview with assistant to Paul Hellyer when
was jr{inister of National Defence, June Z, 1969 '

he

Adding to the controversy over the nature and the
timing of reorganization was the misunderstanding over the
Confusion over
meanings of integration and unification.

the definition of the terms caused more than semantic problens because, prior to the summer of 1966' several critícs
failed to understand the Defence lvfinister's aims. Consequently their perceptions of what reorganization was all
Unnecessary confusion and bitterness
about were affected.
There was bitterness because critics
were the results.
felt that a concept possibly containing several shortconings had not been adequately examined. During the 1.967
debate Paul Hellyer seemed to recognize this when he said:
Personally, I regret that we ever used the word
It has been so widely nisinterlunificationt.
preted that it has created a good deal of, I
tfrint, unnecessary concern. Howevel' the purpose of the bill is to create a-single service
äontaining specialists in the fighting- arms and
the suppoit forces necessary.to.back them up in
carryiirþ out the roles and missions assigned
from'tiñe to tirne by the government of Catada.
I do not like to seê the purpose being confused,
or diffused by somet misunderstanding oYe-r the
between intergrationr r 'unificationr
difference
or t amal gamationr ..
Minister regarded integration and unification
to be part of the same process or cycle:
The

If I may use a physical analogy, Iou could say
that conception and childbirth I\Iere separate
Scanada, House of Comnons, Standing Comnittee on
Minutes of Proceedings and Eviden!9,
Nat ionaL Defence 'r
"
24'
No. 25, Thurs day
S.C.N.D.
as
to
Hereafter referred
L967 , p, 1584.

but they were all patt of the sarne natural phe nomenon. Once you start integration and proceed
to the extent that we have and the extent we ].ntend to proceed...you lead to unification. 4
To the Defence lvlinister unif ication was the logical result

His critics believed that unification, as
of integration.
defined by the Minister, was not patt of the same process
and if So, was the absurd conclusion of a concept carried
to a logical extreme. Paul HeLlyer defined unification in
the foll-owing way:
I refer to a unified force, I refer to a
single integrated service encompassing the
naval, land , air, and support units necessary
to carry out its assigned roles and nissi-ons,
and operating under unified management and control. ,

When

The Minister could well agree with the definitions of his

Vice-Chief of Defence Staff in 1967, Air Marshal Frederick
Sharp, who stated:

Integration...is the process whereby tl" three
Servlces were brought together under single con-

trol and managemeni with logistics, supplyl "n9
training systéms, operating within a functional
comrnand"and orgaiizational structure r, bgt retaining their sepaiate legal entities and the- legal
balriers between then. Unification is the creation of a Single Service in which all- officers
4^
-Canada,

of Commons, Debates, Vo1. XIV,
c. Debates.
p. L4795. Hereafter referred to alll-T
5s.c.N.D., No. T4, Tues day, February 7 , 1967 ,

p.

440.

House

1967

and men ÏIi1l be held in one entity rather than

three.

o

Sirnply, then, integration referred to the consolidation of para11e1 or overlapping functions under a single
For example, this meant one supply
executive authority.
organi zation instead of three organizations operated on a

service basis. Integration referred basically to the support and adninistratíve functions or the 'soft endf of the
services as distinct fron the 'sharp endt or the fighting
or operational part of the services. Unification, in the
Ministerts lexicon, Ì{aS a single force replacing the three
legal entities of the army, navy and ait force. There
would be a common rank Structure and common uniform for the
Explicit in the definition was the functionnew force.
7 Also exalisrn on which the new force would be based"

plicit

was the centralization of decision-making and the

atternpt to eradicate individual service loyalties and tra-

oAir Marshal F. Sharp, cited in R. Barry Tackaberry,
Canadian Defence
"The continuing search for a realistic2, No.
2 [February 28,
Policy"" Indepõndent Research, YoL"
C.N.D., No. L4, P. 462ff.
Tg72)', pp
/Functionalism refers to the organizationaL framework of the Armed Forces. With respect to the adninistrative side, this would mean that common tasks or functions
would be brought together, for exampl_e, within the same
branch. Theleforel there would not be a ttL'service setup. The same prinóipte would apply to the field comnands
wñich would be õrganiZed on a roie oriented or task oriented basis" This would replace the alternative structure
based upon a geographical frärnework. Hence_, t4" individuals s"rii.es ñoul¿ irot necessarily control the functions.
4

Implicit was a degree of interchangeability beditions.
tween the different elements of the single force.
Yet, it appeared that several pa'rticipants and observers were not awaTe of the Ministerrs definitions and of
his intentions to proceed to unification within a relativeLy short period of time, that is, from the time of the
White Paper in 19ó4 to the introduction of Bill C-243 ín
1966. For example, this unawareness seemed to be the case
with the Conservatives during the L964 debate on Bill C-90.
The najor intent of the Bill was to have a Chief of Defence
Staff and a single Defence Staff replace the Chiefs of
Staff Connittee and its Chairman. lVhile the Defence
Minister spoke of this as the first step towards a single
unified force, ãt the sane time he did not adequately outline what such a force entailed" In addition, terms were
loosely used. The Minister spoke of unification of high
comrnand which would lead to complete integration of the
Armed Services. In other words, Paul He11yer, in contrast
to his speeches in 1966, used integration to refer to the
final stage of a single force. At times it appeared that
he was using the terms as synonyms. A1so, at times, the
Conservatives used integration to refer to the single
force concept. Thus, there was a degree of confusion with
respect to how far the rninister intended to proceed. In
light of what occurred during 1966 and 1967 in relation to
Bill C-243, the following words of Douglas Harkness, a
leading Conservative defence critic, spoken during the

10

second reading debate on Bill

C-90, Were to assune an l-ronlc

hue:

...I am afraid...that most people in Canada
have an idea that integration of the services
means that all servicemen will be in one vast
organization - that they will all wear the same
unlforn, that they will all be interchangeable
and that the whole military organization as we
have known it will disappear. The idea is, of
course, a highly erroneous one. It is not
practicable ánd it is not possible. Individuât units in our armed services at the present
tirne are highLy specialized. If we are to have

an effective nilitary organization, they must
remain so. This idea, as the minister I know
recognizes, is not a practical one, and the
sooner the general public can forget this impression of what integration may mean, the better.t

Douglas Harkness and other Conservatives later argued that
Paul Hel-lyer did not clearly state in 1964 that what the

Tories f eared lr¡ould occur.
The exainple of defence establishments in other
countries and the manner in which integration and unification were defined in Canada and elsewhere prior to the
Ir{inister's particular use of the terms contributed to the
apparent confusion. Not only did integration and unification seem to be used Synonymously at times but also unification as interpreted in other countries implied unified
oT Supreme command structures for combined operations
rather than a single force as defined by Paul Hellyer.
Besides, individuals in Canada did not have any other
country to point to as an exanPle of what Paul Hellyer in8l-t. of C. Debates, Vol. III , 1964, p. 3148.

11

tended. No country had a single service.
Other countries ut Llized the terms I integrationr and
'unificationr in a different vlay than did the Minister of
National Defence. I{hat the lr{inister referred to in 1966
and L967 as unification was defined as integration in countries such as England and New Zea|and. To add to the confusion, integration in the united states also applied to
New
the assimilation of non-whites into aL1-white units.
ZeaLand was an exanple of how the terms were ernployed differently and of the aversion to proceed to a single service.
The New Zealand White Paper of 1966 in part stated:
The Governmentrs general approach to the greater
integration of the Services is that the three

Services should retain their separate identities
and the opportunities for closer unification 1ie
in the suþþort areas of supply, personnel administrationr-ètc., rather than in the actual oper-

ational activities of the Services.

o

The united Kingdorn para]-l-eled the New zealand

policy with the statement in the White Paper, "The Central
Organi zation for Defenceft, that the
services must preserve their separate _identities.
In action they are increasingly interdependent'
This interdepändence must be expected to increase.
Nevertheless all experience shows that the {igÞting spirit of the individual man in battle derives
f aigeiy fron his 1oya1-ty to his sbiP, hit unit, or
his"sqûadron. The traditions and battle honours
of the individual Services are a vttat. factor in

9cit"d in s.c.N.D., No. L7, Friday, February 10,
L967, p.781. A1so, 'tlntegratiorl of,P"f,ence Forces UnfavoúräbteForNewZáaLand''lHa1ifaxCh@,
uar¡
iñ¿ it , 1966 ; cited in s. c:N
T3 , L967 , p, 97,8 .

1')
LL

morale and fíghting efficiencY.
preserved",O

This must

be

Christopher Mayhew, the former Minister of State for Defence (Royal Navy), I^Ias of the opinion that single-service

loyalty was a factor affecting recruititg, re-engagement
Lord Mountbatten, in a letter of
and devotion to duty.
March 28, 1967 to Commodore Harold Groos of the Royal
Canadian NavY (retired), stated:
In the Britísh reorganization care has been
taken to preserve esprit de corps and morale and
those traãitions which help to naintain this in
It has been
the services and fighting units.
services
three
the
this
accepted that to acñieve
an
with
ranks
and
must retain their uniforms
service.
their
of
head
identifiable professional
The idea of a single uniform and rank structure
was also rejected as undesirable and unnecessary.11

Basically, then, the British view, though tending
toward greater centralization and functionalism, differed
from Paul Hellyerrs unclearly-stated position of I964.
Service differentiation was inportant to the British.
Distinctions between, and specialization in, the 1and, air
10Urria"d Kingdorn,

Minister of Defence, C-e.nlral Orpanization for Defenðe , JuIy 19ó3 (London: Her-M-áfts$rF7) , PP' l-2"
llcit"d in H. of c. Debates, vo1. xIV, L967,

p.

L47Ll.

L3

and sea were considered important and neceçu,y.I2

The

steps taken in British reorgani zation prior to, during and
after the Canadian Governmentrs reorganizationaL undertakings between L964 and 1967 showed that British and
Canadian thought with respect to deleting service identities for a s ingle serv,ice were not para1le1 . Eros ion of
service autonomy in Britain was not carried to the canadian
extreme. Looking toward a greater degree of central control, British reformers in L963 under the ministership of
Peter Thorneycroft established a runified' Ministty of
Defence which absorbed the three service ninistries.

The

service ministers were subordinate to the new Secretary of
state for Defence. unlike the first steps of Paul
Hellyerts programme, the Chiefs of Staff were not abolished
and remained the professional heads of their respective
service. Basical3-y, the services Were left intact even
though the independence of the service ministries

was

eroded.

After Denis Healy became secretary of state for Defence in Lg64, the centralizing trend was carried further
with each service minister being given a general area of
For example, Lord
conceïn or a rtri-SerVice interestf .
ZHorr"rr"t, the Ismay-Jacob Report of 1963 on the
operations of the-Ministry of Defence concluded with the
rècommendation of a single united Service or what Paul
This recommendation
He1-lyer referred to as unification.
See Michael Howard, The'Central 0rwas iot carried out.

ganizat|onForDefence(London:TheRoya1ffi
=;æ
0) , P. 1"6.

t4

Shackelton, lr{inister for the Royal Air Force , bore a responsibility for the co-ordination of Tesearch, developnent and

production of all three services and the defence budget as
This situation which found the ministers having
a whole.lt
the ability to intervene without the power to decid.e was
changed in Lg67. The ninisters were sirnply downgraded to
the rank of Parl-iamentary Under-Secretary of State and re1'

lieved of their former widespread duties. Two functional
ministers, the Minister of Defence for Administration and
the lr{inister of Defence for Equipinent, replaced thern.
In general the British position seems to have been
to bring about a workable structure which has service
A1-ong wíth the
autonony adjusting to central control.
centralizing of the decision-making process with respect to
support, research, development and operational functíons
there has remained a considerable degree of service autonony.

Centralization of decision-making has also occurred
within the United States defence structure but the Americans have not adopted the single service concept. Nonetheless, over the years, the service departments have had
their authority reduced. It is in the sense of having a
hi-gh1-y centralized defence establ-ishnent and unified con-

13Ibid., p. zL. Also see Christopher X4aYhew,
Britain' s RolE-fornorrow (London: Hutchinson & Co., 1967) '

15

nands that the tern runificationt has been util ized.I4
The National security Act of 1947 created the post of secretaTy of Defence to give general direction and control to

the service departments which had their own Secretaries '
The amendments to the 1949 National Security Act which
created a Department of Defence added further to the powers
of the secretary of Defence. A1so, the position of the
Chairnan of the Joint Chiefs of Staff was created. Still,
the Secretary was specificalLy barred from encroaching upon
the comb atant functions of the individual services. In
other words, the identities of the services weTe pTeserved'
This was also the case with subsequent organizatLonal
changes.

civilian control of the services \^¡as interpreted as
centralizing authority in the secretary of Defence. The
1953 reorgani zation plan alLowed for the Defence Secretary
to appoint Assistant Secretaries who had responsibilities
in functional aTeas such as manpower and personnel. The
creation of Assistant Secretaries was related to the d'ecline of the service secretaries.
The Defence secretaryts authority was further increased aS a result of the 1958 reforms. As one observer
noted:
14Fot example, see Harry H'
llDepartment of
.Ransom,
DefeTlce
Arnerican
in
Defence: Unity Or'Coifederation",

p"liãy,"d"b;,r',i.-s'iiñIII&C.johns@:
ÏöEn_iúpkins Þress, 1968) , p. 363ff '

The

IO

Under the [1958] Act the Secretary of Defence can
exercise direct authority over unified commands,
transfer weapons systems from one service to another and maintain centralized direction of all
rnilitary research and developrnent through the
Director of Research and Engineering " The practical inpact of these powers is to give the Secretary c^onsiderable influence over the roles and

missiôns of the services....The concept of unified comnands and the sweeping authority over
weapons developrnent now enable the Secretary,to
briirg about de- facto unification of the armed
seïv:.ces evenffiffiñ the framework of a threedepartrnental sYst"t. 15

by "de facto unification" was actually inFor exainple, this retegration in the Canadian lexicon
ferred to the establishrnent of an All-Service Defence Communications agency. This also referred to the practice
of the Secretary of Defence from 1959 to 1961, Thomas
Gates, and hís successor, Robert McNamaTa, to sit with the

What was meant

Joint Chiefs of Staff for the purpose of cutting down on
duplication and imposing a decision on the Chiefs respecting
In other
issues on which the Chiefs could not agree
words, civilian centralization was being carried a step
further.
under Robert McNamara, the office of the secretary
of Defence continued to groi{. Through his administrative
action several functions were centralízed" Robert
McNamarats predecessorrs formation of a single Defence In-

telligence Agency was ar: exanple of a centralizing trend
To the detrirnent of the
rvhich McNamara furthered along.
15G"rr" M. Lyons, "The New Civil-Military
lationsf', in Smíth & Johns , op. cit. , P. 396 .

Re-

t7

rnilitary Chiefs, emphasis was placed upon the civilian component of the Defence Department. so-called superagencies assumed the functions previously handled by the
independent services. Bureaus which cut into the power of
the services were established, for example, the Defence
supply Agency and the Defence contract Audit Agency. In
other words, central ization meant cutting into the independence of the service depaïtments by integrating various
functions in agencies which cut across service lines '
Besides the way reorganization was handled in other
countries, \^ras the example of what had taken place in Canada
before Paul Hellyer had becone Defence Minister in 19ó3'
The canadian experience undoubtedly had not prepared many

to foresee the Ministerts sweeping reforms; or the Canadian
experience had caused some to think that the Minister did
not actually mean what he said. The approach taken to
reorganization in the r40s and '50s was of a pieceneal
nature which had not threatened the servicest identities '
Respecting the manner in which Paul Hellyer later defined
integration and unification, 1itt1e had been accomplished
in the way of integration, let alone in the way of unification, before World War II'
After World War II, tentative steps were taken in
the direction of integration under Brooke Claxton, the
Minister of National Defence from L946 to 1954. External
pressures pushed to the sidelines any contemplation of
Pressures in relation to foreign
widespread integration.

18

matteïs such as the Korean War, the building of NATO, and
the Cold l4lar exigencies were factors in preventing largeScale reorganization. Besides, there were the internal
pressures of inter-service differences. A former lieutenant-commander wrote of the postwar Navy and its senior

officers during the 1945-1955 decade in terms of the conservatism and anti-intellectualisn evident in the Navy, the
irnplication of couïse being that the Navy was not anxious
for change.to A witness, Mr. K. Patrick, before the
Standing Conmittee in February T967 testified that senior
officers fron the three services did not appreciate a plan
Th"te was, howhe presented in 1945 for unification.lT
ever, general agreernent, aS for example expressed in the
views of all of the political parties, that, in order to
obtain economy and efficiency, steps with respect to inte16.¡.1. Harbron, "The Royal Canadian Navy, 19451g55r', Queen's QuarterÍy, Vo1. LXXIII, No. 3 (Autumn 19ó6),
pp. 52g=330--fiowe\¡er-arbron did speak of the new adinirafs in the mid '50s who were genuinely interested inin
change. see, for example, his árticle, "unifícation
Cana"ð.a: Fait'Acconpli", U:S. Naval Institute Proceedings ,
Vol. 93, No. 8 (Augüst íg
17Mr. Patrick had stated: "Before the end of the
war in 1945 while I was still serving in the RCAF I prepared a paper which I delivered in the 'War Roomf ' ' "in
btta*u, Lefore a tri-service rneeting of senior officers,
advocating unification aS an urgent postwar program.-..some
of the 'blasst reacted against ttre idea, but almost half
officers ðonceded that th9 proposition was
of the younger
"S.C.N.D.,
No. 2I, Friday, February 17, 1967,
1ogica1."

p.

1280.
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gration had to be undertaken"
Mackenzie King's distrust of the militaty, combined
with his desire to bring about economy and efficiency, left
Brooke Claxton with no doubt that the Defence Minister was
to seek ways to cut the defence budget, if possible by integration. Claxton regarded his job as bringing together
and making into a team "three rnutually resistant and highly

competitive services staffed by bands of aggressive young
or no experience of peacetime responsimen who had little
bility but who had won the war."18 Viewing what he considered was unnecessaTy duplication, the Minister stated
that he had the "original impulse to go f.at and fast in the
d.irection of unification". l9 In his testimony before the
Defence Cornnittee in 1967, General Foulkes testified

that

the Minister of National Defence had told him that the
Minister, after having reformed the civilian side of defence adninistration, wanted to do the Same for the Services:

...he suggested to ne that he would like to do the
same thiñg with the services, and at that time we
drew up a plan for one service.
...when I did talk to Brooke Claxton one day
about how far he was going to go with it he told
r^
tx

^"Quoted in James EaYrs, Tn Defence of Canada:
Peacenakins and Deterrence, Vo1. III (Canada: Unlverst-ty

.

19r¡i¿.

LT7.
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me that he would have to drop it....He said that
he had enough troubles on his hands and that he
was not going arLy farther with integration.

That started the set-up of a whole series of committees. That is when the committee fever
started; in other words, integratíon by committee,
and the start of conmittee hearings....That was in
L946 and 1947 .20

Indeed, Brooke Claxton had introduced Bill 19, which
received third reading on February 17, L947.

The Bill had

the affect of reforming the civilian side of the Defence
Department by replacing the three deputy ministers of the
three services by a single deputy rninister and up to three
associate deputy ministers whose duties weTe determined on
a functional rather than on a service basis" During the
debate on Bill 19, the Minister made clear his intent to
íntegrate several branches of the Armed Forces:
is proposed to consolidate a great many of
the auxiTàry- services of the armed services themselves. This includes the chaplain, medical,
dental, hospitaT, welfare, education, 1ega1 and
public relations services of the armed forces.
Ttre exact way in which that wíl-1 be done is sti1l
being worked out. With regard to matters of
suppty, transportation and the 1ike,, there will
be-ã þood deal of consolidation; and with regard
to opérations, training and planning there will
be close co-ordination under the direction of the
three chiefs of staff who together form a committee. ,,
. . . it

However, whether Brooke Claxton contemplated complete uni-

fication as inferred by General Foulkes was debatable since
pp"

20s.c.N.D., No. 2T, Thursday, February 16, 1967,
LZZT

-1228.
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th e Defence Minister inforrned the House of
q

L947

Commons

on July

:

I want to make it quite clear that when I referred
conto one set of arned forces, I had in rnind the
be
tinuation of. the three services. . . . it would anlquite wrong to suggest that we have in mind
dftittg in the natuié of a conplete wiping-out of
the ãifferences which result fron the different
functions and are useful in rnaintaining the traditions of the armed f.orces . , ',
In any event, as Brooke claxton found out, a rcomplete wiping out of the differencest was difficult to
achieve. In experimenting with the prime user principle,
that the service which was the largest user of personnel or
equipment would provide the function for the other two serVices, the Minister was unsuccessful when he assigned the
Arrny the responsibility for vehicle repairs for all three
services. The Conbined Services Functions Committee which
was established to examine the feasibility of co-ordinating
different parts of the services was unsuccessful in resolving service opposition, mainly frorn the Navy, regarding
the setting up of a single nedical corps for aLL three
services.
Nonetheless, certain steps had been taken in the
The legal services had been indirection of unification.

tegrated in the late t40s " A tri-service approach was
taken with respect to the colleges. Royal Roads, which
zz:rbrd., vot .

vI,

L947

,p

-anf

LL

had previously catered only to naval cadets, by 1948

was

receiving cadets frorn all three services. The last two
years of the cadets' course work were completed at Royal
Military Co1lege, which received its first post-war class in
September 1948. Its French language equivalent, Le College
It{ilitaire Royal , had its f irst class in September L952,
The National Defence College opened in January 1948. 0n
April L, L947, the Defence Research Board, which served all
three services, came into being. As a result of the overhauling of the Defence Act in 1950, the same rules of military law and justice l{ere made applicable to aLT three services. However, it was not till January l, 1959, under
the Conservative Defence Minister, George Pearkes , that the
integration of the medical services began. Also, the
Minister was working toward the integration of the provost
services. The chaplain services were not integrated until
1960. In passing, it is worth noting that integration did
not automaticaTly result in greater efficiency and lowering
of costs. The integration of the nedical and chaplain
Integration of the chapservices were examples of thís.
lain services only resulted in the headquarters appointment
of tl,ùo new brigadier chaplains. Integration of the nedical
services only caused a minor reduction of five nedical officers while at the same tirne two additional lieutenantcolonels were appointed to headquar t"tr.23
23rbið,.

,

vo1

III, 1960, p.
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With respect to headquarter changes, the post of

of the Chiefs of Staff Conmittee was created on
February 1, 1951 and its first incumbent was General
Charles Foulkes. The Chiefs of Staff sti1l had individual
It is interesting to note that
access to the Minister.
Brooke Claxton, unlike Paul He11yer, viewed his meetings
with the Chiefs of Staff as an irnportant part of the policy
Chairman

process rather than as needless time-consuming interrup-

tions. "* Not having any executive authority over the
Chiefs, the Chairman nonetheless was expected to co-ordinate their activities and be an independent source of advice
to the Minister, besides representing the forces in top-

with other countries. The Defence
Council consisted of the Minister, the Associate Minister,
the Deputy Minister, the Chairman of the Defence Research
Board, the Chairman of the Chiefs of Staff Committee and
the Chiefs of Staff . Though the Council 'hlas not new, because of its rnernbership it could be said to have had an affect upon the high-1eve1 co-ordination of policy, though
differences in opinion existed regarding the degree to
1eve1 negotiations

which the Council actuaLly did co-ordinate.
From 1945 to 1964, when Paul Hellyer began what

he

called his first step in the integration/unification process by steering Bill C-90 through the House of commons,
Howthese changes were the outward steps in integration.

z4Erytr, op. cit. , p.

116.
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ever, these did not indicate the studies being conducted
within the Defence Department. The political significance
of these earlier steps l-ay in the following" Because the
integrative process had been quite slow prior to Paul
Hellyer's reign as Defence Minister, Paul Hellyer perceived
the need for sweeping reforms. In contrast to the slow,
piecemeal approach taken by his predecessors, Paul Hellyer's
was one of radical endeavour which, in the process, alienated him from his rnilitary advisers, caused a storm in Parliament and alarmed several ex-servicemen.
Yet, several individuals recognized the need for

further reorgani zation for the sake of greater economies
But reforms were spoken of in the support
and efficiency.
and administrative areas and not in the operational areas '
In other words, several quarters agreed with what Paul
Therefore, it is ironic
Hellyer was to call integration.
to note that in comparison to the retrogressive picture the
Liberals atternpted to paint of the Conservatives in 196ó,
during the 1950s the Conservatives weÎe pTessing the
Liberals to undertake several reorganizational measures'
The Conservatives showed they were teady to accept reform,
as long as the service identities were naintained. In
ramalgamatLg47, George Pearkes approved of the policy of
In 1956,
ingt the three services under one minister.
Douglas Harkness spoke of the need of "having an overall
chief of the defence forces" to help bring about a unified
defence policy and that defence headquarters should be com-

25

pletely reorganized as the first step in reorganization for
the purpose of achieving efficiency and ".orro*y.25
With respect to the position of the serving senior
officers, in spite of inter-service bickering, several had
recognized the validity of exploring areas where consolidation of comrnon anciLlary functions and where the planning
In his testimony before the Defence
process were feasible.
Committee in L967, Lieutenant-General Simonds who was Chief

of the General Staff frorn 1951 until 195ó stated that he had
long been
an advocate of a sensible neasure of integration
of the three services, one reason being that I alvlays felt that for the size of the forces I^Ie deployed, we had much too much overhead, an4 certaiirfy increased efficiency could result froin integration of most of the adninistrative services.rU
General Foulkes, during his tenure as Chairnan of the Chiefs

of staff from 1951 to 1959, was a strong supporter for integration and, in principle agreed with what Paul Hellyer
called a single unified force. However, General Foulkes
also noted with respect to the Chiefs of Staff:
. . " I think I remarked that the attitude of the
chiefs was: lYes; we believe in integration,
but please do not do it while I am here. I do
the chief of staff who
not want to be known as
ruined these services t . . . .

25H.

p.

2I78.

VI, 195ó, PP. 6L7 4-6L75
26s.c.N.D., No. 34, Thurs day , March 16, L967 ,
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l{hen Mr. Pearkes became Minister this plan was
out to hirn and it received favourable considerätion, but again it was fel-t that it was a bit
too revolutiónary, and Mr. Pearkes decided to
start at the bottorn and see what he could do about getting common services.ZT

To a degree, then, it could be predicted that Paul

Hellyer would receive frorn his nilitaTy advisers support for
inte gration and condemnation for unification since the 1atter was thought to be either a f.auLty concept or a concept
to be introduced over a carefully planned period of time.
Furthermore, senior officers, while serving and recently
retired, were wont at times to make public Statements critVice-Adrniral Reid, chief of
ical of government policy.
Naval Staff from L946 to L947, in November 1946 nade a
speech widely reported in the newspapers critical of the
The vice-admiral was
Governrnentts postwar naval plans.

masters. In January 1955,
Lieutenant-General Sinonds made a speech to the Montreal
Canadian Club in which he mentioned his advocacy for two
Brooke Claxton and
years conpulsory rnilitary training.
Ralph Campney weïe not pleased. A critical article the
lieutenant-general after his retirement wrote in 1956 propelled the Tories to request an examination of his t'i"*''28
reprimanded by his political

In the process the Liberal Government was embarrassed.
27

lbla., No. zL, p. T228
2811. of c . Debates Vol. V,1956,
,
"
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Thus, service personnel, though not having widespread public support, had potential a11ies among parliamentary defence critics

and in ex-servicemen organizations

"

In other words, events prior to the unification controversy
showed that the services were not always tsilent' and that
they played the irnportant role of catalysts in arousing
parliamentary scrutiny of government defence policy.
Though this rnight raise questions of civilian control, many
officers regarded the raising of questions on the nilitaryfs
challenge to civilian power as a red-herring. After he
retired in 1956, Lieutenant-General Sinonds made the statenent that:
In Canada, otr more than one occasion, when military views of what was neces sary have come in
conflict with political views of what was desirable, certain politicians and sections of the
press have raised the bogey of niTitary leaders,
or a so-ca11ed tnilítary juntat attempting to
usurp political powers. There never has been
any foundation whatsoever for such fantasies.
They represent one of the nost outrageous hoaxes
ever inflicted upon an unsuspecting public, and
Canadian political twisting at its l.{orst and
most degradinE.

Zg

There were thus signs raised prior to L964 that reforms

could be expected to take place within the Defence Department and that if the reforms were extreme the debate could
be expected to raise parliamentary and extraparliamentary

criticisrn.
29

Wrong

19s6,

Lie.rtenant - Gene ra1 Guy Simonds, "Where Wetve Gone
on Defence", It{aclean r s, Vol. 69, No. L3, June 23,
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As has been mentioned, there were indications that
the Liberals would undertake reforms more widespread in
scope than to date had occurred if they were to beat the

Tories at the po11s ín L963 " For example, in 1960 Lester
Pearson spoke of the need to have one chief of staff and to
integrate completely the administration of the three services. In January 1963, prior to the L963 elections,
Lester Pearson mentioned to the House of Commons that one
of the points of the Liberal defence

programme was:

The three Canadian defence services should

be
?ttd

fu1ly integrated with maxirnum efficiency
economy boãh in operation and adninistration and
the netessary chairges to that end should be nade
at the Department of National Defence. rO

The Liberals won the 1963 election"

However, two

points should be noted. The Liberal Party did not define
the extent to which it would carty out integration. Also,
since defence is not among the best of issues with which to
wage an election carnpaign, none of the politicaL parties
raised defence reorganization in the 1962 election; nor was
this issue raised in the 1965 carnpaign. So it was that a
rninority government contemplated and initiated the first
steps in the major overhaul of the Defence Department.
If the Liberals needed any encouragement in this
direction, they found it in the findings of the Glassco
Commission

or the Royal Conmission on Government Organiza-

30H. of C. Debates, Vol. III,

l-962-63, p,

3L24
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The importion which cornpleted its task in January 1963
tance of the Glassco Cornniss j-on's findings was they were an

authorative source on which the Government could justify
its actions. Furthermore, the Commission recommended
radical changes, but, of importance, it did not reconmend
The Comrnission stopped short at the
complete unification.
tfourth servicet concept, that is, integration of comnon
functions under independent direction by a single authority,
a Chairnan of Canadian Defence Staffs.31
Paul Hellyer readily acquiesced to the Conmissionrs
rationale respecting the need for change, namely to cut
overhead costs by conbining conmon functions, but he ofAs the
fered his own solution, conplete unification.
Ministerls first step in this direction, indications of
which hrere given in the 1964 White Paper, he brought in Bill
c-90 in April L964. The Bill was given Royal Assent on
July L6, Lg64. As has been noted, its principal reconmendation was the replacing of the Chiefs of Defence Staffs by
a single Chief of Defence Staff who alone would have the
In L964 the changes at
right of access to the Minister.
the top were in contrast to previous changes which had occurred at the bottom or outside of Headquarters. In
August L964 Headquarters I¡Iere organized on a functional
basis.

By June 1965 the

Commands

had been reduced from

eleven to six and had been reorganized along functional

31th" Royal Commission On Government Organization,

IV, ¡ottaw

1rì

the final stage, the abolitlon
of the three services as distinct lega1 entities and replacing them by a single unified f.ot.".32 It was this last
stage, to be implernented by Bill C-243, which raised the
greatest controversy and which this thesis examines.
This 1964-1966 period was irnportant in several ways
with respect to the developnent of later criticism.
Briefly, this part of the integration/unification debate
showed that there was latent criticism ready to spring to
the fore. Even in L962 there were indications of this.
A critical newspaper article reported that Paul Hellyer
wanted to scrap the Navy:
1

ines

What remained was

. . .Hel1yer said that. . . defence policies should
be recast and that "Canada should phase out of
her anti-sub ro1e. " The present destroyer
escorts and frigates - the maj or components of
the RCN - were a "vlaste" of defence dollars,
he said.

Instead he advocated an integrated force built
on airlift power, nobile army brigades, and...

assault landing craf.t
In short, scrap the navy....
. . . thousands of officers and nen of the Canadian
navy would have their careers ruined, their
life-work cast ca11ously asíde.tt
32Fo, one of the best
tion of the Armed Forces e see
Canada?" , Adelphi Papers,
for Canada?""
The Institute @tudies).
viewtof
termed thetofficial

summaries of the reorganizaM. Sherman, "A Single Service
7967 (London:
39", July 1967
No: 39
No.
For what might be
in the
the first two stages ín
integration/irnification process, see Armed Forces Manageirent; June 19ó5, pp. 42-47 , 50-52, 55
33"S.r"p the Navy",
Dail-y Colonist , May LS ,

t962.
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The R.c.A.F" ASSOciatiOnts actions were an example
of several ex-servicemen willing to question the wisdom of
The questioning would be within the
government policy.

confines of existing associations or within the framework of
new organizations, as was the case with TRIO. Inplied, was
that these organizations represented the views of dissatisfied serving nili tary personnel. After the passage of
Bill c-90, the following resolution was carried at the
National convention of the R.c.A.F. Association:

that the separate identities of the
three seívices be retâined and that a deputy
.hi"f be appointed to be in charge of each

RESOLVED,

service.

tO

At the Associationrs fifteenth National Convention held in
the fall of 1965, besides the reiteration of the above, the
points were made that no further steps be taken by the
Government until the steps regarding integration to date
were assessed and that the Government give moÏe weight to
nili tary advice respecting defence policy formulation.
The Association at its Sixteenth National Convention in
July 1966 carried the resolutions that the identítíes of the
three services be naintained and that integration be confined to Headquarters and command fornations. These were
sent by telegramme to the Prirne Minister and to the Minister
of National Defence. The expression of opposition within
34"Mirr'trt"r, Fourteenth National Convention, OctoI . - Royal-Canaber 1st- Znd-S;¿, Lg64, Charlottetowr.l, PG,"8.Resolution
II'
dian Air rorce--,Ã,rio.iátion", Appendix

sary and feasible. Howevel, there was opposition to the
Ministerrs tine schedule and in instances to the concept of
Of inportance was the senior officers reunification.
fraining from making public conments prior to the summer of
1966. Additíonal1y, because of his management techniques,
in combination with faulty communications of information,
Paul Heltyer aroused further criticisn among several of his

rnilitary advisers. one Liberal M.P. expressed the view
that some of the serving officers not in favour of unification believed that the Liberals would not proceed to unification since they were a minority government and, furthermore, the officers thought they would be around longer than
the Defence Minister because they thought, or hoped, the
rninority Liberal Government would be defeated.S5
Itisonthebasisofexaniningtheroleand
strategy of the major opponents in the different parts of
the political system that the plan of the thesis has been
fornulated.. Hence, the Tri-Service ldentities Organization, serving senior officers and the Progressive Conservative Party are viewed each in turn. chapter 2 deaLs with
the fornation and the role of TRIO. In so doing, the
chapter explores the factors accounting for the fornation
of this interest group and the efforts of individuals concerned with forming an organizational framework through

35Irrt"tl iew with Liberal M. P. , June 2 , 1969 ' The
author has not found arLY evidence either to support or to
refute this contention.
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their roles suggest certain general traits of the
Canadian politica1- systen.

how

CHAPTER

2

THE FORMATiON
AND THE
ROLE OF TR]O

The Tri-service Identities organi zation (TRIO)

was

a child of the unification controversy which reached public
attention in the summer of 196ó. Although TRIO failed. to
halt the unification of the Armed Forces, it was not irrelevant in contributing to the debate. The role of TRIo was
not inconsequentía1 even if it did not rearíze its main
purpose of bringing a halt to unification.
This organizationts role in the process which culminated. in the passage
of Bill c-243 was that of being a well-inforned and stubborn
critic of the Liberal Governrnent's aims with respect to
unification.
Though not adopted, the proposals of rRIO
were considered by the decision-makers; ind.eed, TRIO helped.
to slow down the Government!s rush to unification.
TRio
contributed to keeping the unification issue to the fore
and gave other sectors of the opposition inforrnation which
was used against those favouring unification.
In sum, TRIO
r'üas an important element among the extraparliamentary forces
opposed to unification.
A number of factors contributed to the fornation of
the Tri-service Identities organi zation in the sumner of
1966. Potent reasons for the fornation of this interest
group in August L966 could be found in the circumstances of
the "Admirals Revolt, and other signs of officer discontent.
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Statements of the Tri-service Identities 0rganization hinted

at this.
in August, 19óó, as a result
generated during the
interest
widespread
of the
events of the summer in connection with the defence reorganization and as highlighted by the
many releases of many senior officers of the
armed forces under circumstances sti1l unexplained but which indícated concern was justiTRIO was organized

fied respecting the reorganization of the Defence Deþartrneñt which had been carried forward
since the White Paper of 1964.1

Furthernore, Robert Hilborn, President of TRIO, in his evidence to the Standing Connittee on National Defence, indicated that the time was ripe to focus on the problem of
To Robert Hilborn this was so because if one
unification.
group organi zed, then others would spring up in other parts

of the country.2
There was additional evidence which suggested that

a direct result of the concern over the events
of July 196ó. There were fornal and informal ties linking
future members of TRI0 to individuals knowledgeable about

TRIO arose aS

p.

733"

ls.c.N.D. , No.

L7

, Friday, February 10,

Lg67 ,

2Ibid., p. 749. Robert Hilborn stated, "It tealIy
began in ffiTõ-to- with a group of us wþo felt s_trongly that
sornething like it should be provided by way of a focus on
the problem.. ".We had some indications from across the
country that if sornething was started, some sort of pattern
set, other areas would fo11orv. "
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what was taking place

at

Defence Headquarters

3

"

An organi-

zat-ion had not been formed prior to the summer of 19ó6 to

protest against the Defence Ministerls designs in spite of
Yet information was received through face-tothese ties.
face meetings such as took place at social gatherings and
through correspondence. At least one future TRIO member
received disconcerting information on matters of reorganization prior to the summer of 1966.4 It seemed that for a
group like TRIO to be forned there needed to be more than
disturbing reports; a public occurï'ence such as the largescale premature retirements of senior officers was needed
to activate latent discontent.
on the other hand, though this seens to contradict
the above, members of the Tri-Service Identities Organization argued that they were unavlare of the Defence Ministerrs
designs and d-id not realize the ful1 scope of his intents
One of the higher ranking
until the sunmer months of 1966.
members of this organization stated that, in his view,
the White Paper lof L964] itself was not a definite
plan and indicatéd that there would be discussions
J"Forma1" refers to certain individuals havíng
mititary service backgrounds and recognized as being Pr9ficient'in the field of ¿efence. These individuals had

links with active rnilitary personnel, civil servants and
ooliticians.
"Informal"- rèfers to a relationship based
ïriendship.
alnterview with TRiO member, July 1969.

on
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and nothing had been laid down firnrly or, in.the
words of tñe Paper, the proposal-s were not timmutablet . . . .Against this background and without
detailed knowiedge of what might have been into
volved in a single service, it was only f?" prohis
develop
Hellyer]
Ministei
the
let
IPau1
gramme. " .

.

will also recall that the rneaning of lsingle
servicef was never defined until 19óó when the
Reorganization Act was introduced, ^and Hellyer
evadõd questions on this in the Defence Conmittee
Hearings of 1964. . . . In other countries unification
has inãicated single command structures and a11owing for the vagueñess of the White Paper it was
enãirely possiõfe that sonething would evolve with
perhaps a greater degree of.transferability between the ãervices iñ certain areas where it night

You

be advantageous.

s

Supporting the above is the following eviðence submitted to
the standíng committee on National Defence by George

Penfold, Secretary-Treasurer of

TRIO:

Paper was published, there were
...when the White
-wtrõ
ieárry häd arLv idéa about the
;å;y'-f;*-i;ð"pï"
These were very general and
sp"âifi.s- of- it.
As a 1ot of
interpretations.
cäpable of nany
'expected
t-hat inte gration would be
peäp1e d.id we
iimite¿ to the support forces, because this
seemed logical at- the tirne....It has not been
spelled out.
U

further evidence to the Committee suggesting
the difficulties in defíning unification'
The difficulties in the defining and in the irnplementing of reorganization weTe given forceful attention in
TRIO subrnitted

Sl"tt"t

from TRIS mernber to author, October 30,

1969.

oc"otg" Penfold, evidence to S'C'N'D', No'
Friday, FebruárY 10, L967, P. 771.
â.

17,
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July 1966. With the firíng of Rear-Admiral 1^lilliam
Landymore and the early retirements of Rear-Adnirals
G. Burche1l, Robert we1land, M"G. Stirling, vice-Adniral
Kenneth Dyer and other senior officers such aS LieutenantGeneral Frank Fleury and Lieutenant-General Robert Moncel
in July 19óó, aI.:d the intensive news coverage given to this,

the critics viewed the months of July and August as being
very disturbing for the well-being of the Arrned Forces " '
The press across the land were giving front-page coverage
Dramatic headlines like
to the debate on unification.
"Revolt of the Adnirals Only the Beginning?" were fat-tly
.o**orr.8 Without going into detail on the role of the
added
ner4rs nedia, the assertion can be made that the media
'7

tension and exciteinent to a situation alteady made tense by
the firing and retiring of senior officers " In short,
attention was being focused on the Governmentts policy.
This focusing was both a cause and a result of murmurings
of discontent in various quarters, amongst which hlere the
Defence Headquarters, the chains of coinmand, and the retired
service personnel.

Non-political groups were becoming

Fo, example, see "Mil itary firings, retirements
16,.
precede integration óf forces", thêrbro-oke Record, July
igOO. In Aug;;i 1966, at least@ his rèquest forreported
retireiirut Rear-Adrniiaf BurcÉe11 withdrewJul-y L967 ("Admiral
Has
untilôeferred
been
*""t which had
ä"ã-rfrotcht 0n netiring", Brandon Sun, August L7, 1966).
8H"1ifax Chronicle-Herald, Ju1-y L6, 1966
7
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politicizeð,, that is, beconing interest groups and a new
interest group, TRIO was on the verge of being forned.
Whether or not the argument is accepted that the
organizeTs of TRIO were avlare of Paul Hellyeris designs
prior to the summer of 1966, it can be appreciated that the
nature of the events during July and August 1966 was favourable to an organized articulation of discontent with respect
The dismissal and retirement of senior
to unification.
officers, the attention paid directly to this, and indirectLy to the Government's defence policy, by the newspaper
rnedia acted as catalysts to the formation of an interest

If nothing eIse, the events of the summer of 1966
dramatized the issue of inte gration/unification and created
a donino effect with the actions of one critic influencing
the actions of others. More concretely, the actions of
Rear-Adniral Landymore and others caused quiescent critics
such aS retired officers to become more vocal. These
latter critics thought they could exploit to their advantage
group.

the attention being paid to the Defence Department by
fornral-ly organizing and becoming politicized'
It could be argued, as the critics did, that Parlianent and the communícations nedia had given only superThe rnany difficulties of
ficial attention to unification.
the Defence Ministerrs programme had not been scrutinized.
These critics asserted that they had a legitimate role to
play in the policy-rnaking process by at least revealing
what they considered to be the many shortcomings of the uni-
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f.ication programme. Thus, certain groups and individuals
indicated concern after the press publicized the dismissal
and firing of the offícers previously rnentioned.
Many groups had become alarmed by the rumours circulating and especially after the "Adnirals Revolt". Though
their activities were not fully co-ordinated, these groups
were all uneasy aS a result of the information received fron
serving rnili tary personnel- . In a letter to R. Wilson,
President, Ontario Division of the Navy League of Canada,
the opinion was forwarded that:
In recent months I have personally felt that I
was a helpless witness to the death and dissolution of the Service. . . .
Officers returning from the east and west coasts
are discouraged and disheartened by what they
found there.

n

In July 1966, the Royal Canadian Air Force Association at
Edmonton passed the following resolutions which were sent
to Prirne Minister Pearson and Paul Hellyer:
1.

That the identity of the three services in
the Fighting Forces in the field should be

rnaintained.

That the integration process be confined to
National Defence Headquarters and command
f o rrnat

ions in

C

anada

A number of, individuals and organizations had reached sini-

9L"tt"" fron individual with interest in naval
matters to R. Wilson, JuLy 4, 1966. TRIO files.
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lar conclusions by independent means.
Nevertheless, a large amount of co-ordination was
observeable in the sense that several individuals from different organizations were personal friends or could approach
one another. Thus, or July L2,19ó6, a meeting was held in
those in attendance were Robert Bundy,
President of the Naval Officers' Associations of Canada,
J. Koyl, Vice-President of the Ontario Division of the Navy

Toronto.

Arnong

of Canada, Herbert Maynard, President, Royal
Canadian Naval Association, R. Wilson, President, Ontario
Division of the Navy League of Canada, W. Hodge, Assistant
National SecretãTY, Navy League of Canada and Robert Hendy,
Chairnan of the Committee on the Maritine Component of the
Canadian Defence Forcer.10 Robert Hendy was to become one
of the Vice-Presidents of TRIO. In passing it should be
noted that the Maritirne Component Committee, composed of
the NOAC, the RCNA and the Navy League' was formed in June
1966. This was for the purpose of the three naval organizations taking a more co-ordinated approach to naval matThe Charters of all three organizations stated obters.
jectives relating to the support of the Navy and to a
maintaining of public interest in naval and naritime afLeague

In this instance, the three organizations wished
fairs.
to co-ordinate their activities with respect to unification.

lorRto fites.
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Contacts were established in the sumrner of

1966

with influential people in various sectors who were willing
to form an organization which could effectively combat the
aims of the Minister of National Defence. As far back as
June 30, T966, a future member of TRIO was informed that
Rear-Adniral Pu11en had met with Lester Pearson in Montreal.
The Prime Minister had "suggested he would be glad to see
the Admiral on his next visit to Ottawa."11 Several individuals hlere concerned about the events. This was the
case with the Maritirne Component Committee and the various
naval associations " Approaches were being made in all
directions: to M.P.s, to newspaper editors and to exservice personnel. On the other hand, disconcerting information hras being received from some serving officers and
from some officers who had recently been retíred or fired.
A future executive member of TRI0 wrote Rear-Admiral
Landymore on July 2I, 1966:
...In our srnall way we will continue to press
for the position which we feel is justified and
hope that fron the strong position you _have
given us we will eventually be successful.r,
llNothing of consequence d,eveloped from this
meeting. This was indicated ín Rear-Admiral Pullenrs
letter of July 25, 19ó6, to a future TRIO member:
"Pearson knows just what I think of the whole affair and I
have tried to see hin on several occasions. " TRIO files.
12R"ut-Admiral Landyrnore had replied on July 22,
19ó6:
"The whole plan whích Hellyer had fixed is now beginning
of allowing
to unfold and it is that he has no íntention
If
anyone to decide whether hef11 join the rnew forcet.
he did, f 'm sure as f.at as the navy is concerned he would

/tL

The retiring of several officers had undoubtedly politicized others with an interest in defence matters "
The information and the contacts were plentiful.
yet the impression was given that the critics lvere groping
for Some comnon course of action and aS long as they did

not speak with one voice the Government could afford to
ignore them. Besides, the Government was not dormant, for
under the guidance of Bill Lee, Paul Hellyerts executive
assistant, the Defence Departmentts public relations
machine was working srnoothly and efficiently'
ever
As I see the position today, we must Ygrk
guidal.=)
PR
(uíáer
Lee's
frãr¿er for thè Minister
"revolt"
h;; achieved a public position that thefor
his
all
i;;; ¡""tt crusheä, everlone else is resistance'
Droqram" there will be no further
'Thi;- Tftav achieve his desired ob j ectivg. of cre;ïi;g l' "*¡r¡ r, the use" attitude within and
without the services.
He fHellyer] has also skiltfully taken
just !h"
threatenã*otionai héat out of the news bythen-puttingon
i"ã ãction against Lar.rdymore and
rights,
ful1
ã Eaintly cað and- givinþ the Admiral
pension,'etc-. ...at 1easi, that's how the public
sees it.
He has been able to do this because Lee has
achieved oveï the past few years a position of

nanipulätion and- news "managenent"
l;;;"iist
"t^t superior
to anything that President
rðntt"ay't press setretaiy was able to attain'

people who would-stay, and those only because
find Very few
rtraPPed'
so to speaK'
they
,
,,Ifhlere
we can cause a choice to be required
,or"^iniracle
by
the house" " '
tftittt-th;-Legislation will ever reach
f- ¿onft
-;ï ii,int
danage'''will
¡y-pi"iiÏ"g fgt free choice the
to stop. I'n.going
be so obvious hè
[Hell]erl will have
-irt"té
rineé using y99I^1"^g?1- argunent (conto press along
iåription) as long as I can" "" TRIO files'
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For exanple, Warner Troyerrs recent article that
appeared on the editorial page of the Montreal
Stãr was a paraphrasing of Lee's statements made
in the last few daYs. t,

the Defence Departmentrs desire to paint a picture of well-being.
The public relationst skil1s of the lvlinisterrs executive assistant meant the critics had to work harder to form
a potent organization, the efforts of which would receive
favourable notice from influential individuals such as
cabinet mínisters. This was the rationale behind attempts
to publicize the Governmentts policy and was recognized by
some who wished to form an effective interest group. For
Such manipulation was understandable, given

example, a future member of TRI0 suggested an organizatíon

to be established in different cities:
TORONTO

R.I. Hendy and
too cumbersome)
weli balanced by former army, airforce and
G-nTr^aT committee directed by
composed of an executive (not
TLAVy .

A PR IPublic Relations] sub-committee headed
by someone like Young...and supported by
Terence Robertson and one or two other seasoned pros....The leading figure on lhe PR subcommittee must also be on the executive commit-

tee....

13L"tt"r of July 20, 1g66 from lieutenant-comnander
(ret'd.) to future executive member of TRIO. TRIO fi1es.
it is difficult to deternine to what extent journalists
such as Warner Troyer were paraphrasing the releases of Bill
Lee. However, seieral individuals who were interviewed
believed. that iee was very skillful in rnanipulating the news
to take a sympathetic view of
nedia , ãt least initially',
Hellyerts position.
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VANCOUVER" WINNIPEG AND MONTREAL

each containing

professional PR PeoPle. . .
The Central Conmittee and Regional Conmittees
should establish a good inter-communication so
that progranming will be carried out in a manner dèsigned to obtain maximum effect and
publ icitY . tO
.

These suggestions vlere an indication of what was to be done

after groups were organized.
Jul-y 19ó6 was a period of increasing but uncoIndividuals with nilitaty backordinated activity.
grounds were responsible for holding meetings and for furthering contacts. A wider public was not aroused. Various
concerned ex-servicemen stil1 had not come to grips with
the forming of an organizatiorlal- structure through which
However, these
their discontent could be articulated.
individuals vlere working toward this end. Efforts to organize were being increased. 0n July 25t}r a letter was
sent to a number of people to meet at the Toronto Club on
July 28th or 29th. Among those invited were Major-General
A. Mathews of Excelsior Life Insurance company, General
Howard Graham, Brigadiers Clarence McKee, Ian Johnston and
Gordon Wortherspoon, Colonels Alan Burton, Sydney Frost,
Jr., Bishop Frederick wilkinson, Air Marshal 1/\I. curtis and
Commodore Hendy.l5 These names are mentioned to indicate
14r¡i¿.
meeting.

15tt is not known how many of these attended the
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that concern vüas observeable in individuals with a nilitary
background other than nava1. The press was wrong to concentrate upon the issue as one being fomented by the Navy.
Most of the efforts to organLze seemed to take
place in Eastern Canada, more specificaLly, in Toronto.
It
Individuals in the East appeared to be more active.
was due to their prodding that other organizations were
established in other parts of Canada. For example, a retired naval commander in Vancouver received a letter from a
correspondent in Toronto " The correspondent stated the
need to form an organization in places like this Western
Canadian city:
I feel that we must get a group of respected and
intelligent people who can spread the word in
their community and ensure that this whole matter
is drawn to the attention of the public who must

be fu11y informed"

rU

The need to organize in various regional centres, though

recognized, vras not met until the activists in Toronto had
themselves organized.
Steps were taken to organize in late July 1966.

Toronto activists who l^Iere to be involved in the Tri-Service

Identities 0rganization forrned the Canadian Defence Advisory
Conrnittee, otherwise known as CANDECO. The brief existence
of CANDECO lasted until August 16 , 1966, when TRIO formally
CANDECO was essentia1-1-y a Toronto-based
came into being.
.a

*tn"

naval

Letter from correspondent in Toronto to retired
in Vancouver, August 2 , 1966. TRIO files

commander
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transitory group which was the forerunner of
As you will probably

TRI0, formally
ized. . . .17

CANDECO

TRI0:

.. . ,a group called
is now being organ-

be alrare

CANDECO,

was a preliminary step leading to the formation of

a more viable organization.

BriefLy,

CANDECO

was a com-

rnittee without ar: elected executive oT subconmittees, in
Its
short, without a strong organi zationaL structure.
formation led to the next fornal step of holding a meeting
at the Military Institute in Toronto on August 11, 1966.
This in turn brought about the next formal step of the

fornation of

TRIO on August 1Óth.

of CANDECO into TRIO was one of
name and organizational framework. The objectives, though
more clearly articulated by TRI0, remained essentially the
same. CANDECO spelt out the objectives pursued by TRIO.
This comnittee represented the deternination of a group of
people in Toronto to search for an organizational forn with
which to combat the proposed reorgani zation of the Arned
Forces. Indeed, the name change to TRIQ more cLearLy inThe rnetamorphosis

dicated that the opponents were of a tri-service background. The critics realized that no gains against the
Government could be made without aî effective organization"
The tactics and obj ectives of CANDECO are pertinent
to note because they forecast those to be pursued by TRIO"

l7l"tt"t
TRI0 files.

from TRIO to Robert Hendy, August 18, 19ó6.
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Also, the determination of the Toronto critics and thelr
alienation fron the Defence Minister were indicated. Setting for themselves the task of defeating unification,
those attending the July meeting felt that action should be
oriented toward impeding the implementation of the unification programme.lS Of course, the undertaking of such
action was related to strategy. At the July meeting, it
was suggested that approaches be nade to the Liberal Party:

Fornulate plan to influence individual members of
the Liberal caucus to find five or six defectors
frorn the party line if unification is indeed accepted as official policy.- Commodore
reãrs that it may bè posiible to find tGsellarticularly among those whose electíon was very
close anã with strong suggestions from former
service personnel in-theée areas, these members
rnight swing the caucus to defer introduction of
enabling legislation. tn
The finding of a l^tay by which Cabinet members could be influenced to withdraw support from Paul Hellyer was related

to the approaches to be nade to

members

of the Liberal

caucus.

It is interesting to note the sensitivity of individuals associated with CANDECO with respect to their poli18"Not"s Re Meeting On Integration-Uni fication"
There l4lere at least two
(sic), July 196Ó. TRIO files.
Penfold, a
Hendy,_George
Robert
Arnong others,
À""tí"gt.
Air Force
Canadian
Royal
of
the
iorner"National Þresident
McNair
joûrnalist,
Charles
a
Ãssociation, Terence Robinson,
a,former
Harvey,
Doug
and
a former 1iéutenant-commander,
wing commander, attended. ,The meetings_ were held to set
out the aims, objectives and strategy of CANDECO'
19
The name of the commodore has been inr¡;.¿.

tentionalfy offitted.
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Their concern respecting being associtical activities.
ated with an interest group prompted them to assert that
This was observeable in the
CANDECO was non-political.
following statement on the role of CANDECO:
The canadian Defence Advisory comnittee is a com-

pletelynon-politicalassociationofCanadian
ðitir.îs dedicated to the rnaintenance of ade-quate
and efficient Armed Forces for the defence of our
country.I^Ihileagreeingwiththecombiningof
the fuictions of súpport-forces, The Canadían Defence Advisory Committee particuLarly -advocates of
the prei"i'"tion of thg oþerational identities
the Ñavy, the Arrny, and the Air Force'rO
t'Non-po1itica1" should be interpreted as "non-paTtiSan"'
The strategy and tactics of

CANDECO

were political.

Thepoliticalnatureofthestrategywasmore
clearly revealed in the subsequent step leading to TRIO.
This vlas the meeting held at the Military Institute in
Toronto on August 11th. The meeting was for the purpose
of exploring means to organize a tri-service group which
r,qould act to preserve the operational identies of the three
services. The strategy of approaching high'ranking
1ñ
zuQuotation

is extracted from a pag:- entitled
,'Canadian tiefenc" À¿'ttitory Conmittee" attaðhed to an undated

r sensitivitY o{
n
CANDECO to Uein!-iuUãif"¿ an "interest group" is noticeable
referred
Helen Dawson
in other interest groups. In 1963,
I'hamstrung
by
be-ing
Canada
to the Corrsunreiii Ãitoèiation of
conthe
in
put
forward
its own ratheiróttti.h-like attitude
that the CAC must not be allowed
;iá"iit ieiteiaiéãtrnu*itn
tpressure
groupf . " Helen Dawson, I'Tþ" Consumio ¡"ãô*" a
ers Associatiãn-ói- õuttãau"l Canadian Public Adninistration,
Vol. VI , No. I [March 1963), P.-Tffi-

-a
JL

It was cLearLy recogLiberals was made more explicit"
nized that attenpts should be made to contact Cabinet members and to alienate them from Paul Hellyer. The Cabinet
had to be influenced to rej ect unification as official
The obvious means u¡as to find symGovernment policy.
pathetic individuals who were acquaintances of the Cabinet
mernbers. This was further detailed by referring to the
possibility of contacting veteran groups in Cabinet members' ridings and having these groups write to the Cabinet
members. The following suggestions were related to this:
4"

q

6.

Write letters-to-the editor to newspapers in
the home ridings of the Cabinet members
opposing unification now.
Get as many communications as possible from
horne ridings individuals sent to Cabinet
asking for halt. . " .
Prepare pamphlets and distribute to interested individuals in hone ridings of Cabinet
menbers . .,
LL

By contemplating these tactics, those at the neeting recog-

nízed they had to influence the centre of power within the
governmentaL structure, that is the Cabinet, in order to
achieve results favourable to their interests.

This

strategy is characteristic of rnany interest groups.
CANDECO and TRIO indicated other features which are
characteristic of interest groups. In responding to

2lMut"tial

was taken from a copy of an undated
draf.t memorandurn (under titl-e t'Method") which is in the

TRIO

fil.es.

q?

Governnent activities,

índividuals were seeking to organize
Their
in order to politically prornote their interests.
search for an organization was the search for a political
CANDECO and TRIO,
weapon to combat a political issue.
desirous of altering Government policy, were looking at
political means to accomplish their ends. This involved
the contacting of political parties; the searching of means
by which to influence the decision-makers; the attenpt to
mould areas such as the comnunications nedia. Without
this understanding of tactics and aims, one would be at a
loss to understand the need for a formal organizatlon to
contest the validity of integration leading to unification.
TRIO was the formal organi zation which arose from
the events of the summer of 1966. CANDECO indicated the
exploration of ways to halt the proposed reorganization"
TRI0 was the formalization of the behind-the-scenes efforts
to organize for the purpose of opposing the Government on
the unification issue. In its first press release of
August L7th, TRIO stated the objectives which it pursued
throughout the integration/unification debate.22 That is,
ZTrh"re was a meeting held at the Military Institute in Toronto on August 16, 1966. Arnong others ín attendance were Air Marshal (retrd.) W. Curtis, Robert Bundy,
President of the Naval Officerst Associations of Canada,
R: Wilson, President of the Ontario Division of the Navy
League of Canada, Frank Manchee, President of the Toronto
Branch of the Naval Officerst Associations of Canada, and
Robert Hilborn, a retired l-ieutenant-co1one1. Robert
Hendy who became one of the vice-presidents was not present
because he was hol-idaying in Bermuda. In fact, he was
selected as vice-president in absentia.

ÍA

the combat efficiencies of the three services
preserved; an immediate halt toward a single nilitary service; and a public enquiry or Royal Commission to examine
the issue. A1so, TRIO was willing to co-operate with any
group or citizen opposed to the loss of the identities of
the three service r.23 These were the themes to be constantly reiterated in one form or another. They were to
prove effective in bringing together several critics who
otherwise would have remained dormant or ineffectual.
Press reaction to the birth of TRIO was nixed.
TRIO still had to convince rnembers of the news nedia that
its corporate pursuit of questioning the wisdom of the
Government was a legitimate role to be exercised by exservicemen. Statements such as the following showed that
TRIO would have much work to do if it were to p1-ay arl influential role in deterring the Government from its policy
of unification.
TRIO wanted

As watchdogs for Canadats armed forces, the
newly-forned Trí-Service Identities Organization

...doesnrt inspire much confidence. This off,icer-1ed opposition to. . .Hellyerts integration

23"V"r"rurrc start campaign to prevent forces unification", London Evening Free Press, August L7, 1966.
as to the tirning of the
Also, TRIO
press release took place between the individuals present at
the meeting of August 16th (see Footnote 22):
'rThe question of a press release was thoroughly discussed
and at first it was decided to defer release of our official fornation until the following duy, but when someone
recalled that the Beatle story would occupy much newsþaper space on Thurs day , it was f,inally decided to nove
at once.'! Minutes of, Meeting Held At The Military In-

stitute,

Tuesda

qç

program seems interested only in turning the clock
back. rO

or

There is sornething amazingly, and amusingly, incongruous about the efforts of retired military
officers to organize a unified protest against

unification of the armed forces. They are disproving their own point....
There is, however, a more basic argument against
the move headed by Air Marshal W.A. Curtis....
This is that officers of the past should not be
allowed to dictate policies of the present.
They are, as all other citizens, entitled to
their opinions and to the right to express then.
They should have the privilege of appearing before a parliamentary conmittee to state their
case. But this is something different from
trying to whip up a pressure group among war
veterans

.^¿J

of interest group activity or of ex-servicemen interest group activity, Lt
reaction was negative with
seemed that the pressls initial
respect to the political endeavours of TRIO.
Other nellspapers questioned why TRI0 was not formed
earlier and v¡hether at this period it would serve any useful function.

Whether this \^ras a general criticisn

Where. . .was TRIO when the question of integration
was before the House of Commons? Why did the
opponents of integration not join ranks until in-

tegrationf s irnplementation began? This kind of
rear-guard action can only increase bitterness.
24t¡SIeeping Watchdogs", Wi-ndsor Star, August 18,

1966.

ib

id.

25"For*"r officers unite against unification",
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It will not, thankfully, stop Mr" Hellyer.rU
Comments such

as those quoted r4iere more

common than

editorials favouring the formation of TRIO.27 This meant
that future tactics would involve the cultivation of contacts with newspapers. Aside from a few sympathetic
journalists such as Scott Young of the Globe and Mail,
other reporters and editors were not aware of many of the
implications of unification.
Though recognizing the
political role of TRIO, they did not recognize the validity
of such a role " This was so because it initially appeared
to several editors and reporters that individuals with service backgrounds l{ere emotionally inspired to oppose a
civilian government. The reporters and editors did not
ful1y appreciate the distinction between integration and
unification.
Until they became better informed, they rernained syrnpathetic to Paul Hellyerts position, uncrit ica1-:-.y
accepting his statements and the Defence Departmentrs press
releases. This made the task of TRIO all the harder"
The members of TRI0 of course recognized that synpathetic
and inforned responses from the communications media were
inportant if the interest group were to realize its goa1s.
26¡¡ALl the Angry Admirals", Brandon Sun, August

?.0,

1966

)7
-'The

author had the advantage of looking at several
articles from various newspapers. These articles were obtained fron the Canadian preis Clipping Service, a division
of Maclean-Hunter. See bibliography for the titles of
these ner¡rspapers.
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organization, TRIO started from the advantageous position of having on its executive and amongst
its rank and file respected, pr€stigious individuaLs.2S
These individuals, because of their background and contacts,
could influence others with respect to the integration/
unification issue. Several of the TRIO members were aware
that the degree of the organizationts influence was at
least in part deternined by the personal prestige of the
rnenbership. Part of the strategy of TRIO was to recruit
individuals because of their prestige. These individuals
could act as spokesmen whose viewpoints, being respected,
could embarrass the Liberal Government.
The difficulties of defining and of assessing the
influence of interest groups have been widely acknowledged,
for instance, with respect to distinguishing, recognizíng
Influence can be simply defined
and observing influenc".29
as the modification of the behaviour of an individual or
decision-maker; the rnodification of the behaviour or activity results in an action, viewpoint or pol-icy more
favourable to the interests of the individual or group
This definition is
causing the behaviour modification.
used without atternpting to overcome the problems of identiThough a new

28A1ro see Chapter 3 with respect to this point.
29Fo, example, see James N. Rosenau, Publ ic 0pinion
,
An
e rat ional Fo rntul at ion
and Foreisn Policy:
om House, Inc.,
, P"
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fying and measuring a groupts influence.
This also brings attention to the interrelationships between an organi zation such as TRTO and individuals
possessing expertise in the relevant issue aTea. In some
instances, what may be referred to as the tpersonal
prestige' of the individual is so highly held that the individual ts views will be regarded or solicited regardless
of the fact that the individual may or may not belong to an
organization. And, as an organization may enhance the opportunities of the individual to gain access to the communications channels, so may the highly respected individ.ua1 raise the prestige of an organization by joining it.
Hence, in turn, the otganízationts opportunities to subnit
opinions are enhanced. It rnay be noted in passing that
the scope of an organizationts access is determined in part
by the status conferred upon it by organs such as the news
rnedia and by individuals such as Members of Parliament'
Thus, TRIO became a moïe significant factor in the unification controversy because its contributions to the debate
were reported by the press and referred to by Mernbers of
Parliament.

So, as TRIO provided an outlet for the views of
several critics, the crítics in turn were asked to join because they would enhance the organizationts position in the
unification controveïsy. It should be added that the view
was expressed that the larger the inernbership, the more
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However, the
powerful would be the voice of TRI0.30
strength of an organ ization should not be measured in terms
of membership for of course the size of the menbership is

only one of several factors contributing to an otganizationts access to the policy-naking process'
TRIO firstly had to construct a viable organization
if it were to become the effective critic it desired to be '
The Executive recognized this at the outset in the latter
part of August 1966. The function of the Toronto TRIO was
clarified at a meeting of the Toronto TRIO Executive held
August 28, 1966:
FUNCTION OF TORONTO TRIO

e all TRIO BRANCH actiincluding:
vities
a) Recruiting oi key pe-rsonnel in each centre'
bi providing outlinê õf suggested organization
and procedures.
informatiol kit including:
Providing
c)'
i) ClearÍy defined aims and objectives;
ii) Editorial and ner^ls material;
iii) Mernbership application f orn.
d) Mâintain master- iegistry of all TRI0
members.

e) Co-ordinate Public Relations programme
including:
i-) Press releases and statements;
iii Public speakers available for TV,.Radio
and public platforms such as Service
Clubi , etc. ;
iii) Drafts of suggested letters to opln:.on
leaders at the Parliamentary leve1;
iv) I'Letters to Editor" carnpaign;
v) Direct nail carnpaign to veterans associations seeking support and urging
that they write and wire to theír li{enbers of Parlianent;
s0rRlo releases of Novenber !7 , 28, 1966, to
members.

TRIO
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a

q

6.
7.

8.
q

vi) Constant liaison on all PR matters.
Organize Toronto TRIO Branch

Stimulate general recruiting of members.
Arrange financing of L, 2 and 3 above.
Organize Ottawa liaison and a carnpaign of

private presentation to all members of Parliament with particular ernphasis on Cabinet
Ministers; Leaders and influential members
of opposition parties; influential members
of all parties; members of Commons Defence
Conmittee.
Design and co-ordinate a Public ReLations
programme as (e) above.
Stinulate interest and participation of aLI
Veterans I organizations.
Inform and liaise with the Reserve Forces
of the three services.
Prepare and present TRI0 Brief to the appropriate Cornmittee or Comnission. r,

The above demonstrated the plan to take a rshotgunt

approach to the rssue.

The attack would be nade on aI1"

fronts at the same tine.

This approach suggested that
TRIO hoped that the application of pressure in one area
would result in pressure in another. Whatever tactics
were to be applied would be applied more effectively only
after organizationaT cohesiveness 'r.4ras attained. With reference to TRIO, organizational cohesiveness should not be
defined in terms of a monolithic structure through which
opinions were submitted.
If anything, TRI0 was a series
of self-sustaining, autonomous entities bound together by
conmon ains

"

SlfRtO files.
Also mentioned was the role to be
played by TRIO in the public rel-ations area, that is, the
need was recognized to create news media support, to influence public opinion in general, and to influence opinion
l-eaders at the parliamentary 1eve1"
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So f.at, reference to TRIO has meant the activíties

of the Toronto branch. The executive membership in Toronto
i'ùere the catalyst bringing into beíng other branches. The
Toronto branch was the nost active of branches in existence.
Toronto TRIO was, for aLI intents and purposes, the head
branch. However, in response to an enquiry whether one of
the weaknesses of TRIO was the f.act that the organizatlon
never became viable except in a few centres, a leading nember of TRIO replied:
Regarding your comment about the organi zation of
TRIO, our policy was not to develop a tightlyknit organization and the purpose of the Toronto
group, which díd nrost of the worke was mgfelI to
send- material to various branches and individuals
who were interested and asked thern to take
necessary steps in their own community to generate an iirterest in the issues " 0n this point
of view your cornrnent that there was not an organizationa! cohesiveness is correct but we considered
our strength was the type of person we were contacting and the influence they in turn would have
on people in their community, and particular1-y
M.P"ts....411 in all I think, with the resources
we had, we did nake a considerable iinpact and I
have since been told there was very grave concern
with respect to TRIOts activities and its criticisrns of the i11-founded unification process"g2

Toronto TRIO viewed organizationaL cohesiveness to

formal organization" The Toronto
leadership, if it used the term at aLI, included in the
term variables such as membership being based on genuine
commitnent and the ability to mobolize this rnembership and
It can be noted in passing that
syrnpathetic nonnembers .

mean sonething beyond

32L"tt.t from executive

June L, L970"

member

of

TRIO

to author,
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it is not the power base of an interest group so much as
the power distribution within the governmental framework
which determines the approach taken by the group. This ís
the case because the group wishes to influence the parts
which will produce the desired consequences. Recognizing
this, the Toronto leadership wanted the independent branches
to channel the criticism.
The faiLure of several branches to generate activity at the 1ocal 1evel did not necessarily mean that TRIO
as a whole was doomed to impotence. The zealousness of
the Toronto branch made up, though not who11y, for the
failures of some of the other branches. Accepting disproportionate expenses in the sense of energy expended,
Toronto activists tried to overcome the difficulties exWithin this conperienced by branches in other cities.
text, it was the Toronto leadership which in large Ineasure
drew up the brief presented to the Defence Comnittee. It
was largely nernbers frorn the Toronto area who followed up
in having a meeting with the Defence Minister in October
1966. The Toronto branch generated sufficient energy to
be regarded as significant by various groups in the policymaking process without being broken by the weight of the
shortcomings of the other TRIO brurr.h"s.33
The Branch Organizati-on and Liaison Committee, the
rPaul Hellyer stated in an interview with the
author .on June 4, 1969, that TRIO Tepresented the main
position outside of Parliament.
4a

oP-
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duty of which was to encourage the establishment of TRIO
branches across Canada, WaS one of the committees the
Toronto organization estabtished.34 Hence, the Toronto
branch acted in a co-ordinating capacity, even if it were
not set up with the puïpose of being a central organization.

Actually, the role extended beyond that of co-ordination"
Toronto TRIO attenpted to strengthen the other branches by
suggesting various strategies to be followed and by trying
to mobolize the critics of the Government into beconing more
vocal:

It is certain that many people holding views
similar to those put forward by TRIO are not being
reached by us. Ït would be tragic-to-miss out on
complete success simply because we failed to moboli ze all who think- the way TRIO does about the we
defence-Gbacle. From our experience to date,
are convinced that the government would agree to
a thorough enquiry into-the defence situation before proðeeding with legisl-ation 91ly if con-that
vinceä that lalge nurnbeis of Canadians feel
this is the on1! sensible way to proceed' Thus,
TRIOts inrnediate task is to ensure that ali'
Canadians who are concerned or confused by the
existing defence situation register as TRI0 fnembers.

We are asking You, as a member of TRIO, to assist
in this mernbérship drive. Enclosed are three
TRIO menbership cãrds. Woul"d you undertakê to
Þut these into-the hands of persons who suppor!--

tnlO obiectives but have not yet enrolled as TRIO

were:

34rh" other committees established or considered
Toronto Branch

MenrbershiP General
Financial and Budget

Ottawa Liaison
Public Relations
Veterans
Reserve Forces Liaison
Brie f

o4

members. Our ain is to greatly increase the TRI0
membership over the next month and, to achieve
this, the active participation of all TRIO mernbers
is required... . Kç
It was difficult to deternine the size of the membership as
no central registry was kept, despite the Toronto branch's
Obviinitial intention to maintain a master registry.
ous1y, different branches experienced various degrees of
success.

By the end of Septenber 1966, TRIO could boast of

thirty-five branches across Canada. The branches
varied considerably in their effectiveness and some never
really got off the ground. The thirty-five centres in
which the branches rvere located I{Iere :
some

Victoria

Sault Ste. Marie

Toronto

Vancouver

North

Windsor

CaLgary

Sudbury

Sarnia

Edmonton

Ottawa

0ri11ia

Regina

Kitchener

Montreal

Saskatoon

Brantford

Quebec

Bay

'"Form letter of Novenber 28, 1966, from Robert
Hilborn, President of TRI0, to TRIO members. TRI0 fi1es.
Yet,
the President stated before the Standing Comnittee:
trlt was
felt that the organization existed, that people of
interest and concern were involved in it and that it night
be influential in talking to other people who were interIt did not set out to obtaín
ested in this legislation.
a large number of card-carrying members. o o." S.C.N.D.,
No. L7, Friday, February 10, L967, p. 750.
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Woodstock

Aylner

0akvi 1 1e

London

She

Hamilton

King s t on

St.

St. Catherines

Trenton

Charlottetown

Galt

Peterborough

Ha1

Lakehead

0shawa

Winnipe

g

rbrooke
John

ifax

By far the overwhelming majority were located in
Ontario. Both in terns of actual inembership and of active

support, few garnered the suppoTt needed for mounting a
In f.act, the
strong public canpaign against unification.
Ottawa branch, located right in the capital, was weak, despite the fact that Ottawats strategic importance was Tecognized before the Tri-Service Identities Organization was
tormeG.

36

The Winnipeg experience is an exanple of the dif-

ficulties encountered by the different branches. Comrnander (retired) Pat Benson, head of the Ïlinnipeg branch,
could not gain the active support of the Canadian Legion in
Winnipeg; nor could he get those individuals, who because
of their former military career night have brought others
to support TRIO, to come out openly, or even behind the
36At the neeting in July 1966 (see Footnote 18), it
was "agreed that eventually there must be strong representatíon in Ottawa, because that is where governm-eltal
ner^rs originates, aná where most hop,e for getting things-out
via the ñire seívices, national T.V., etc. is capable of
explo itation. "

TRIO fi1es.
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scenes, to give assistance.

wonft particiPate
, President of
ã-cTfrery - perhaps becaGë-TõGrnment announced

subsidies to smaller airlines.
...Even the organizations that should be doing
their outmost to slow thís thing down have proven
and I had to literrather apathetic. . . .
aIIy force the NavalTflfGTs' Association
(Winnipeg) to take a stand.
I do regret that my time is limited, and I cannot
do as nuch as I would like.. ".For your information
rnost of the R.C.N. types in town have been
thoroughly convinced that this mad rush is a good
thing....Ed Schreyer...told me that he is now convincéd that things are not all that they should
be, but that he does not understand the situation
well enough to make any speeches.r,

0n September 26, 1966, the Edmontpn .þgrnal reported the fornation in Ednonton of a TRIO branch.
The role of the organization here would be to
inform the public on defence operations ald get
then to look at then objectively and see how
much value the forces are to Canada....gg

Regardless of the stated objectivity of the branch,

of the individuals whose names were originally connected with the branch requested that they not be associated
some

t'Letter from Pat Benson to executive member of
The blanks refer to
TRIO, October 24, 1966. TRIO files.
the person was
which
with
a
company
to
peopÍets names or
,4

associated.

1R
'orfcity
Group To Be Forned To Protest Forces
Merger", Edmonton Joúrnal, September 26, 1966.
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r^rith the Ednonton TRI0.
You have possibly received a letter from
backing oLt of TRIO, He called me and bêHñð--his reasons for withdrawing his support would
appear to be pressure.from the other reserve defence advisers not to become involved plus the
do considerable
simple economics that
Depãrtment of National-GTõñõ-e r¡¡ork. ...

Interest at best is only lukewarm.
I will need considerable help in getting an
Edmonton branch off the ground and such help is
slow in coning.rn
In Quebec, support was difficuLt to come by because
the person attenpting to form a TRI0 branch observed that
no one wanted to attack a defence structure which had as
its Chief of Defence Staff, a French speaking individual,
Even in March 1967, someone
that is, General Allard.
wrote to the Toronto branch:
I tried to get a few contributions toward your
expense but it seems that there are few people
who wish to invest in the SECURITY OF THEIR
COUNTRY.

40

The inpression should not be left that every branch
was weak.

Vancouver, Victoria and, of course, Toronto,

were Very active aS were other branches. And to reiterate,
even if each branch were not thriving and even if support
menber

39L"rrut from

Edmonton TRI0 member to executi-ve
TRIO fi1es.

of TRIO, October 5, 1966.

40L"aa"t from TRIO supporter to executive nenber of

TRIO, Ivlarch

4, L967.

TRIO f

iles.
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and funds were lacking, the zealousness of the leadership
overcane several of these shortconings.
was insufficient by itself.

The zealousness

However, in combination with

the ability to approach and be supported by individuals able
to subïnit opinions, newspaper publishers, elected politicians and the like, the channels for subrnitting views to
the decision-makers were made more accessible to the TRIO
members.

It would be remiss to overly stress the internal
weaknesses of TRIO because PauL Flel"lyerts pos ition had become less flexible by the sumlner of 1966. It is unlikely
that the GovernmentÌs position would have been altered in
any drastic manner even if the organizational structure
As it was, the actions of TRIO tended to
had been firner.
Besides, the
harden the Defence Ministerts position.
Government did not consider TRIO to be technically competent, by which is meant that the Government did not consider TRIO to possess pertinent information. The Government did not need this groupts expertise and infornation to
formulate policy; nor was the support of TRIO considered
Nonethenecessary for the implenrentation of unification.
less, GoVernnent forces responded to the nuisance role of
TRIO.

of the focal points for the critics
It acted as an organizer of dissent giving access to the
appropriate communications channel-s. TRIO was an outlet
It
for several individuals opposed to unification.
TRIO becane one

"
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attTacted the attentiOn of the news media and, in turn, ê0-

did not stir the rgeneral' pub1ir- if af least enlivened the smaller attentive public concerned with defence matters.
It was important for TRIO to attract to it people
Equally as
who would enhance the organizationrs position.
important, TRIO had to cause individual-s critical of the
unification scheme and who had access to the comnunications
channels to make use of then in order to further weaken the
Conversely, TRIO had to get
Governmentrs position.
critics reco gnized by those who had control over the coÛlgendered debate.
¿Iv

If

TRIO

t

munications channels, for instance, Government members, the
Parliarnentary opposition and newspaper editors, so that
these critics could gain a hearing. In short, TRIO had to
stimulate debate in order to have the Government reverse
its course. For these Teasons TRIO attenipted to have
service organizations and recognized defence critics enter

the debate; however, in this it did not fully succeed.

CHAPTER

3

TRIO AND ITS ALLiES

As suggested in the prevíous chapter, Toronto

TRIO

was the guiding force of the Tri-Service Identities Organ-

izatíon" The executive members of the Toronto branch
acted both as a co-ordinating body and as a strategyplanning centre for the other branches. The autonomy of
the branches in activities such as electing their own
officers and deciding their olvn role did not prevent the
branches from recognizíng the proninent position of
Toronto TRI0. The branches welcomed any suggestions offered by the Toronto leadership. However, the membership's acceptance of such suggestions did not mean that in
several instances members did not arrive at similar tactics through independent means. Members in different
cities recognized as r^re11 as their Toronto counterparts
that attenpts should be nade to get synpathetic news
coverage and that support should be sought in every
quarter

"

It is the purpose of this chapter to examine the
efforts undertaken by the Tri-Service Identities Organization to gain allies for its cause. These efforts of
Members of Toronto in
TRIO highlight certain points.
comparison to those of the other branches played a leaderThe leadership role revealed that Toronto
ship role.
TRI0, besides offering strategy suggestions to other TRI0
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branches and pl-.aying the major role in writing the brief

submitted to the Standing Connittee on National Defence,
attempted to have different parts of the external setting

contribute to the unification debate. The Toronto leadership's attempts involved, for example, measures designed to
influence the comrnunications rnedia and initiatives undertaken to arouse other service groups to oppose unification.
More than the other branches, the Toronto executive sought
to have the recently retired senior officers become TRI0
members , act as advisers to TRIO, Publicly air their views
or have the officers take the initiative by requesting
tlnat they be called as witnesses before the Defence Committee. Toronto TRIO was the most active of the branches
in establishing communícations with the different politiparties and, indeed, suggested to the different
branches that they contact their Menbers of Parliament.
In November 1966, Toronto TRIO sent TRIO members a form
Part of the letter stated that the day to day
letter.
activities of Toronto TRI0 members
ca1-

include contacts with influential politicians
of all parties; constant liaison with TRIO
Branches, press, radio and TV; discussions and
meetings with interested individuals including
former and present senior officers of the three
Services , etc ".,
Toronto TRIO was essentially the TRI0 nerve-centre"

lFor* Ietter to TRIO members signed by TRI0 President, Robert Hilborn, November L7 , L966 " TRIO files.
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aspired to nake its position recognized by
both the proponents and opponents of unification by attTacting individuals regarded as experts on defence matters.
TRIO also wanted these texpertst to take a stand themselves
TRIO

the support of other organizations.
Sínce the debate was one on defence, it was to be expected
that the rnajority of participants had service backgrounds.
TRIO attracted dissidents fron all services.
and help in eliciting

Mr. Andras: Is it ITRI0] prirnarily ex-of f icers
õT=ffi-eTñ-ree s ervices

?

Mr. Hilborn: Yes. . . . It is pretty obvious that
Eñose "¿re-Ehe people who are going to be most
interested, because they have been thinking,
reading and talking about this problem. . . . I
would [uess about 20 to 25 per cent fin Toronto]
approxlrnateLy are other than commissioned ranks.
This includes people who, as far as we know,
have no service historY.,
The Honorary Chairman of TRIO was Air Marshal W. Curtis

who

retired. as Chief of Air Staff in 1953. Robert Hilborn,
the President of TRI0, was a retired lieutenant-co1one1.
Robert Hendye one of the Vice-Presidents, was a comrnodore
(rettd.) in the Naval Reserve and served as the first nonArrny chairman of the Conference of Defence Associations.
Another Vice-President, Lawrence Wray, was a retired air
vice-marshal. The Honorary Secretary, Gordon Ford, I¡IaS a
lieutenant-commander. George Penfold, the SecretaryTreasurer, had an Air Force background. He becarne

p.

750.

's.C.N.0., No. 17, Fríday, February 10,

L967,
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National President in L964 of the Air Force Association.
The active membership of TRIO cut across service

lines and was not, as Government supporters later claimed,
There r4rere several
a front for "disgruntled adnirals".
individuals with Army and Air Force backgrounds who helped
TRIO. The President of the Vancouver branch was a colonel
and the Vice-Presidents were a navaL captain, a lieutenantcolonel and an air vice-marshal. The President of the
Montreal branch was a lieutenant-colone1. A lieutenantcolonel was predoninant in the Halifax branch and Kitchener
and Harnilton could boast of brigadiers, as could Galt and
Peterborough.

Several of the members hrere prominent in the pro-

fessions and business community. The executive of the
Toronto branch was conposed of five Q"C.s. These leading
members were also of different political affiLíations
An executive member of Toronto TRIO, F. Arthur Huycke ,

was

Mitchell Sharpts canpaign manager. Indeed, several of the
individuals lending strong support to the activities of
TRIO in Vancouver hrere of Liberal persuasion.
The Vancouver branch of TRIO which have a preponderance of Liberal supporters in its membership strongly supports subnission made by Robert
Hendy. The question of unification of arned

forces should not be a matter of political partisanship but rather a question of deternining
objectively what is the best in the national CDN
ICanadian] interest. s

3rbid.,

No

18, Monday, February !3, L967, p.

811.
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in fact extrenely conscious about the
inage it projected and stressed constantly its nonTRIO was

partisan ro1e.
...r^re have the feeling that the TRIO group is
being written off as a bunch of Conservatives.
This, of course, is an irnage which must be

dispelled.

. . .o

did attempt to dispel this notion in face of Liberal
tactics accusing TRIO of being connected with the ConserVatives and of arguing from a tradition-ridden, emotional
base. TRIO, in preparing the brief to the Standing Comrnittee, 'uras allare that such charges rnight be 1aid.
TRIO

7

tl

The Brief should clearly state that TRIO rs
not against "Change" and that we heartily
endorse Integration with the Services for
the purpose of efficiency and economy.
The Brief should not take up cudgels for aîy

of the disrnissed or retired Senior Officers.
However, it could recommend that some of these
appear before the Committee to give their
views. . . .
a

The Brief should be as practical as possible
and nothing in it should indicate that TRIO's
suggestions are based on emotion.t

that the role of TRIO as "objective" ctitic would lack credibility if it became a front
Members recognized

*L"tt"t fron

Vancouver TRiO supporter to Toronto
TRIO supporter, September 13, 1966. TRIO files.

tLett"r fron individual in Montreal to Toronto
There were
member, Septernber 27, L966. TRIO files.
eight points in the letter, from which the above three
numbered have been quoted

TRIO
AS

/J

for dismissed officers, if it attacked emotionally the
Government,s stance or Paul Hellyer personally or if TRIO
stated its case only in terms of the servicesr traditions
The private position however did not at tintes correspond to
the public posture of TRIO. TRIO did take up the cudgels
for the dísnissed officers because the general position of
TRIO corresponded to that of those officers who were asked
A comor themselves Tequested to be prenaturely retired.
"

inunity of interests was in being.
This community of interests in part accounted for
the interconnection between dissatisfied service and exservice personnel and those cornbating the unification issue
in a more open manner. some officers weÏe willing to contribute their knowledge and TRIO was ready to receive or to
Herein lay the importance of the backgrounds
solicit it.
of those individuals devoting their energies to realizing
the aims of TRIO. Channels, which otherwise might have

beenshut,wereopentothen.Theserviceandprofes.
sional ties and, in instances, the political affiliations
of the active members of TRIO paved the way to contact with
The ear of Mitchell Sharp would
others of like interests.
have been all the more difficult to capture if Arthur
Huycke had not been an executive member of Toronto TRIO'6
informant
this rnight have been true, ole
not be
should
influence
has ,,rgg"ri"ã tñat Arthur-HlIckers.
sympathlistening
though
Shârp,
because
;;;t1t-Ërnphasí;;¿
necessarily swayed by
;¿i;;if y ^to hi; friends,- was nothas
suggested that Huycke
their advice. This inforrnantoppositiõñ
to unification' (InSharp's
probably
6Atthough

"*"gg*tåiéá

Political connections will be left aside for the
monent in order to concentrate upon the service contacts.
For purposes of sirnplification, the relationships between
ex-service and service personnel acting in an individual
capacity and between the various service organizations can
be distinguished.

to bring together the individual
critics who were scattered in their opposition to unificaThe background of the TRIO members allowed for a
tion.
myriad of channels of contact to develop " Generally, the
TRIO leadership recognized recently retired high-ranking
officers as being irnportant to the TRIO strategy because
these officers night convince others to mount an attack
These officers thenselves
against the Liberal Government.
could reinforce the tactics of TRIO, for example, by writing to M"P.s and the press. A1so, the officers could
advise TRIO on what approach to take, as was done, for
example, in the writing of the brief presented to the Standing Connittee. The status of the officers enabled them
to malce public statcments and to testify before the Standing Comnittee. The serving personnel could give current
information on what was happening within the defence structure and could help to gauge the feelings of other serving
TRIO attempted

terview with a former assistant of lt{itchell Sharp, November
28, 1971). However, this viewpoint does not take into
account that ministers might have been personally opposed
to Paul Hellyer, [Interview with Liberal M"P. , May 19Ó9).
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personnel, in particular, to what extent reorganization

was

being enthusiastLca1-:-y embraced. For example:
As a serving officer, I am restricted, at least
officially, in what I can say. This in itself

is hampering the airing of the true situation
in the forces. However, what I have seen has
convinced me that the problern of integration/
unification is being approached incorrectly and
in fact is being pushed through to the final
conclusion desired by Hellyer for reasons of
personal political ambitions. . . .
...many aspects of integration are not working.
CFHQ is a good example where, in the operational
area, success has been limited or non-existent.
We are faced with continual re -organizations in
each Branch and Division....
For the overall size of our forces, CFHQ is
grossly overstaffed and in spite of statements
that staffs are to be cut and that the role of
the HQ is one of policy on1y, no such necessary
major cuts have been made. Yet integration
has been in effect for two years or so I t
views, regardless of their lack of obj ectivity,
did reveal that serving personnel, when obj ecting to a
decision made by the political head of the department, were
They did
willing to leak information to outside critics.
so without being solicited as in cases such as the above.
However, these instances should not necessarily be interpreted as meaning that a cohesive or organized body of
Such

Any dissidissidents existed within the Armed Forces
Nor should
dents usually acted on an individual basis
the view be taken that Governrnent policy was being

L.t"", from serving officer to Toronto
ber, 0ctober 18, 1966. TRIO files
7

TRIO mem-
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Orders were obeyed, perhaps re"sabotaged" from within.
luctantly, but nonetheless obeyed. Such occurrences
should be noted in the light that the nilitary, though not

organized into opposition groups, acted like any other
group when it felt its interests to be threatened.

Civilian control was really never at íssue although the
Defence l{inister raised the spectre of a threat to civilian
control. More wíl1 be said on this when dissent within the
Armed Forces is discussed.
The resulting reinforcement of each criticts outlook resulting from TRIO memberst contacts with other
critics is a point not to be overlooked. Opinions and
factual accounts about the state of affairs flowed back and
forth between theni - and outwards to the hesitating and to
the Governmentts supporters. This inforination flow
helped to heighten the crisis outlook of the critics, because the flow of communication caused the critics to view
as aLL the more alarning the unfolding state of events.
If this threw them into despondency, it at the same time
strengthened the criticsf resolve to do battle with Paul
Hellyer. Doing battle with a political figure essenti-aL1-y
rneant doing battle in political

terms.

It inust not be forgotten that the critics did not
set the scope of the debate even if they contributed to
the controversy and helped to determine the trend the debate took. The critics were conpelled to react to the
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of their more well-versed political opponents" The critics' tactics, for example, the launching of
publicity campaigns and the making of statements to the
press, were made within a game called by the Government,
although the important factor of the Governmentts reaction
to its critics must not be overlooked. To sirnplify matters, the situation was one of action-reaction, that is,

political

moves

political action followed by political reaction and so on
until the issue was resolved or dissipated. Natutally,
it was irnportant for Government forces to anticipate the
oppositionts tactics or to nip them in the bud. Thus, in
turn, the Government could not disregard their opponentst
moves even if, in this instance, the opponents were exservice personnel not highly regarded by the public at
Large

"

However, not aTL of the ex-officers'

especial-1-y

those who had retired during the summer of 1966, were wil-

ling to play an active part in the debate. Air Marshal
Miller, the Chief of Defence Staff prior to General Al1ard,
was reluctant to make public Statements about the controVeïSy. Lieutenant-General Frank Fleury, another officer
reluctant to comment, said before the Defence Corunittee:
that I
refrom
if
not
exclusively,
luctance stems lãige1y,
a
many
long
for
I
had
the feelíng that have
year, that there was great danger in calling
serving officers before any patt.iamentary comrnittee....I honestly feel that the questioning
of serving officers by this committee, while it
. . . the Chairman and some others may know
came here wíth apparent reluctance....my
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naybemosthelpfultothecommittee'i-s--veryunofficers
fair and enbarrässing to the serving
sandwich.
the
in
ham
obviouïiy-h; i, like"the
not really
If he iãiro*, the party line he does
does not
if
he
add anvthing to your knowledge;
in
be
to
is
bound
he
follow'ihe iarty' line,
headin
desk
his
to
troubre wrreir he'gets Éack
"

quarters.

g

The sentiments contained in these and sinilar statenents made to the Defence Cornnittee were supported also by
There were several serving officers who
retired officers.
held paral1e1 viewpoints. Through their training and the

these officers learned to distinguish between what they would call a political and a
The degree to which the officers did
professional role.
canadian rnilitary tradition,

polit icaL and the extent to which civilian control
over the ni1 Ltary became a real question will be discussed
elsewhere. It can be noted at this juncture that both
the Government and its critics at tines compelled serving
officers to ptay a political role, though at the Same time
which
some offlcers voluntarily assumed a political role to
they were gene ra:-j.y unsuited because of their forrner training and experiences. ActuaTLy, as will be demonstrated, it
.hJas those critics who refused to pLay a paTt other than to
appear before the Defence comnittee who, because of their
adverse testirnony, strengthened the opposition and rankled

become

the

p.

Government.
8s. c.N. D.
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, No. 24, WednesdaY, FebruarY 22, T967,
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It was the viewpoint of TRIO and of the parlíamentary critics, especially those of the Conservative Party,
that one of the most telling points against the unification
legislation was that many individuals of senior ranks, long
and recently retired, were opposed to Bill C-243. These
officers t reasons were based on a number of arguments:
that of undue haste; that the dust caused by integration
should be allowed to settle and its effects closely examined before one proceeded to unification.
The officers also believed that the Government should not contemplate changing its defence structure unless it were
prepared to reformulate its defence roles since, in the
officersr opinions, structure was related to ro1e.
Officers also held the view that the Government was casting
out the tub with the water, that many worthwhile t'raditions
r,{ere being discarded for something unknown, not any better
and probabLy much worse. These, and several other arguments when voiced. by officers of senior rank, helped the
critics strengthen their case. In a telegramme to the
Chairman of the Defence Committee, TRI0 suggested several
high-ranking former officers as possible witnesses before
the Comnittee and concluded by stating:
If the foregoing [1ist of possible witnesses
officersl is
weighted heavily on the side of the senior
ranks, who else is more "expert". Many of
these fwere] proclaimed top experts in Canada
- December t64 (see U.P.I. story sent out by
MNDfs office).
If calibre of men in forces
as good as proclained...then l-eaders must be
who had been high-ranking
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okay. One doesntt consult a medical or law
student for a complex medical or legal opinionl But many niddle and junior ranks not
happy according to TRI0's knowledge ',
not only was atternpting to have more people
take a public position on the issue, but also recognized
that more weight would be attached to these individuals'
arguments if they hlere deened to be experts. Needless
to sãy, TRIO believed this status would be conferred on exHowever, TRIO did nake efforts to
high-ranking officers.
attract lower-ranking individuals to its cause '
TRIO

must get further down the rank structure ' ' " '
this rnusõ not be a movement fomented by retired
admirals. Thus I am working to get the RCN
Association to generate interest ín their members.
You have not a branch in victoria but there is
one in Vancouver. These people are in a ggo-d
position to attest the feetinþ of what could be
êalled the man on the street, and this is impor-

We

tant.

(sic).tO

Nevertheless, TRIO did not concentrate its major efforts in
attracting the lower ranks.
The background of the executive members of TRIO in-

dícated that they would be more effective in attracting the
o

TRIg in February T967
'Telegranme sent by Toronto
files.
to the Chairrnãn of the Defence Comnittee. TRIO
The reference of fnlO to the lesser ranks was a recognition
of the Governmentts insinuations that the critics ofwere
the
who did not have the support
*ãi"iy

"*-oificers
other ranks
1n
tuletter from Toronto TRIO member to a retired rearadniral, July 29, 1966. TRIO fi1es.
"
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support of individuals having a background sinilar to their
own, that is, individuals who had achieved high rank

while in the Arned Forces, rather than having direct appeal
to the non-commissioned ex-serviceman. Such contact as
did exist was usually indirect in the sense of having associations such as the Royal Canadian Naval Association
mentioned above appeal to its nembership or through having
letters written to the non-commissioned ex-serviceman by
individuals known to the TRIO executive" Not unnaturally,
TRI0 concentrated on individuals who had access to channels
through which others could be influenced, namely the exhigh-ranking and stil1 serving officers , Cabinet members,
newspaper editors and writers, M.P.s of aLI persuasions and
the executive of other associatiorrr.ll
An examination of the nature of these contacts
showed the contacts to be ones of personal friendship.
Even if channels were not opened or widened, the expressions of similar points of view v\¡ere not a chance occurrence. The individuals between whom there ltlere contacts
1lrh" files of the Toronto TRIO which the author
Although membership was open
has examined suggest this.
were attracted more than
officer
class
the
and voluntary,
of
the
nature of the debate
perhaps
because
other ranks,
is
It
suggested that the
involved.
issues
it
and the
the publicity
of
TRIO
through
v¡ere
cognizant
other ranks
through
than
news
rnedia
rather
in
the
TRIO received
personal contact with this organization.

B4

were a specif ic, narrov\¡ community of the larger Canadian
community. These ex-officers had sinilar experiences and

interests based on their service in the Arned Forces, upon
which friendships were established. Often they frequented
These ex-officers knew each
the same social gatherings.
other directly and indirectly and could be brought into
Though
contact through friendships with a third patty.
this point should not be overlaboured, it should not be
understressed because it helps to explain features such as
the birth of interest groups, the reinforcing of an interest group's position, the objectives pursued by interest
groups, the channels of communication between interest
groups and other bodies in the policy-making process and
the strategy of an interest group.
The oppositionts ability to refute the statements
of the proponents of unification depended upon the information the opposition had about the state of aff.airs. SucIt then night be stated
cess could be governed by this.
that members of TRIO were successful to the extent that
they were able to elicit information from serving and nonserving personnel.
Although TRIO does not necessarily cast itself
in the role of expert we have gathered infornation both from within and outside the services,
which, together with the knowledge of associates,
enables ui to make a well-informed appreciation

justifying our position.

. . .LZ

12s.c.N.D., No. L7, op. cit., p. 737.
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or

Mr. Penfold: Because of my own background and
job was to þict out people of
êïþffiiny
whon I had to inquire personally to find out
the expert point of view.. ".Through my associations I had access to these people.
Mr. Wínch: Did you inquire only of retired or
fæã- per'sonnel ?
Mr. Pehfold: No, serving and retired....the
peopÏe wffie opinions wé respect most strongly
say that there should be a pause. . " .13
In a sense, TRIO was an outlet for the serving personnel's discontent regarding Government policy.
The
serving personnel, through TRIO and other bodies, were able
to challenge a political decision, namely the unification
legislation.
There r{rere indications that TRIO desired
serving personnel to make their views knowne even if
through anonymous letters, to the Minister with the hope
that these letters would weaken the Ministerts resolve to
proceed with his unification aims:
Having set up an organization ITRIO], we of
course would be most interested to hear directlv
from service people and to this extent even aîonymous letters would be useful.
In this regard the Minister counts very much on letters. . . ;

You, as a serving officer, mãy rest assured
that arLy confidence you place in ne will not be
breached but our job will be much easier if we
can speak with assurance that we are reflecting

13tuiq.-, pp. 77L, 772. Interestíngly, the statement about colTacting service personnel- was-not seriously
questioned by Government supporters.
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the views of those in the services

"

rO

Paul Hellyer did receive several letters and not only from

the serving personnel. The letters, several of which were
apparently emotionally vituperative in nature, did not
weaken the Defence Ministerts resolve, although they míght
have given hin a clearer understanding of the emotions
15
be ing
"torrr"d.
Obviously, the nature of the nation-wide contacts
of the TRIO members were strongest with those who had
sirnilar service backgrounds. 0f course, regardless of
backgrounds, contacts were pursued whenever a benefit I^Ias
It was not uncustomary for letters to
thought to exist"
be directed to the officers who were dubbed as being part
of the "Admirals Revolt" of July 1966:
I would be pleased to have your comments on
this Ienclosed Maritime Component Comnittee
Brief prepared for the Defence Committee] and
also you rnight consider firstly whether you
would go with us to the Prime Minister...or
secondly when we go before the Defence Committee if you would join the group as an interested expert. This would be at least one way
of ensuring your presence before the Defence
Connittee as I am sure that we will have an
opportunity to appear and I see no reason why
we should have our team vetoed beforehand.
I would keep this latter suggestion under wraps
14L"ttut from Toïonto TRIO member to serving
officer, August 22, 1966. TRIO files.
l5lrrt"troiews with Liberal M.P.s and supporters,

June 1969.
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until the last noment.16
If some of the above groups were readily forthcoming in
their support:
when I was in Ottawa the
I snoke to
othèr day añilhã-Ïs quite prepared to assist
TRIO in any waY with giving us background information on the situation up to the tine he
1eft.

others were not:
What is discouraging is to find people like
and others not standing up with their
it makes it
cornraæ or making any effort.

pretty difficult
side. L/
"-

for those of us on the out-

The reluctance to heed the call to arms was not

received in an anriable way. Nor was it felt that some of
those who r^¡ere critical contributed quickly and substantia1-1-y to the debate:
was quite good yesterday Ias a witness
b-êETe the Standing Comrnittee] but, as somebody said, whI did he take so long to say aîYIf he would have done this earlier it
thiig.
would have saved the day."o

16L"ar"r from Toronto TRIO mernber to retired officer, October 21, 1966. TRIO files.
17L"ar"t from Toronto TRIO member to retired adrniral , October 2L, 1966. Letter from Toronto TRIO member to retired rear-admiral, February 21, L967. TRI0
fi1es.
1A
'"Letter, February 2L, L967, iliil
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It should be stressed that the political role of
the military has not been noticeable in Canadian life and,
especially, the Arned Forces have not been publicly vocal.
The debate on unification was the exception rather than
the rule as f.ar as the voicing of public dissent was concerned. There might have been service leaks to defence
critics in the past and there might have been murmurings
within the defence structure, but with respect to defence
issues, the role of the serviceman (and ex-servicenan)
especially was not one of such open dissent until the unification issue. It was this debate, unlike the previous
debates on defence, which raised the question of the political role of the nilitary"
The refusal of serving nilitary personnel to render
assistance to outside groups such as TRIO should not be
regarded as unusual. One can accept the norm that in
Canada serving personnel dissent from a stated or intended
Increased politiGovernment policy is usually very low.
cal activity on the part of the serving personnel would be
a deviation from the norm. Thus, it was not surprising
that TRIO did not succeed in changing the resolve of ofAs one very high-ranking
ficers at Defence Headquarters.
officer wrote:
are always hard for some people to bear,
regardless of the advantages accrued thereby.
However, as an ex-nilitary nan, I an sure that
you appreciate that our prime requirement is to
serve our country, and that the policy is dicChanges

tated by the incumbent Government. This is
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our ca11ing, like it or not.

., o

However, the issue was not as clear-cut as sugges-

ted in the above quote, that is, the Government made policy
The degree
and the military personnel implemented policy.
to which the Minister ignored professional advice will be
It might be noted, though, that this reexanined later.
jection compelled the Ministerrs military advisers to seek
other channels ín voicing their dissent with what they
considered to be an unsound defence policy; one based on
political rather than rnilitary considerations. This, in
combination with factors such as the senior advisors believing that their best advice was disregarded, formed a
strong basis for dissent. Also, some critícs believed
that several military personnel were compelled to acquiesce
or readily acquiesced in the funsoundt policy because of
the personnelts concern over promotion. It should be
recognized that some serving officers who supported Paul
Hellyer, for example, General. A11ard, played a political

role by making statements to the press. Therefore, criticism can be fired at both sides, if criticisn is to be
voiced about the political role of serving personnel. By
and latge, however, the niTitary were reluctant to assume
an open political position:
Luaa"t frorn serving officer
TRI0 fi1es.
January 11, L967 .
19

to

TRI0 member,
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Anyonewhohasbeenclosetothenri+Lt:arywi1l
teaLizethatthereisprobablynonilítary.group
that is less inclined to fight the politicians of
than is found in Canaða. Ín f.act the events
1-966 showed that they were too reticient ' rO
not very successful in its efforts to get
other service organizations to actively oppose unification'
Thls was most noticeable in the case of the Conference of
TRIO was

Defence Associations (cDA) and the Royal Canadian Legion.

Brief mention inight be made of the communi-cations of TRIO
with the service groups, though their roles will be stated
only in relation to the attempts of TRIO to atttact these
TRIO members recognized that the
groups as al1ies.
Government would view the position of TRIO more seriously
if TRIO were able to act in concert with other groups.
This important feature of the TRIO leaders' strategy,
namely to arouse other groups and preferably to have then
work in unison with TRIO, was not entirely successful'
The strategy was not entirely successful because of the
high profile TRIO maintained and because several of the
groups desíred to naintain independence of action.

Thís

is not to say that some groups, for instance, the naval
organizations, did not criticize the Government; rather,
there was no overall strategy plotted by a central body.
Mention has been made in the last chapter of the
Royal Canadian Aír Force Association having passed anti-

Z0l"at"t from retired officer to author, June 18,
T970.

9l

unification resolutions in July 1966. HoweYel, the Association naintained a discreet stance af.ter this, at least
as f.ar as TRIO was concerned. In response to feelers put
out by TRI0, George Ault, the Associationts National President, responded in October 19ó6:
approved
In Edrnonton, last July, the conventionprogram
the
to
respect
with
three resolútions
and subnission to the Primê Minister in the form
of a brief. ...
TRIO d.id not exist as an organization last July
utt¿ cóttiequently the Associátion has no official
att itude towards it . , ''

Prior to this reply, TRIO received notice that members of
one of the Air Force associations, to avoid possible misinterpretations, had decided not to participate in TRI0
while serving within their own organization.22 Two
points should be noted. The stance of the National Executive of the RCAF Association, though downplaying the
Association's public ro1e, did not prevent individual members of the Association from supporting TRIO' George
penfold, a former National President, was secretaryTreasurer of TRIO. Also, individual branches of the RCAF
Association supported TRIO, for example, the Ontario Group
ZLL."1., fron George Au1t, N?tional president of
the RCAF Rssoðiãtion, to fñ.IO executive member, October 20
196ó. TRIO files.
ZZL"tt., from a member of an air force association
to TRIO member, Septenber 30, ].966. TRIo fi1es.
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A member of the Air Force
of the RCAF Association"
Officers' Association of Vancouver Island wrote to a

TRIO

member:

YourverycommendableProgressReports?ttdrelatedenclosuresreadwithinterest,and.con-.
Officers'
tents made familiar to our Air ForceInstitute
of
Services
Associäiio" and the United
mema
am
I
H'Q')'
Vancouver Island (Victoria

berofboththeseserviceclubsfromwhich''antiaLI House
unif ication'' resolutions \,{ere Sent to and
to the
of Commons representatives concerned,
Cabinet, some time ago " " Zs

Branch support would have been nore effective if the RCAF
Association's National Executive had been more active'
in winníng the
TRIO also encountered difficulties

executive of the Royal Canadian Legion as active allies
As events proved, TRIO was unsuccessful in budging the

'

Perhaps rememLegion from its quiet, neutral position.
bering the fLag debate, the Legion did not wish to become
involved in the partisan debate developing over unificaThis was cLeatLy shown in the position enunciated
tion.

bvamemberoftheLegion'snationalexecutive:
stand" - to
I wish to state that the "passive
the Legion.
bI
terninology -. adoþted
use your
'itt
prornpted
been
nationát ^la'gazine" 'has
á"ã
by two considerations. . ". :
have the
1. As an organization we do notexperience
professiõna1 competence ?nd
necessary to assess and intelligent-ly
crit lcizê the extremely complex defence
Problems. . . '

member,

23L.tr"t from retired Air Force officer to
FebruarY 28 , L967. TRro fi1es.

TRIO
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. As an organi zatíon we must not under arly
circumstances become embroiled in party
no1 it ics .
With règard to the Legionary, our national nagazine reflects the above policy editoria11y....
To avoid any possibility of being accused of
partisan leanings the Legionary has not, and
will not, publish feature articles about thi-s
contentious issue. rO
2

Whether the Dominion Commandts assertion of lacking exper-

tise was a rationalization for its neutrality or an indication of the difficulty of obtaining infornation, it was
a position which TRI0 found frustrating.
. . . in a matter such as defence, whích should be
non-partisan, there must be room for interested
groups and individuals to comment objectively
without being accused of partisanship; otherwise there could be no criticism.
. . . . I do not think it is any excuse to plead
that the issues are too complex as there is an
abundance of talent in the Legion rnembers who
might be ca11ed upon to examine this situation
through a special committee....rc

TRIO received support from Legion members on an

individual

basis and made efforts to attract the support of Legion
branches by sending to these branches printed material
stating the position of TRIO and indicating that the organ24L"tr"t from Canadian Legion national executive
member to TRIO menber (no date but written in late March
or earLy April 1967). TRIO files.
25L""r"t from TRIo member to national executive
The
member of the Legion, ApriI 14, 1967. TRIO fi1es.
positíon,
the
Legionrs
perturbed
by
were
Conservatives
also
the New Denocrats found it fresponsiblef and the Socreds
See H. of
and Créditistes did not criticize the position.
XiI,
L967
p.
9574,
Vo1.
C. Debates, Vol. IX, L966,
'
pp. 1ó01, 72423.

o/

ization would be willing to send speakers. TRIO, however,
was not given the support of the Legionts Dominion Command
and thus ralas not given the weight which such support would
have carried.
Nor did TRIO gain the support of the Conference of
Defence Associations. This body is composed of various
coïps associations - Army terninology is used - prirnarily
TRIO members suspected the lack of
Arrny in orientation.
support fron the CDA executive resulted fron the fact that
the CDA chairman, Brigadier George Robertson, was a
LlberaL.26 Besides, TRIO was against Robertson's position
that, as defence planning was a political matter, the CDA
should not become involved:
In my opinion the national interest is the basis
for the concern that is being expressed over...
reorganization....if the CDA takes the position
that to consider defence policy in its broadest
sense and the organization of the forces as
being a political matter then they can-never
discñargè the obj ectives on which the Conference
was established."..27
also opposed to the CDA chairmants view taken in
the summer of 1966 that no steps be taken until Parliament
studied the matter. Discouraged by the stance taken by
the CDA executive, TRIO attenpted to persuade the Presi-

TRIO was

2óIrra"t.riew with TRI0 nember, July 1969.

L"rr"t from TRIO rnember to Brigadier
August 24, 1966. TRIO fi1es"
27

Robertson,
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dents of the All Corps Associations of the CDA to undertake
actions against the Government. For this reason a TRTO
executive member l^Irote to the presidents in the hope of
persuading them to take a 'positivet view of matters:

While this night be an extraordinary approach,
I am addressiñg myself to you in the hope that
the executive ðan be prevailed upon to take a
moïe positive approach. . . . Incidentally the Confeience at its neeting three years ago deI
clared itself as being against integration.
altered.
dontt think this stand has ever been
Therefore I suggest a special meeting of the
Presidents of all corps associations, as well
as past chairmen, to be held as soon-as possible to consider the Conferencets position.rt
The Chairnan of the Divisional Group of the Naval Reserve

Corps Group was asked by a TRIO member to hold a meeting of
aLL Divisional Groups to discuss re-organization and that

the views of the groups be communicated to the President of
the Naval Reserve Corps Group and the naval member of the
cDA executive. TRIO might have attained the support of
some individual corps associations but during the unification debate the CDA executive distinguished itself by its
s

ilence

.

successful in gaining the support of
naval groups such as the Navy League of Canada, the Naval
Officersr Associations of Canada (NOAC) and the Royal CanTRIO was more

ZgL"ttu, from TRIS member to the Presidents, All
Conference of Defence Associations,
Corps Associations,-TRIO
It is unknown to the
files.
Rugüst 22, 1966.
auihor whether a meeting was held.

9ó

adian Naval Association (RCNA), which, or June 20, 19ó6,
forrned the Connittee on the Maritine Component of the
Canadian Defence Force.

The general mutual support that

was forthcoming can be explained by the comnunity of inter-

ests existing between the groups. The similar views held
Tespecting the possible shortcomings of unification, the
personal relations between individuals of the different
groups and the cross-membership brought about the conununity
of interests.
Regarding the cross-membership, Robert
Hendy was also chairman of the Maritime Comnittee. Herbert
Maynard, &î executive member of TRIO, was president of the
RCNA. Another executive member of TRIO, R.C"G" Wilson,
v\¡as president of the Ontario Division and a member of the
National Council of the Navy League of Canada. One result
of this cross-membership was seen in the fact that Robert
Hendy bore a major responsibility in drafting both the TRIO
and the Marítine Committee briefs presented to the Standing
)o

Connitte e ." "

29crors-membership produced some counter-prod.uctive

results with respect to the Liberal Partyts attitude. Some
Liberal M.P.s tended (1) to regard the opposition as compact rather than as wídespread and (2) to regard the high
profile maintained by some members as indicating a personal
aninosity towards Paul FIellyer (Letter from TRIO member to
author, October 30, 1969). When Robert Hendy appeared as
a witness for the lt{aritine Cornmittee before the Standing
Committee, a Liberal M.P", P" Langlois, commented:
"Coming into the room this afternoon, I was astounded
to see you here again today, because for 10 days in
November and December the opposition in the House told
us there was a very big file of people who were going
to protest against this thing" It seems to be reduced
to a very few peop1e." S.C.N.D., No. 18, Monday,
February L3, 1967, pp. 855-856.
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This network meant that there was greater opportunity to plot similar strategies and to exchange information.
In some instances, a TRi0 executive member drafted letters
which r¡ere signed by an executive member of a naval organThis executive then sent the letters to the
ization.
nembership of the organLzation.30 The president of the
Sault Ste. Marie RCNA sent a telegramme indicating ful1
approval of the TRIO position when TRIO presented its
brief to the Standing Committee. The London branch of the

a financial contribution to TRIO.
However, the network at times did not seem to be a
firn one. Sinilarl-y held views on unif.ication did not
The
necessarily mean sirnilar views respecting tactics.
high public profile of TRIO and the unease of members of
some of the groups becoming too deeply and publicly involved in a political controversy accounted for the divergence. The reservations of sone NOAC representatives was
one reason why the Maritirne Committee brief was not more
stringent in torr".31 Also, with regard to the briefs prepared, the Toronto branch of the NOAC presented a separate
subnission to the Standing Comníttee. A separate submission on the part of the Toronto NOAC suggested that the
NOAC made

3otRro fi1es.

31l"tt"t from TRIO member to ex-naval officer,
tember 28, 19óó. TRIO files"

Sep-
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Toronto

NOAC

wished to distínguish itself

and naintain an

independence of action from the Maritine Committee " Hence
Frank Manchee, president of the Toronto branch of the NOAC

an ob j ect ive (pa rt icul ar1-y a nonpolitical) Toronto Branclr policy of obtainiu.g
and assessing facts and providing practical criticism and recommendations direct to the parliamentarians concerned, rather than seek pubiicity
that would not produce an effective impact on the
public when oriþinating with such a smã11...unit
rec.ommenclecl

as a NOAC brauch. 5¿
-^

A Winnipeg TRIO member reported in October 1966 that he had

"to literally force the Naval Officers' Association (Winnipeg) to take a stand. " Following a neeting of TRIO
representatives with Paul Hellyer in October 19ó6, a TRIO
executive member was informed

that TRIO had gone down the drain...by being so
foolish as to accept Hellyerts invitation to go
to Ottawa...whereas the NOAC had been clever
enough to resist.. ".Could be a dangerous division of our forces..".Ss
32lttORC

Toronto Branch Newsletteru lr{arch Lg67. A
of the opinion that the:
"NOAC felt that they shoulcl try to maintain some inde-

TRIO rnember was

of voice with the result that the subnrissiou
fron the Toronto group. . . seriously decreased the effectiveness of the hearing when the Maritime Committee
was heard by the Defence Committee. You wilL realize
that this was all against the background that Hellyer
said TRIO was politically inspired, and this kept many
of the organizations out of the battle."
Letter from
TRIO member to author" October 50. 1969.
3Sl"aa"r fron TRIO member to TRIO executive member,
October 27 , 1966. TRIO fi1es.
perrclence
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These divisions should be viewed as differences

over strategy and not as differences over unification.
The NOAC like the other naval groups and TRIO did not wish
to witness the disappearance of the Navy. In April 1967
the New Brunswick NOAC branch sent a telegramme to the
In May T967 the
Prine Minister objecting to unification.
Nova Scotia NOAC branch sent $100 to TRIO. During the

unification debate rnembers of the national executive of the
RCNA and of the Navy League urged individuals to contact
their M.P.s and Government members" TRIO received general
and f.airLy active support in several instances even if TRIO
did not have a firn alliance with the naval groups.
The leaders of TRI0 recognized that political
battle meant a public relations campaign and the contacting
of the top decision-makers. In a letter with enclosed
TRIO releases sent to a TRIO nember in Western Canada, the
Eastern Canadian TRI0 advocate stated:

not hesitate to use the infornation that is
sent in arLy way yolr thínk it will do good.
This is a PR war. . . .54
Do

These activities

vlere part and parcel of developing the de-

A public relations carnpaign
bate on the overall front.
entailed pressuring the Government by way of the news-

34L"tt"t fron Toronto TRIO member to Winnipeg TRIO
member, October 28, 1966. TRIO files.
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papers

iq
.""

This involved the developing of contacts in the

newspaper wor1d.

TRIO had

a few allies

among

the edítors

and j ournalists.

At this point a general comment on the attempt by
The extent to which
TRIO to harness the press is in order.
the mass rnedia play a part in the decision-naking process
is a study in itself.
Comments rnay be made about the
media acting a.s channels thror-rgh which the views of several
opinion-makers circulate, but such comments do not reveal
to what degree these views ínfluence the various publics
and, more importantly, the decision-makers. Generalizations also can be made about the politician's thirst for
extensive and synpathetic news coverage. This rnay help
create a positive image, as did those ner^rspapers which portrayed Paul Hellyer as a person determined to have the
"benefits" of unification in the face of a military "reHowever, image-building is one thing and informavolt".
tion dissemination is another; it is important to consider,
for example, the effect the news coverage has upon the politicians roaming the corridors of Parliament Hill:
You [the Press] may say to me, "We couldntt make
a Prime Minister" You know that if we espoused
a cause, we would not succeed in that cause. "
No, I am not talking about that aspect of the
matter. But you do not reaLize the stir you
create in political circles when you write a
1itt1e bit-of gossip, when you stâte as a con3

November

5L"ta"t from TRIO member to retired rear-admiral
L4, 1966 . TRIO files.

"
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clusion that so-and-so is motivated thus or
otherwise. You do not, I think, fullY teaTize
how that goes around the circles of the PoL vI t
not only of the party in Parliament, but of the
whole party outside Parliament, and how this
affects the individualrs relations with his
colleagues.

S6

It was this type of press influence which helped
cause dissent within the Liberal Partyts ranks. The influence of the press was complemented by the influence of
others, for example, the officers through theír testinony
and critics through their friendships with Liberal Party
members.

As exenplified by the following headlines, press
coveTage of the debate was generaLLy of the sensational

vartety:
iredt by Hellyer , rlavy leader charges"
July 15, 1966)
"Revolt of Admirals Said to be Spreading" (Ha1if ax
Mail Star, July L6,19ó6)
ttHellver I s Pol it icaL Bonanz a" (Edmonton Journal,
July 23, 1966)
"Navy Crisis Told Despite Hush-Up" (Chathan News,
August 12, 1966)
"Admiral Sees Drastic Cut In Fighting Ships"
(Red lçp¡ 44y
, August 13, 1966)
f

rt

I

vüas f

(London Evening Free Pfess,

Regardless of the several criticisms which can be made res-

S6Urrid"rrtified politician in "Order, Good Government, And The Press", in Order And Gogd 9ov-eJnr-n9nt z 33rd
Couchiching Conference C.I.i_.4._, €d" by G. HawKlns ('l'oronto
65)

, P.

I29 '

:

T02

pecting this type of reporting, such a style helps to keep
arL issue alive and it is the tkeeping alivel aspect which
interest groups and others concerned with developing a
public debate on an issue consider essential. As a representative of the press has said at the Thirty-Third
Couchiching Conference :

...people do not gobble up their newsp-aper c-olumn
by êolumn, and political nelr¡s is sonething.that
they tend to scan. So all I can do is write,
and'write as brightly as I possibly can, and
sonetimes indulge in tricks that earn the scorn
of the t academics because they regard these as
cheap journaleser , but rny object is- sirnply to
capture a reader and draw hin into the story.
^,
A prorninent newspaper columnist who was of the opinion that
the 'publicr was indifferent to the unification issue and,
besides, had little regard for the militaty reinforced
this view. To keep this issue a1ive, the columnist felt
compelled to attack the Defence Minister personally in his
38
"
col-umn.
TRIO wanted extensive coverage to be given to the
At the same time, TRIO was conviews of several critics.
cerned with presenting what it considered to be an unemotional factual account to the public. Unlike the newspapers, TRIO refrained from nakíng personal public attacks

L97L.

STurrid"rrtified press repïesentative, ibid. , p.
58rrrt"t'rriew with newspaper columnist , Novernber

L28

"
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upon Paul He11yer. The Toronto branch, wishing to further

debate on the issue and to raise a public clamour, formed a
Public Relations Cornmittee. In its form letters to other
branches, Toronto TRIO stressed the need to keep "the unansr^rered questions on tunification' before your M.P., the

press and the public", being convinced that "the government
would agree to a thorough enquiry into the defence situation before proceeding with legislation only if convinced
that Large numbers of Canadians feel that this is the only
sensible way to Proceed."39
TRIO members 'hrere in an advantageous position compared with members of the general public who rnight desire

to make their views known. This was the importance, not
only of the membershipts backgrounds with respect to their
vocations and service affiliations, but also of their
friendships. The widespread friendships across Canada put
members of the Toronto branch into contact with others who
had access to irnpersonal channels of cornmunication. This
meant that Several nevfspaper publishers, editors or reporters readily espoused the cause of TRIO. The head of

in aTL Ontarío conmunity was also the publisher
anð editor of that communityts newspaper. Others, not
personal- acquaintances, became sympathetic as the debate
TRIO branch

unfolded.

In a number of instances, the unification issue
S9rRlo form letter to TRIO members, November !7
TRIO fiIes.
1966 and November 28, 1966.

,

a
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tended to eradicate the traditional party affiliations

of

newspapers. This was most noticeable with regard
to individuals in the newspaper industry having a service
background. Brigadier R. iValone of the I{innipeg Free Press
stated in a speech to the Ernpire Club of Toronto that he
was not speaking from any political base or as a member of
TRIO. Malone continued on in his speech to ctiticize the
rChief of Stafff concept. This was done on the grounds
that the best expert advice could not be offered because
Canað"a did not have a properly constituted defence council '
the members of which would speak with an equal voice and
would have the right of access to the minister and Cabinet"
These views on the headquarters set-up and criticisms of
the common uniform and rank Structure formed a teady basis
of agreement with TRIO. One did not have to be a TRIO
Canadian

to support this organizationts objecti,rur.40
syrnpathy with the objectives of TRI0 entailed more
than the publishing of articles critical of Government
In Some cases senior members of the newspaper
policy.
hierarchy atternpted to convince their acquaintances of the
shortcomings of the Defence Ministerts posture. Being
part of the economic and social elite, these individuals
had reaðy access to others who could make contributions to

member

40^
-"speech
Integration", bY R.S. Malone
r t'Arned Forces Royal
York Hote1, October 6 ,
Toronto,
to the Ernpire Club of
1966. TRIO files.
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the policy-nraking process. For example, the individuals
could attempt to get their Liberal Patty acquaintances to
oppose the unification scheme. In light of this, a newspaper publisher wrote to a Toronto TRIO member:
I have done everything possible behind the scenes(without much effect seeninglY).
Do keep up the good work with TRIO and maintain
the pressure. It is aLL a first class mess at
the monent. And it will only be cleaned up if
there is sufficient uproar. I do hope there
are some good opposition speakers when it
[apparently the examination of the issue in the
Stãñding Committeel comes back to the house fthe
House of Commons], and that they are well briefed.
Rest assured I will exert any pressure I can
from here.

O,

This access to individuals such as newspaper publishers and radio broadcasters assured aî airing of views
para1le1 to those of TRIO. Even so, there were indications that the fgeneral publicf was more interested in the
spectacle of unification rather than in its inplications.
Although a resident on the West Coast l/\Irote on Januaty 23,
T967, that a nehrspaper publisher from a town in British
Columbia requested naterial and TRI0 menbership application
forms, and that he was irnpressed with the response to date,
at the

same

tine

ad.ding:

It has however come fron individuals with service
experience, and in rnaiy cases from presently serv^
4lurrd"a"d
and March L967 )
TRI0 files.

l-etter [probably written

fron

between January
nel.{spaper publ-isher to TRIO member.
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ing personnel of all lrankst. It is indeed
difficult to obtain any measure of response
from the pubLic at large, or to arouse interest'
In other words, signs were apparent that the convj-nced were
becorning further convinced, while the disinterested remained So except for the more sensational aspects of the
debate. Paul Hellyer also had this problern with the electorate at large:
I made a speech in the House on December 7, which
took a coniiderable period of tirne"..and it was,
not very widely reported in the newsregrettably,
'Sónetimes
tney. ha}e séened more inclined
papeïs .
io-report the controverbiat a-spects rather than
the meat and the answeïs to thè questions which
wouldbeofmorebenefittothepeoplewhoaTe
interest.d.42
Yet, the participants grasped at the coverage supporting their Stance, even if the paTticipants l'Iere not
espectaLLy pleased with the in-depth reporting of the issue.
Thus, the Committee on the Maritine Component of the Canad.ian Defence Force selected clippings supporting its pre42s.c.N.D., No. 25, Thursday, February 23, L967,
in personp.
T607. The Defénce Minister could also state
'aI -orr"tpondence
of September 6, 1966, to an individual
critical õf unification respecting press coverage of the
Standing Conmittee:
the public and the press did
"It was roi our fault that That
is always.the case, hownot pay nore attention.
is positive and conthe
evidence
of
ãr"t, írh"tt most
intêrested when there is
moïe
are
press
ifte
strtlctive.
a personaLtty arose aS
only
yhen
it
was
and
controversy,
became interested
tlney
that
controversy
a focus for the
more on
concentrated
reporting
the
then
again. Even
files.
TRIO
issues...."
the
on
than
tñe personality
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sentation made to the Standing Cornnittee. These clippings
of course refuted the releases from the Defence Departnent '
Often it seemed that the antagonists vlere more interested
in having biased al1ies rather than 'objective neutrals'
observing fron a distance "
On November 17 , 1966, the publisher of a larger
EaStern newspaper wrote a TRIO member and concurred with

the nernber that the newspaper should present a more balanced View. The TRIO member could expect to see in the near
future articles on the defence controve1sy containing views
similar to his o*rr.43 It seemed that at times TRIO was
successful in carrying the debate to specific, important
publics and in influencing these publics. However ' TRIO
was less successful and began to despair of its efforts to
Tn
arouse or to change the attitude of the mass public.
November

a supporter wrote:

the
...the public nood has only progressed towith
an
gone llrong
has
what
point of questioning
'originally
seerned to have nerit '
ïd"a that
There is noI^I á very urgent need to carry this
question into specificé, . ?1rd to convince them
rjt"t the princiþf e of unification is a blunder,
that it o'ffers ireither econony nor efficiency;
and that the management of the department at
ín
ifrð policy-rnaking-leve1 has been incompetent
do
to
more
is
costing
it
bðcause
its'job,
¿oinä

less.

44

43L"t"., from Eastern

publisher to

newspaper

member,
, 1966. TRIO files
4 4L"rr"t
fron TRI0 suPPorter to
TRI0 files.
November 9, 1966.
November L7

"

TRIO member,

TRIO
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The public mood, whatever it was, did not go beyond the

point of questioning.

A

TRIO mernber wrote

in January L967;

My reading of the Ottawa scene is that there is
quite an apathy, that the die is cast and
nothing inuch can be done. , -

The signs were evident, at least from the perspective

of TRIO, that there was lack of success in arousing the general public. TRIO had conducted its or.^/n linited survey on
the attitude of the po11ed toward unification, the results
of which ï¡ere forwarded to members of the Standing Committee:

...The survey does not show the reasons why those
po1led approved or disapproved of unif.ication nor
the extent and depth of their knowledge on the

subject. This point is raised because TRIOTs
sampling of that portion of the public who are
well inforned on national and international
affairs shows that an overwhelrning majority are
opposed to unification because they feel that it
will result in reduced effectiveness of our
Forces and less defence for our defence dollar.d.6
0n February 18, 1967, the Canadian Institute of

Public Opinion released its findings to the press.
Institute had posed the following question:
Do you happen

The

to have heard or read anything

45l"tt"t from one TRI0 supporter to ^*^+l^^January L967. TRIO files.
46rnlo fi1es. The author was nor able to see the
figures of this survey indicating the síze and nature of
CLII.\J LIIç

the

sample.

I

,
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about the unification of the arned forces - that
one
is merging the armye navy and air force under
commaná añd with the same uniform for aIL forces?
The below-listed results were obtained:
Age Groups
30-39

40-49

50

Over

&

Total

Years

Years

Years

Yes

66eo

60eo

65eo

68eo

69eo

No

\ä

40

35

32

31

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

of or read about unification I{Iere
if they approved or disapproved of unification.

Those who had heard

asked

Age Groups
?1-?q

30-39

40-49

50

Total

Years

Years

Years

0ver

Approve

48eo

46eo

5 5"o

46eo

48eo

Dis approve

33

39

3T

33

30

t

19

15

16

2L

22,

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

Cant

Say

&

A'7

at

The size, distribution anó background of the individuals

polled were not published. The results of the poll, even
though they were not surprising, were undoubtedly a disCunadiun Institute Of Public Opinion, The
Canada, Toronto. The polL was ieleased on

47

Poll of

ffi
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appointment to both the Government and its critics.

Des-

pite its efforts, the minority Liberal Government did not
have overwhelming support with respect to unification.
In this light, it can be conjectured that the Government
might have had less support if the pol1 had been conducted
after critics started appearing as I,fitnesses before the
Standing Committee. Only a few witnesses had appeared at
the tine of the po1lts release. On the other hand, TRIO
was proved correct in its assessment that the mass public
was unknowledgeable and apathetic.

did have the financial base to mount an
extensive public relations canpaign" A TRIO member indicated concern in November 1966 that the Government rnight
be successful because TRIO did not have sufficient funds to
In February L967, the financial viabe more critical.
Financial contributions,
bility was sti11 not existent.
as was rnenbership in the organization and the labours of
the membership and synpathi zeTs ' were on a voluntary basis '
This constricted the public teLations efforts of the organTRIO never

also had to contend with Bill Lee.
In Bill Lee, the Defence Minister had aÍL able assistant who made effective use of the resources at his command. Rightly or wrongly, critics thought that Lee was
skillfully rnanipulating j ournalists . This uright have been
partly due to the journal-ists, at least initiaLly, uncriízation.

TRIO

tically accepting Leets press releases:

111

I think n1*y newspaper people have been accepting
releases from Bill Lee without checking or enquiring _further into the issues of the-presentation made and are thereby not doing their job in
the objective manner to i,¡hich the õublic ii entitled to have reporting done. O,

It should be noted that the relations between the press and
aî irnportant politician can depend upon the views of the
press with respect to the politician.
As one commentator
has stated:
The use of news by inportant politicians in
order to get praise. . . is one of the most corrupting tr-aps, and it is terribly difficult for

a journal-ist to deal with the situation because
he does not receive the news unless he praises
the politicians....Those who do not praise do
not get in on the exclusive.,^

At least one journalist was not favourably viewed because
of his criticisrns and, hence, his twelcomet at the Defence
Ministerrs office was not noticeable.
with departmental reThe war was carried on
As reported in one

The newspapers were bonbarded

leases favourable to unification.

both extensively and intensively.
paper:

.. "hre wonder if it was really necessary for...
Paul Hellyer to use his rnail rights to send to
the Globe and Mail a few days ago a free copy

48L"rt"t from TRIO nenber to
August 2, L966. TRIO files.
4

p.L3?.

nehrspaper

publisher,

9urrid".rtif ied po1-itician in Hawkins,
op. cit.

,

LLz

of an editorial that had appeared in the
and Mail July
. 27 . ¡û

Globe

Despite the li{inisterrs ef forts, the press became nore critical as the debate progressed from the summer of 1966 to

the following spring. As already noted, the Minister of
Defence was of the view that the reporting of unification
often lacked depth and that the press was unfair to him.
TRIO, with its own paper bombardment, coul.d take partial
credit for getting the criticisms against unification
aired

"

TRIO, though not succeeding in stirring

the mass
public, could stil1 exert pressure on the Cabinet. TRIO
had channels to Cabinet members as a result of having several Liberal members within its ranks. The TRIO leadership recognized that to have any chance of success Cabinet
members had to be swayed. Basically, there were three
ways used in attempting to influence Cabinet members. The
organization urged its mernbership to write to M.P.s.
Secondly, non-members friendly with TRIO members themselves
took the initiative"
Fina1ly, individual members without
directions from the Toronto branch contacted Ìvl"P.s with
whon they r{ere acquainted. It was hoped that Liberal
N{.P.s would critícLze the policy of unification.
Dírec50S. Young,
"One-liners , or Inore", Globe & Mail ,
August L7, 1966. As the debate progressedl-Tñere we.re
signs that Leers handouts were not taken seriously by newsmen, for example, 'rWe should have known it couldntt lêcr"
Globe & Mail, March 22, 1967 "
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tions such as the following to the various TRIO branches
were not uncomnon:
I...would ask that you do aIT in your power
...to have individuals, as well as organizations
who woul-d not necessarily be associated directly
with TRIO, write - or preferably wire - members
of Parliament and members of the Cabinet to whom
they are known recommending that in view of the
testimony that has been presented before the Defence Colnrnittee that Bill C'243 should not be
proceeded with until much further and deeper
study can be made of all the issues involved. Ut
So it was that M:P.s received releases counteract-

ing Government claims that other countries were following
Canadals example. TRIO also argued that the morale within
the services was low and that there was an excessive loss of
service personnel caused by prernature retirements. The
releases additionally rnentioned that aTL the recently retired senior officers had expressed reservations about the
In its releases to M.P.s, TRIO
proposed reorgani zation.
pointed out tlnat expenditures on equiprnent for the previous
five years (ending March 3I, 1968) would not match the expenditures ending March 3L, 1963. There was concern
whether the present capability would ensure that Canada
could meet its nilitary conìflìitnents. The releases suggested that 8i11, C-243 would not entail further economies.
Furthermore, in light of the fact that the miLítaty merit

of the proposed reorganization had not been established,
5lForm l-etter from Toronto TRIO entitled,
TRIO files.
TRIO Branch Heads", March L5, L967 "

"To Al1
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the Bill should be re-examined. A pause should be effected untiL deeper consideration could be given to the
existing rnyriad of Probl"*r.52
The degree to which the individual M.P. was influIi{. P . s
enced by such submis s ions is dif f icul t to gauge .
would be unlilcely to break party rank however sound the
arguments of organizations such as TRIO. There is evidence

to suggest that, at least from a parliamentary perspective,
interest groups have a nininurn effect on the formulation of
defence po1icy.53

Although this evidence might suggest that in the
Tesolution of defence issues, interest groups play an in-

significant role, it has not explained the exact nature of
the influence which might be exercised. It was argued in
the previous chapter that TRIO, being a part of the policyrnaking (or policy resolving) process, was one of the factors
accounting for concern within the Government with respect
Also, TRIO helped to reínto the policy of unification.
force the position of parliamentary critics from other
Because of representations made by groups like
parties.
TRIO, the Conservatives were better able to assert that the
52Fot example, these points were submitted on TRIS
stationery under titq úeading,-"To All Menbers of Parliament:
The Defenêe fssue" [no datel Uut probab|y mailed in late
1966 or early 1967) " TRIO f il-es.
53R. Byers, ,,Executive Leadership_ and Influence parliamentary Þercéptions of Canadian Deience Potr-icy!', i-..
Apex of powei: The'Prine Minist'er and Political Leadership
'

ofl- riaã, Ltd. ,

197r)

, pP. L63-L82.
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informed critics hrere against reorganization:

orclock Mr. Chairman, I was
" Srnith: At six
the genuine concern that organi zations
ffiffi-g
such as TRIO and others...were showing concerning
the combat effectiveness of the Canadian forces
and particularTy the effect of unification proThe people conceeding at its present rate.
cerned say that now is the tirne to pause and consolidate the advances in integration which have
been nade. . . . They say that we should take a backward look to assess our progress.54

Mr

At least for the Conservatives, TRIO represented an important part of the inforneó public, and this political party
u¡as willing to act as one of the links between the lpublict
and the legislature and via the legislature to the Government policy-makers" Indeed, this is one of the functions
supposedly basic to the House of Commons.
TRI0 perceived the Comrnons as another place where
pressure could be exerted on the Liberal executive and
this was reinforced by representations made through other
channels. As has been stated, the attack of TRIO was on a
The importance to TRIO of the parliamentary
broad front.
critics Lay in the f.act that the critics would be able to
question the Government more effectively upon receipt of
information from TRIO. A1so, the parliarnentary critics in
turn inforned TRI0 about their o\.vn and Government strategies,
54H.
p

"

9696

of c. Debates, Novenber 8, 196ó, Vo1. IX,

l-ro

thus strengthening the critical posture of TRIO" As the
writer of one letter indicated before TRIO calne into being:

Let the political fighting be done by the 0pOur groups should not be tarred with
position.
any political- brush. Undercover contacts
should, of course, be developed...but here we
should exercise great care.55
nultiple contacts with members
of the Progressive ConserVative Party aS the Conservative
Party was close to the position of TRIO. This did not
mean that TRIO was a tool of the Conservatíves or vice
Versa. Sirnply, each Saw an advantage in naintaining contact with the other. The other parties vlere wrong to reMembers

of

TRIO rnade

gard TRIO as a Conservative front, though contacts on

a

more personal basis than the sending of naterial to M.P.s
was established.56
spokesman

A proninent Conservative defence

wrote to one of the nore active members of

TRIO

even before TRIO was formed:

I think probably statements and letters to
papers such as
, which is accePting
this is essent l-a1-L-y
s
stateññt-tffi-t
ilellyer'
part
of
the rnil itary to dicthe
on
an atternpt
out that this
pointing
authõrity,
tate to èivil
of value. I
be
would
incorrect
is cornpletely
,
to which
extent
the
greater
the
believè that
the betalive,
issue
kept
and-the
this is done,
the
end
to
an
bringing
of
are
ter the chances

55L"tt"t July 20, 1966. TRIO files.
56Thi, *u, sonetimes expressed during interviews with

the author.
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neasures presently being taken.tt

posture helped in the plotting of strategy.
TRIO was assured of receiving a sympathetic hearing from
Conservative members when the organization forwarded narnes

This

common

of possible witnesses to the Standing Conmittee and advocated that there be no restrictions on the scope of the
Committeers enquiry.
As TRIO subrnitted information to its parliamentary

synpathizers, so did, as a result of informal- contacts,
nenbers of the Conservative Party suggest points of strategy to TRIO members. It should be pointed out, however,
that although a community of interest existed, TRIO was not
restricted in its ability to approach other parties.

Also, the community of interest did not mean that the Conservatives and members of TRIO held meetings to plot a
tcommont strategy, that the Conservatives would be the
voice of TRI0 in the commons or that TRIO would be the
Partyts spokesman outside of the commons. htrat it did
mean was each found a willing ally in the other, but each
i,¡ould plot its own course of action according to its own
perceptions. Besides, each was operating within a different framework of the policy-making process; the conservatives were a disciplj-ned party working within the Conmons and Defence Comnittee, whereas TRIO was working as a

"'Letter from Conservative M.P" to future
ecutive nenber, JULY 19, 1966 " TRIO f i.1es

TRIO ex-
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part of the non-governnental sector of the Canadian system.
TRIO sought also to form lines of communication
with the Liberal PartY. As has been Pointed out, TRIO
recognized that it had to infLuence Liberal Party mernbers
and, in particular, Cabinet ministers in order to achieve
success. It might be wondered whether the communications
flow established was a result of the organizationaL character of TRIO, or a result of the f.act that within TRIO
there were those who were well acquainted with prominent
Liberals. Regardless, individual members of TRI0 were
able to assert more forcefully their opposition and, in
turn, be viewed by Some Liberals aS a non-partisan group
concerned with the well-being of the Canadian defence establishnent. one cabinet rninister wrote to a TRIO member

think it was wrong of Paul fHellyer] to
attach a political conplexion to the repre-

...I

sentation-s made by you and your assocíates ' Ut
There were also prolninent Liberals outside the

Commons who

Apparently, Gerald
Regan, Leader of the Liberal opposition in Nova Scotia at
the tine, was agaínst unificatiorr.59
InitiaLTy, the legitirnacy of the role played by an
interest group such as TRIO in the policy process was re-

were not enamoured with unification.

Letter frorn Cabinet minister to TRIO member,
TRI0 fi1es.
March 3L, 1967 .
5 9..
tl . or C. Debates, VoL. XII , Lg67, P. 12567 "
58"
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by the Liberals. As reported by TRI0 representatives when they appeared as witnesses before the Defence

cogni zed

Committee:

A gratifying response to the establishnent of
TRTO was'made by- the Department of National
Defence in a release to the press by the Ex-

ecutive Assistant to the Minister who was reoorted as follows: "The formation of TRIO is
try all means a good thing.. . .the Defence Depârtrnent welcomès such organizations

" "UO

This rnight have been a tactic rather than an actual repreStil1, the fact
sentation of the Liberal Party attitude.
that members of TRIO were asked to appear as witnesses indicated that at least the Government was willing to a1low
interest groups a role in this aspect of defence policyrnaking. In fact, Paul- Hellyer felt compelled when appearing as a witness before the Standing Committee to attack
some

of the arguments of

TRIO:

The TRIO organi zation goes on to contend that
able to
à single seivice in Calada will not be United
the
with
in co-operation
*oit fiioperly
Statei. ^ It' is suggested that NORAD requires
a separate capability for the Air Force ' ' ' '

is concerned, this sirnply is
true. Aero-space defence of this contin"òt
àtt is NOT sirnp1-y à function performed by one
of the environmental services.6l
As far as

NORAD

Actually, the Defence Minister did nore than ack6os.c.N.D., No. L7 , op. cit.
ó1rbid. No. ')tr,
Ls74"
L¿ t ñ
y.

,

, p.

733.
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nowledge the exÍstence of TRIO" Through an intermediary,

a meeting was arranged between Paul Hellyer and other representatives of the Defence Department and representatives
of TRIO. The neeting took place in Ottawa on October 18,
1966 and both sides thought that they could change the
otherrs position through a face-to-face encounter. Whether
the personal friendship between the Defence Minister and a

of TRIO - which became one of bitterness as
the debate dragged on - helped to bring the two antagonists
momentarily together, the meeting was just, in the words of
one of the attendants, an "exercise in semantics".62 This
apparently was an attempt by the Minister of National Defence to placate some of his rnost effective critics before
they became too vociferous. Possibly, the Minister was
slightty uneasy about the role of TRIO. One of the TRIO
members who was present at the neeting wrote in a letter to
a Western Canadian publisher:
leading

member

Five of us. . .went to Ottawa last week and entertained the Minister and the entire defence staff.
I^Ihile we did not achieve anytli-ng concrete, and
the TRIO people are just as deternined as ever to
proceed, we thought it quite a coup that such a
group wóuld assernble if they did not feel we had
some significant position.Ut
This rneeting caused misunderstandings with other
6

2Inr"r'rriew with rRr0 member, July

6Sl"tr"t from TRIO member to
ber 24, 1966 " TRIO f il.es
"

1969

.

TRIO supporter, Octo-

L2I

groups opposing the Defence Ministerrs position, although

the neeting might have enhanced the prestige of TRIO.
This meeting was the first and last time that the two antagonists met and because the neeting was non-productive to
It was
either side, it 1ed to a hardening of attitudes.
after October 18th that the Ïvlinister and his off ice , ãLthe formation TRI0, thought of
though welcoming initially
TRI0 as being 'politicalr in the perjorative sense of the
term. This had some effect in hindering the attempt by the
TRIO rnernbership to arouse others to take up the cudgel
A inember of TRIO put forward the
against unification.
following view in a letter to the author:
the Minister particularly
politically rnotivated and
thereby took the debate out of the realm of discussion on his programme as related to the nilitary needs of the country. Thus any -oppgsition
(ttt) .O+
to pian was deened to be political.

You must remember that
attacked TRIO as being

If results were not obtained by this neeting (in
fact, counter-productive results were produced since the
neeting caused the antagonists to take a more negative attitude to one another), TRIO hoped for more positive results from contacts with other rninisters " The working toward these contacts was easier because several menbers of
Arthur Huycke, Mitchell
TRIO were prominent Liberals.
Sharpts canpaign manager, has already been mentioned as be-

64L.rr"t fron TRIO nenber to author June I,

Lg70.

L22

ing an active executive nenbef of the Toronto branch. A
member reported shortly after the forrnation of the Toronto
branch:

I have just had a phone call from Arthur
Huycke....He reports that he has been on the
phone to Mitchell Sharp and fMichael] McCabe
his Executive Assistant. Sharp is very impressed with the people that are behind TRIO
ánd has asked Huycke to come to Ottawa to
brief him completely. He says that- this
whole matter has reaLLy come sort of out of
the blue to him and has never been brought up by
Hellyer at Cabinet. He furtÞer says that he
can see nothing unreasonable in our approach.Ut
In September a Toronto TRIO member reported that he had
talked to the Solicitor General and Finance Minister and
During
that they had taken a serious view of the natter.
the same nonth, a Vancouver TRIO supporter stated:
the fu11 opportunity of putting
ny views before Arthur Laing and Jack Davis;
the Tatter is quite receptive to our ideas. . . '66
. . . I have had

In January L967, Vancouver

TRIO had

received intinations

tl;rat

ninister has expressed his concern
regarding the soundness of the Governnent plan

one cabinet

for Unification.

26,

o"Memorandum
1966.

to

Ut

members

of TRI0 executive,

óÓL"aa"t fron Vancouver TRIO supporter

to

August

Toronto

13,1966. TRIO files.
67"Ptogt"r, Report - Vancouver TRIO", January 23,
L967. TRIO files.

TRIO member, Septelnber
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This indicated that there was behind-the-scenes dissension
within the Cabinet respecting Paul Hellyer's policy and
that this dissension was at least partly caused by representations nade by groups 1ike TRIO. The fu11er implications of this discontent will be discussed in Chapter 6.
The importance of friendship could be seen once
again in TRIO memberst attempts to have Prime Minister
Pearson re-examine the Governmentts position vis-a-vis unification.
A leading TRIO rrenber and John Matheson, Lester
Pearsonts Parliamentary Secretary, were friends of long
standing. Matheson of course was requested to approach
the Prime Minister on behalf of TRIO and other groups such
as the Maritime Component Cominittee. Also, letters were
addressed directly to the Prirne Minister"
Both tactics
bore 1ittle fruit.
The Prime Minister refused to meet
with TRIO and in fact supported his Defence Minister, even
though the support might not have been enthusiastic.
This is not the place to discuss the waverings within the Liberal ranks but it should be noted that as the debate dragged out, uneasiness developed within the Liberal
Party. TRIO could take partial credit for sowing these
seeds of discord. Herein Lay the influence and role of
TRIO. By helping to present the criticsr views on unification, TRIO was one of the factors contributing to the
Governrnentls re-examination of its position.
TRI0, in
fact, helped to prolong the debate.
The Tri-Service Identities Organization did not

1)A

prolong the debate in isolation but did so in concert with
As part of the opposition,
other groups and individuals.

the Tri-Service Identities Organization was one of many eleIt
ments opposed to the Governmentls unification policy.
was perhaps the nost active of the extraparliarnentary
groups. rne activity of TRIO dealt with articulating its
discontent so aS to halt the Governmentts advance towards
The voicing of criticism entailed TRI0 to
unification.
seek a11ies in several quarters which ranged fron the news
media to Menibers of Parliament. TRIO wished to bring to
the publicts attention what it considered to be the shortconings of Bill c-243 " To educate the public in this
regard also meant to attenpt to arouse the public against
the Government. TRIO therefore welcomed support fron any
quarter.
Thus, the r^rrong question is posed when asking what

of the a1lies of this interest
group. One rnight suggest that TRIO would have allied itself with arLy group or individual which could have advanced
its cause. Also, the term "a11y" should not be nisinterpreted. It should not necessarily suggest a concrete aLliance, a central planning body , actiVe membershíp in TRIO
or even meetings between TRIO mernbers and other critics of
Any critic was a potential
the Governmentrs position.
of course,
aLLy because a comrnunity of ìnterests existed.

determined the suitability

that the Government would view
their position more seriously if other groups worked in

TRIO mermbeïs recognized
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unison with TRIO. Yet it can be suggested that TRIO
wanted support for its position but it did not necessarily

It has been noted in this chapter
that a newspaper publisher who supported the views of TRÏO
did not openly align himself with thís organization. What
was desired was to have several influential bodies speak
out together or separately against the Government. 0bviously, TRIO could not expect a Cabinet minister to becorne

want direct support.

a member; but could hope that the ninister would be per-

by the arguments of the TRIO nrernbership.
Overtures to Cabinet ministers focuses upon the
point that TRIO, although welcorning support from any quarter, concentrated its efforts upon specific publics of the
TRIO wanted influential individuals whose
general public.
suaded

views would be respected by the decision-makers and who had
access to the channels of comnunication to become involved'

Within the context of the unification debate, this meant
eX-officers considered as experts, êX-servicernen otganizations, editors, journalists and M.P.s. It is easier to
assert that TRIO was influential than to measure the extent
of this organizationrs influence. This problem can be
seen, for exanple, With Tespect to nembers of the press and
M"P"s. The question can be posed whether these individuals
became nore critical as a resul-t of , or in spite of , the
efforts of the TRIO leadership" Howeveï, it can be ínferred that the endeavours of TRIO 'nembers contributed to the
critical- posture of several participants without needing to
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The press which
the extent of the contribution.
critical to the fornation of TRIO became more
was initially
sympathetì-c as the debate progressed. George Bain, a
noted colurnnist, in Septernber 1966 stated that "people such
as those associated with TRIO should have something useful
Áo
to Sayrr.uo Furthermore, TRI0 helped to crystalLize and

rrteasure

to channet the criticism.
As has been noted in this chapter, TRIO was not

entirely successful in attracting al1ies among service organizations such as the Conference of Defence Associations
and the Dominion Command or national executive of the Royal
Canadian Legion. A TRIO supporter wrote in August 1966
with respect to what he considered to be the laxness of a
service grouprs efforts:
Hellyer's assistant], sone
tine âgo, remarked that dealing with s-ervice
and ciiiÍian associations opposed to the Minister was "like shooting fish in a barrel" because
they never j oined forðes and coordinated their

No wonder Lee IPaul

attack.

Un

The failures of the approaches made by TRIO can be attrrbuted to the belief that ex-servicemen should not become

actively involved in a controversial political

matter, that

68G"otg" Bain, "Wild ideas revisted", Globe and Mai1,
Septenber 23, 1966.
69l"ar"t fron TRIO nenber to menbeT of naval association, August 27 , 1"966. TRIO f iles.
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acting in too open a nanner and was politlcaLly
notivated. Also, groups such as the Legion believed they
did not have the expertise to comment upon a complex defence matter. In some instances, there was a conflict between an individualts personal life and the pubLic role expected of him in the defence debate. Still, TRÏO provided an outlet for critics who wished to becorne actively
TRIO was

involved.
The zealousness of the TRIO leadership and its

to channels of communication contributed to the
influence of TRIO. The appïoach TRIO took towards unification and the position its strategies compelled others
to take suggested that the success of TRIO be defined in
terms other than the ultinate one of having Bill c-243
scrapped. TRIO raised several obstacles to unificationrs
By
coining into being though it did not halt unification.
adding pressure to an issue causing Stress in other parts
of the Canadian System, for example, the House of Commons,
TRIO revealed itself as a force which Government supporters
i,.rere compelled to notice.
acceSS

CHAPTER 4

THE MILITARY OPPOSITION

In discussing the miTitary opposition, this chapter
concentrates mainly upon the roles of senior officers at
National Defence Headquarters between 1964 and 1966. It
would be wrong to interpret the acts of dissenting serving
officers as emanating from a well-organized, plotting rnilitary clique. Despite this, generalizations can be drawn
frorn the activities of senior rnilitary advisers who were
part of the charged atmosphere of Defence Headquarters and
who were closely involved in the inplementation of reorganization.
Such generalizations suggest that there was
dissent. Personnel problems, the Defence Ministerrs particular use of the decision-naking process, the rapid pace
of change and the resultant disagreement between Paul
Hellyer and several of his senior officers were causes of
the dissent. It is easier to assert that there was disenchantment on the part of serving senior officers than to
assert that their activities, at least initially, were poWhether senior officers were only exercising the
1itica1.
legitinate function of offering to their political head advice based on professional expertise or whether senior officers went beyond this role by refusing to inplement a
political decision, that is, the decision to proceed to
unification, are questions difficult to answer. When does
the non-political role of offering advice to a ninister
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becone political?

Regardless, between L964 and

1966

senior officers generally did not perform an open political
role by making critical public statements and by establishing contacts with interest groups and opposition political
Unparties for purposes of challenging government policy.
til the events of July 196ó, dissent among senior officers
remained within the confines of the Defence Department.
The questioning of the various stages of integration/

unification remained an internal matter.
It is not surprising that members of the Armed
This
Forces have rarely assumed an open political role.
is broadly defined as engaging in activities challenging
the right of a government oT its representatives to deterThe training of serving personnel and what
mine policy.
rnay be terned the Canadian mil itaty ttað.ition have assured
both a subrnission to goyernment authority and an unpreparedness and unwillingness to engage in political activities.
Sanuel Huntington has referred to one pattern of civilrnilitary relations which is generally applicable to Canada;
a pattern characterised by an antimilitary ideology, 1ow
rnilitary political power and high rnilitary professionalisn.l
lsanuel Hunti.ngton, The Sql4l-qr And The State:

The

Theorv And Politics Of-Civil
n
?. of civi1itary ideolantimil
are
1-)
societiesJ
rniiitary rel-ations [or
profesnil-itary
power
ãnd
low
political
ogL hibh rnilitary
poLitical
military
1-ow
idéoLogy,
sIôáafiõrn; 2) antiinilitary
power and-1ow rnilitary prbfessional-isrn; ,3) .proniJitary ideõf ogy, high mi1_itary potitical power and high urilitary Prol
fesãiónalÏsm; 4)prorniiitary ideology, 1-ow rnilitary politicaL
power and high militaty professionalism.
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variations on this type, it suggests
that an íncrease of political activity on the part of mernbers of the Armed Forces is a deviation from the norm of
political quiescence or neutrality.
The Canadian nilitary tradition generally has not
Though there nay be

been a najor force in Canadian history"

The nation

building influences of mil ítary exploits such as the War
of I8I2 and Canada's magnificent contribution in World
War I, besides less spectacular permeable military influences upon the Canadian economy and social scene, can be
noted. Nevertheless, alongside mi1îtaty achievements
which symbolized Canada's energence as a nation came an
indifference and neglect for miLitary matters. The general neglect for the militia in the nineteenth century was
paraLleled by the twentieth century struggle of the Armed
Forces to naintain an existence in the inter-war years.
The Canadian governments bestírring of thernselves at tines
of crises were followed by low emphasis being placed upon
military affairs during periods of p""c".2 Thus, public
disregard has formed part of the Canadian nilitary tradition.
Within the context of the unification debate,
'For the points discussed in this paragraph, see
R.H" Roy, "The Caladian Military Tradition" and Richard
Preston, "Military Influence on the Developnent of Canada"
in The Canadian Military: A Profile, êd. by H.J. Massey
ComPanY, L972). Also
(Ca
see Richard Preston, "Canadian Defence Policy And The Development 0f The Canadian Nation L867 -1917", The Canadian
Historical Association, Booklet No. 25, Ottawãf9Z0-._-
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public disregard ineant the d.ebate was intense but locali-zed"
The serving personnel could not count upon and arouse widespread public support. It seemed that the sensational aspects of the debate mainly attracted the attention of the
to caricIt was not uncommon, initially,
general public.
ature members of the Armed Forces in the news media. Lack
of widespread support meant that officers, especi aILy as a
group, did not have, and usually did not, seek alliances
with outside groups in the political system. Contacts of
course existed with M.P.s and with ex-servicemen groups.

This was the case
But the contacts were of a low profile.
until the summer of 1966. Even afterwards, with the
heightening and extending of the contacts, widespread disagreement by officers and men did not result in the building of several political alliances which might have threa-

If anything, the reaction of dissenters within the Armed Forces took the forn of
premature resignations and lowering of morale. At best,
these were covert acts of dissent as compared to the altertened the Governmentrs position.

native of an overt political action.
Besides, the characteristics of the political structures did not favour participation by serving personnel.
Members of the Arned Forces were at a disadVantage in artículating their discontent through the existing political
structures. They had to rely on go-betweens, for example,
the Conservative Party, in order to be heard in the House
of Comnons. It might be argued that the politicizing of
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the unification issue worked against the interests of
serving personnel disagreeing with Government policy as the
issue then came to be a deeply partisan one. Serving
military personnel who appeared as witnesses before the
Standing Conmittee were expected to support the Defence
Minister; else they ran the risk of being severely repriinanded" Additionally, the Queen's Regulatíons and Orders
forbade serving personnel fron publicly commenting upon
questions of policy.
The professionalism of the Arned Forces suggest
several points. Other than suggesting the aLteady-noted
reluctance to indulge in political activities, professionalism did not prevent serving personnel from providing inInformation leakages
after the sunmer of 1966 were the result of individual actions rather than the product of a well-organized militaty
opposition. This, however, did not mean that the policy
formation to nonserving critics.

of the Minister of National Defence was enthusiasticaLly
supported. Support was not readíly forthconing but orders
r{ere obeyed" The reluctance partLy stemmed fron the Services t inner keeps of Loyalty and tradition.
In fact, the professionalism of serving personnel
accounted for the process of alienation which occurred at
Headquarters. Agreement with the concept of civilian control did not automatically connote agreement with the conSimply, civilian control is
cept of civilian direction.
the right of civilian authorities to have the final say ín
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policy decisions, whereas the related concept of civilian
direction constitutes civilian involvement in the internal
functioning of the Defence Department.S This may include
civilian participation on essentially military committees
and civilian decisions on technical matters best left to
the expertise of nilitary professionals. LieutenantGeneral Guy Sirnonds, former Chief of the General Staff, has
said one of the conflicts between rnilitary leaders and
their political

masters has been:

political leaders intervene in what should
be thè strictly military field of domestic organization and administration affecting the esãential qualities of service discipline and
morale. No military attributes are less understood by the civilian. o

when

Presurnably Lieutenant-General Simonds was referring to unÍ-

fication.
Thus, tension carr result if the professionals' role

is undercut, ignored, overruled or by-passed. 0f course,
since there is a relationship between civilian control and
civilian direction, a criticisrn of the way in which direction was exercised could be construed as a criticisn of
tAlto see R. Byers, "Canadian Civil-Military Relations and Reorganizati'on of the Arrned Forces: Whither
Civilian Contrõ1?", Paper Presented to the Annual Meeting
of the C.P.S.A. , Winniþeg, June 4, I970, p. 5{f . (A1so
printed in H.J.-Massey; èd., The Canadian Military: A Profile, op. cit.).
4Lieutenant-General G.G. Sinonds r "Comment'ary and
0bservations", in H.J. Massey, op. cit., p. 269"
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control. A passive ninister who did not fully participate
in internal matters but only discussed defence questions
within the lirnits of the alternatives forwarded by senior
This would
rnilitary advisers would have general control.
be firner if the direction were extensive; at the same time
inappropriate extensive direction could hanper the professionalism of officers and in the process estrange then from
Such appeared to be the case with Paul
their minister.
Hellyer and senior advisers at Defence Headquarters. In
some ways, the Minister had pre-empted the role of his
Besides, the Ministerrs percepChief of Defence Staff.
tions of re -organization with respect to the ultimate goaL
of unification and to the tirning of its irnplementation
differed from those of several of his senior advisers.
The estrangement process which resulted from extensive civilian direction, man-management problems and
different perceptions on the nature of reorganization were
apparent at the very beginning, even before the White
0f significance, Paul Hellyer
Paper of 1964 was written.
undertook the initiative to change the defence structure
and, in so doing, did not rely mainly upon his senior military advisers. This could be interpreted as an undernining of the position of the senior officers as advisers;
this in turn led to a less amiable relationship between
themselves and the Minister.

Paul Hellyer when he became Defence Minister in
1963 established ninisterial study groups to examine the
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various aspects of Canadian defence, keeping in nind that
Cabinet had inforrned hin to expect no more than $1.53
The Minister was displeased by what he referred
billion.
to as the problems of three servíces having individual access to the Minister, with plans and projects being made in
an unco-ordinated fashion. In addition, he believed that
the extensive use of a framework of committees was inadequate for setting priorities.
With this in mind and noting the need for new equiprnent to be somehow obtained within a fixed budget ceiling, Paul Hellyer concluded that
modern management methods were needed. The first step was
to be a single Chief of Defence Staff and the last step was
to be a unified defence force.
The Minister, in reaching his conclusions, seems
not to have utilízed extensively his rnilitary advisers.
In 1963 Paul Hellyer cornmenced what his Chiefs were later
to regard as an undercutting of their position and a solidifying of his o*rr.5 The steps the Mínister of National
Defence took in formulating his policy lent some credence
His ninisterial study groups, though comto this belief.
posed of both civilians and officers, placed greatest emphasis on the civilian component. In May L963, the Defence Minister in beginning his appraisal of defence policy
had assembled an inter-service committee chaired by his
scientific adviser, the late Dr. R.J. Sutherland. The
5Interview with retired officer who served at
tional Defence Headquarters, March 4, 1-970.

Na-
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ensuing Sutherland Report proved to be a disappointment to

the Minister. This top secret report did not envisage a
large and active role for Canaða on the international Scene
and, equally, I^/aS less than enthusiastic about the unification concept. One individual had written:
within the Canadian Defence Department in
the summer of L964, it was very difficult to
establish who had produced the bulk of the
naterial included in Mr. Hellyer's White Paper
....Dr. R.J. Sutherland...was known to have
voiced some objection to the proposed extenNaturally,
sion of integration to unification.
once the decision had been taken by the lviinister,
Dr. Sutherland felt that he had no alternative
but to provide the required supporting detail.
Even

U

Despite not having received ful1 encouragement, by August
1963, Paul Hellyer had nade the political decision in fav-

our of unification.
The Defence Minister made the political

decision

apparently without having utilized extensively the experIndeed, the latter appeared
tise of his Chiefs of Staff.

to be unaware of several studies undertaken by the Deputy
It can be inferred that , if this were
Minister's office.T
the case, Paul Hellyer was indicating a degree of lack of
confidence in the seníor nilitary advisers. In turn, this
was a factor in his worsening relations with then and a
/
oR.
Barty Tackaberry, "Unification of The Canadian
Arrned Forces - The Single Service Concept", January Z,
1970 , 3L pp. , unpublished dtaft, P. 7
TIntervier,¡ with retired officer who served at
National Defence Headquarters, March 4, 1970.
"

subSequent lack of understanding on the advisers I part resFor
pecting the full scope of the Ministerrs intentions.
example, Vice-Adniral Rayner had testified to the Defence
Cornrnittee that in the faLI of 1963 the Chiefs of Staff ,
with the Minister, nade a comprehensive review of the role
and task of the Armed Forces but they were unaware of his
S
intentions with respect to integration and unification.
One senior officer was of the opinion that

by November 1963, Hellyer began to undercut
the Chiefs and through people like Bill Lee
and Warner Troyer, solidified his position.
Denegration of the Chiefs began to flow from
the Ministerfs office. o

Within these circumstances it was not surprising
that Paul Hellyer did not fornally consult the Chiefs respecting the contents of the hrhite Paper. wíthout relying
upon his advisers, the Minister wrote the first draft of
the White Paper over an eighteen day period in early
Decenber 1963.10 One can conjecture that he indulged in
this exercise to make Sure that hís views were cLeat1-y
stated and understood in Cabinet before they could be dis8s.c.N.D., No. 3L, Monday, March L3, L967, p. 200L"
9Interview with retired officer who served at
National Defence Headquarters, March 4, 1970.
10William Lee, "A Defence Plan For The Future",
Speech to the Kingston Kiwanis C1ub, June 29, L964r 18pp.,
p. 5.
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puted by his military advisers.

It showed that the
It{inister was further relegating his Chiefs to an inferior
position" Paul Hellyer was clearly taking the initiative.
Before the Chiefs could make known their views to
the Cabinet Defence Committee, on December 27 , 1963, the
Defence Minister had submitted to the Prirne Minister a
letter containing the first ð.raft of the White Pup"r.11
Paul He1lyer, in discussing the proposed white paper, suggested a plan of action for the next ten years, including
the following points. The proposed organizationaL changes
would strengthen civilian

control.
Re-organízation would
reduce the problems of waste, extravagance and duplication
to manageable and negligible proportions. Integration of
the Armed Forces was fully provided for.
Mention was made
of the fact that the Forces would be more Canadian. The
new Canadian Force would atttact world-wide attention because it would be the leader in innovation caused by infnterestinglyr "integration" was used instead
tegration.
of "unification"; presumably integration was used as a
synonym for unification.
Amongst others, these were the
points made on December 27th. These points conforned to
the broad policy principles which the Defence Minister had
discussed with the Prine Minister on September 25th; these
in turn reflected the consensus of the Cabinet Defence Comrnittee's ínformal meeting in eatLy Septenber. The Defence
11^
---Government source.

The author is not at libertY
source.

to identify or to quote from this

lJv

Minister had solicited and received his leader's approval
for relatively broad terms of reference without having detailed what integration/unification implied.
Only after Paul Hellyer had taken these important
prelininary steps did he ask his Chiefs to make any significant contribution with respect to the question of integration/unification prior to the White Paper being approved.
In early February L964, the Minister held a meeting with
He inforned them of the necessity to
the Chiefs of Staff.
integrate the forces. The Chiefs were taken by surprise
by reference to unification in the first draft of the White
Paper. Vice-Adrniral Rayner, who retired as Chief of Naval
staff in July 1964, stated in an article he wrote for the
Ottawa Citizen:

...there had been no discussion of unification'
It was a far-off spectre which would have to be
considered seriously when the many pressing conI doubt
cerns of the moment had been settled.
very much tf any of the chiefs would have advocated unification in L964.
. . . . I urged strongly that aIT reference to a
single uñifie¿ deience force be deleted. If
thið had been done, I doubt if the hasty attempt_
to force through unification against professional
advice would be going on todaY. r,
The argurnents of Vice-Adniral Rayner and the other Chiefs

resulted in only a brief reference to a tsingle unified
force' in the White Paper, but Paul Hellyer did not delete
12Vi."-Admiral Herbert Rayner, "Unification: public
enquiry needed", The Ottatg-!1!r!91, Wednesday, November 9,
196ó.
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the term altogether.
Subsequently, the Cabinet Defence Connittee met.

Air Chief Marshal Frank Mi11er, who was Chairman of the
Chiefs of Staff in L964 and who later became Chief of the
Defence Staff, was to state before the Standing Cornnittee
that the Cabinet Connittee had net on February 12, and
March 24, 1964. In contradiction to Paul Hellyerrs assertion, the Air Chief Marshal stated that he had not discussed
unification, although the question of integration arose.
There seems to be some conflict regarding how many meetings
of the Cabinet Defence Comrnittee were he1d. According to
one Chief of Staff there were at least three meetings dur0f more importance, the
ing the February-March interval.

Chiefs were not present at the first

meeting and only

Miller was present at the second neeting. It was at the
second meeting that the various departments represented
reached general

agreemen

t .L3

Paul Hellyerts intent had becone a fait accompli,
despite the Chiefs being present at the Cabinet rneeting in
March when the final draft of the White Paper was consid-

ered.

The pleas of individuals such as vice-Adniral

Rayner were irnpassioned. They were based on the assertions

th.at there had been 1itt1e preparation for integration and
The attenpts at having arLy
that the Navy would suffer.

reference in the White Paper to a single unified force
lSlrrtutlriew with ex-off icer, March Tg70 -
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deleted were unsuccessful.

The Chiefs were unsuccessful

because of Paul Hellyerts resolve and of his particular use

of the decision-rnaking process prior to the March meeting.
On March 25, 1964, the Cabinet approved the White Paper for
tabling in Parliament.
At this stage it is relevant to note the conflicting
opinions regarding the extent to which the Chiefs of Staff
were able to make their views known to Cabinet. 0n the
one hand, Paul Hellyer had stated:
The question of Cabinet Defence Connittee con-

sideiation of the unification issue is not a
matter of viewpoint but a matter of f.act.
The Cabinet Defence Comrnittee considered the
issue thoroughly before taking a decision and
sending their recommendation forward to Cabinet for approval. At that time the Chiefs
of Staff were given an opportunity and were encouraged to speak to the issue.
The Cabinet Comrnittee having heard these arguments took a decision to proceed with unification and recommended the policy to Cabinet for
final approval. Once the Cabinet decision
was taken the Minister was given discretion in
irnplementing the policy which is the customary
procedure..r+¡
'
Before the Standing Committee, the Defence Minister testi-

fied that he had
always taken my senior military and civil staff
advisers to Cabinet Defence Cornnittee meetings
. . . and when their views differ from the departmental reconmendations I have always insisted
that thev state their views to the Connittee

14l"ar"t to

author

, JuLy L4,

Lg70.
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before it rnade its decision.', .

In spite of these contentions, members of the Chiefs of
Staff later Ìvere to state that they did not have the opportunity to nake their views known to the Cabinet Defence
Conmittee.

Leaving aside the companion question of the extent

to which Paul Hellyer util ized the Cabinet Defence Committee and inforrned his Cabinet colleagues about his plans for
unification, it appeared that there was a degree of truth
in the contentions of both sides. Namely, the Comnittee
had heard the views of the Chiefs of Staff in March L964
but only after the Defence Minister had sought approval
from the Prine Minister for the contents of the White
Paper. The Committee was not fully aÌvare of the myriad of
problems besetting the Defence Departnent. The senior
rnilitary advisers did not have the right to appear before
the Cornnittee on their own initiative; they appeared according to the inclinations of their minister. Also, the
Cabinet Conmittee had approved a general aim but vlere unIt was common procedure for a
awaTe of the many details.
rninister to be given discretion in policy inplementation.
with the tabling of the white Paper in March T964,
one rnight say that the first stage in the integration/
unification debate regarding the Defence Ministerrs rela15s"c.N.D., No. 25 , Thurs day , FebruarY 23,
Friday, February 24 , L967 , p. 1573.
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,

tions with his advisers had come to an end. some inportant
features which bore upon the later stages v/ere discernible
at this point with respect to the military opposition.
Briefly viewed, the role of the chiefs of staff had been
undermined. For example, the chiefs of staff contended
they had not been asked to fornulate ar'y plans on unification prior to the white Paper and had been surprised at
Paul Hellyerfs mention of a single unified force in the
early months of L964. At the same time, the Chiefs had
voiced opposition to the concept of unification and this t^ras
a hint of future discontent. Paul Hellyer had rnade only
slight reference to unification in the white paper because
of the arguments raised by members of the chiefs of staff.
Nonetheless, he had not dropped the goal of proceeding to a
single unified force within three or four years. Herein
Lay a difficulty which was to affect the discontent to
come. Apparently, there was a misunderstanding between
the Minister and the nil,itary advisers respecting the target
date of unification.
vice-Adniral Rayner testified before
the Standing Cornnittee that he had no doubt
of what a single unified service neant; I had
always assumed it would be one service with one
uniform and a loss of identitv to the three
services. . . . I must admit that at the tine I
thought it was years away, and I think everyone
else did too.1ó
This misunderstanding was based on the fact that

pp.

16s. c. N. D.
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the Chiefs of Staff, unlike Paul Hellyer, believed that unification did not necessarily follow integration.
Their attitude seemed to be tintegration Ies, but not necessarily
Also, the Chiefs thought they had the lvfiniunification.'
sterts assurance that the nultiple problems related to integration would be overcome before one even started to contemplate unification.
Despite these views, a letter bearing
the signatures of the Minister and the Associate Minister
was sent to Arrned Forces personnel. It stated in part
that after the first two steps had been taken, namely the
reorganization of Defence Headquarters and the teotganiaztion of the comrnand structure, the third and final step
would be

the unification of the Three Services. This will
not be initiated until the various staffs. . .have
It
been established and are working effectively.
is reasonable to expect that it will be three or
four years before it will be possible to take this
action.

The process outlined above is not immutable.

As

the lessons of the reorganizatíon are learned,
changes in the plan or in the tining may result.
However, the end objective of a single Service is
firm..,LI
In passing, it should be noted that reference to

the

l7Offi.iut letter dated ApriI 2, Lg64, signed by the
Minister of National Defence and the Associate Minister and
entitled "To All Members 0f The Arned Forces And Enployees
Of The Departrnent 0f National Defence. " Quotes from this
letter can be found in the minutes of proceedings and evidence of the S.C.N.D., 1967.
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process not being imnutable added to the confusion.

Mili-

tary critics were later to charge that this appeared to
them as an indication that unification was a far-off, uncertain goal. In fact, the critics believed that this was
also the intent of the White Paper which concluded by stating that there was no attenpt to be inflexible. 18 Y"t,
Paul Hellyer was determined to proceed to a single unified
service and believed his miLitary advisers were a\.'üare of
The policy was flexible only insofar as the details
this.
were concerned, for example, with respect to timing, and
not with respect to the final goal of unification.
The Minister's and Associate Ministerfs letter with
covering messages by the respective Chiefs hlas duly sent to
The Chiefs seemed not to have
the services in early April.
indicated a large degree of enthusiasn in their divergent
messages. The Chief of the Naval Staff, Vice-Adniral
Rayner, in his covering statement, pointed out that the
first step of integration would result in greater efficiency
and that the Navy was in an excellent position to fit into
the new organization because it was already organized

on

18Curr"d", Department of National Defence. White
Paper On Defence. õttawa, Queents Printer, March L9Í.T;
---=:..'.._
Paper mentioned that "no_ att-empt has
ffie
been made to set down- hard and fast rules for future policy
Flexibility, not rigidity has been the
and developrnent.
-

keynote. The paper is a charter, a guide I n9t a detailed
The key outline in it is not inmutand final bluepriirt.
able. It can-be altered or adapted to meet the requirements of changing circumstances , national and international. "
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functional 1ines.19 Air Marshal C.R. Dunlap, Chief of the
Air Staff, said in his message that ultimate unification
was sound in principle and that the Royal Canadian Air
Force was well prepared for the process as it had "consíderable experience in operating in integrated organizations
under unified command" and was already organized on a functional basis. Though he would regret the day the Air
Force ceased to exist aS a separate service, the Air Marshal
was sure that the
RCAF will display the necessary
fortitude, vigour and flexibility not only to
adjust to the new circumstances but to part ici pate positively in their fulfilnent.rO

personnel of the

Unlike his RCAF counterpart, the statement of the Chief of
the General Staff, Líeutenant-General G. Walsh, mentioned
the
such benefits of integration as greater flexibility,
reduction of overhead and duplication and the possibility
of providing a better manpower/equipment ratio and better
caïeer prospects. In mentioning these benefits, the
Chief of the General Staff did not refer to the passing
away of the Army as a distinct entity, except in the vague
sense of stating that the implenentation of the revolul9rrstatement by Vice-Adniral H.S. Rayner Chief 0f
The Naval Staff To Naval Personnel" ApriT 13, L964. Also
see S.C.N.D., No. 3L, Monday March L3, 1967, p. 2027.
Zo"Statement By The Chief Of The Air Staff To All
RCAF Personnel" (No date but probabLy written in first or
second week of April L964)

L+/

11

tionary concept would be by evolutionary means."Yet, when he appeared before the Standing Comnittee
on March L3, L967, Vice-Admiral Rayner asserted that, âccording to his understanding of the April 2, 7964 letter,
guarantees had been given and unif.ication was not to be for
several years hence. Besides, the vice-adiniral regarded
the Ministerts mentioning of unification and of a 3-4 year
timetable "as purely a selling job" and that the Minister's
reference to a single unified force was neither Government
Th"re was the urge or strongly held
policy nor a p1
^n.22
hope among the Chiefs of Staff and perhaps with aLI of
This af'
them to regard unification as sornething far-off.
fected the nature of future discontent of the senior officers because this affected their understanding and the
flow of information between thenselves and the Defence
Minister and between themselves and field commanders.
In spite of the letter of April 2, L964, the nilitary heads at Defence Headquarters did not reinforce the
idea of proceeding to a single unified force to the commanThe latter, as in the case of Rearders in the field.
Admiral Landymore, vüas generally unaware of what was to
As a result, the discontent later
fo11ow integration.
""Statement BY
All Arrny Personnel" (No
or second week of April
""S.C"N.D., No.
/t

203L-2035.

The Chief Of The General Staff To
date but probably written in first
1e64).

31, op. cit.,

pp. 2026-2028,
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Voíced took on a character that the Minister was to con-

In the light of
sider as challenging civilian control.
Rear-Adrniral Landymorers later stance, it was slightly
ironic that the victoria colonist in March 1964 reported the
rear-admiral as saying that he did not believe there would
be any rapid. changes and that the services would not lose
their traditiorrr. 23 Rear-Adniral Di11on, the Deputy Cornptroller-General, stated in an address to the Naval Association on October 3,

19ó4:

The fornation of a single force Headquarters under single chief of Defence staff is slated

tobethefirststeptowardsasingleunified
defence force for Cãnada. Does this mean that
in the course of the next ten years individual
services will lose their identityz' I do not
believe that it does..."24

senior officers did not
foresee that the inner keeps of the servicest loyalties and
traditions would be challenged and overcome '
Part of the lack of foresight was related to the
f.act that there was no detailed plan outlining the reorganizationa:I changes. Although the chiefs u¡ere awaTe of the
intent of the White Paper, the problerns related to a con-

Whether 01. not it was their fault,

23o. Gain, "service Chiefs 4st"9t, Merger
1964

tGood

'
Thingr", Victoria Colonist, March 27 ,
24R""r_Ad.miral c.J. Di11on, "Address To The Royal
Canadian Naval Association Annual Meeting, 0shawa, Ontario,
Saturday, October 3, L964", 6 PP., Pp' 4-5' I"t, on June
Assistant, in a
,g; 1g6h', Bill Lee,'paul Hé1tyèirs. Sþecial
h?t-. given
said,
Club
"He1lyer
Kiwanii
rpå"õrt tå iir"-ringéton
hinself a 3 to 4 ieat goal for the integration-to-unification process but íefusãs to be pinned tó this or any other

schedü1e".
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cept stated in the briefest of ways were several. 0f interest was the Chiefs' difficulty in communicating their
views at a meeting in June 1964 because there was no method
of cornmunication standard to all the services. Air Marshal
Clare Annis, former Vice-Chief of the Air Staff who became
Chief of Technical Services in August !964, in a speech of
June 26, 1964, recognized the difficulties of the lack of
planning and how the resultant problems might be used to
indicate that senior officers were to blame for the snarls:

...The great problem is how much tine is to be
allowed the officers. . . to accornplish the results
desired by the planners. Actua:-ly, I feel that
there has been too little study of the details
involved...so that unanticipated snarls are
bound to del-ay its fWhite Paper] execution.
Whether the department...is willing to take responsibilities ior this lack of f-oresigþt or will
take the easy route of blarning the military for
unenthusiastic conpliance when the snarls occur
remains to be seen.?q
Paul Hellyer was of the opinion that had he atternpted to
document in advance all of the problems, they would have
been pointed to as reasons for not going ahead:

If one tries to work out the implementation plan
in detail in advance of taking the basic decision the emotions will cloud the issue and the
chance of the basic decision ever being taken
becomes practicalLY ni1-. rU
25Roy"1 Canadian Air Force Association, 'lNotes On A
Speech By A/Y/M c.t. Annis", June 26, 1966" Private sourAir Marshal Annis was an alr vice-marshal at the time
ce.

'"Letter from Paul HellYer to private citi
1q66 TRIO f i1es.

August )aaa.t

rJvv

zeÍr

'
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This interesting view meant that integration/unification
hIaS to proceed on an experimental step-by-step basis towards
a not-too-distant target date rather than on the basis of
an overall, detailed p1an. This was bound to create difficulties between the Minister and senior officers.
The details were to be worked out as the different
stages of reorganization were irnplernented. l,/tlíth this
approach, Bill C-90, which provided for the functional reorgani zation of Defence Headquarters, came into force in
August 19ó4. It is interesting to observe that before the
Chiefs attended the meeting of the Cabinet Defence Comnittee in March L964, ofl February 27, L964, the Cabinet had
approved Paul Hellyerts recommendation to draft a bi11,
that is, Bill C-90, to abolish the Chiefs of Staff Committee
which was to be replaced by a Chief of the Defence Staff.
Before noting the effects this first

step had upon the
position of the rnilitary staff, it is worth noting the
fact that Rear-Adrniral Jeffrey Brock was fired.
According to his testinony to the standing commit-

tee, the rear-admíral said that in a meeting of August 5,
1964, the Defence Minister stated that Brock was being prernaturely retired (or fired) so as to help cut down on personnel costs in order to rnake additional monies available
for cap itaL. investmertt .o' At the tirne , Rear-Adniral
1¿7

FebruarY L4, \967
, No. 19, Tuesday,
973, 977, 1008. '
963,
959,
p. 951. Also see pp. 958,
27

s

.c.

N. D.
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Brock, the second most senior naval officer, was Flag
0fficer, Atlantic Coast, Maritine Commander and the commander of the Canadian sub-area for SACLANT. On the basis of
his testinony, it appeared the main reason for Brockfs prernature dismissal was his disagreement with Paul Hellyerrs
plans. Brock not only was against the concept of unification but also was against the abolition of the professional
heads of the services which would occur as a result of Bill

C-90.

The Defence Minister was made aware of these dif-

ferences and that Brock was expressing his lack of sympathy
2
within the conf ines of the ,"tlri." . 8 In addition, when
the Special Comnittee on Defence had visited Halifax in
July 1964, the rear-admiral, though he said he had the permission of the Associate Minister to do So, had voiced his
This included a criticism of the Governrnentrs
criticisns.
decision to cancel the $+SO rnillion general purpose fri-

gates programme.

G. Laniel, a Liberal mernber of the standing comnit-

tee, raised the point that there was a relationship between
Rear-Admiral Brockrs strong position and the issue of
civilian control arrd, of course, Brockts retirement. The
rear-admiral was against a systen of training and management which denoted some form of interchangeability of personnel. However, he was in favour of greater efficiency
in the Sense of combining certain conmon functions and in
8lrrt"t.ri"* with retired senior officer who served
at National Defence Hèadquarters , March 3, 1970.
2

L52
?o

favour of unified commands."- It appeared Rear-Admiral
Brock and the Defence Minister could not agree on integration (unification, to Brock, in L964 remained undefined).
The former Maritine cornmander believed that hi-s
treatment by Paul Hellyer had the following effects.
Morale in the Navy was affected as no clear reason

I,\Ias

given for Brockts dísmissa1. Secondly, Brock believed
that his disnissal inhibited the willingness of officers to
give advice contrary to what they thought the Minister
wished to h""r.50
If subsequent events were not to fully
bear this out, Paul Hellyer nonetheless demonstrated that
he would not be adverse to acting contrary to the strong
representations made by his rnilitary advisers, even if it
meant in some instances relieving then of their duties.
On the other hand, Rear-Adniral Brock showed that nílitary
advisers like hirnself would not remain quiescent in the
face of ministerial statements of intent.

Brockrs disnis-

sa1 created some publicity but he did not inake any public

Interestingly, in contrast to the
actions of Rear-Adniral Landyrnore, Brock felt it was inproper to enter into any controversy while on retirement
leave. The disnissal did not have any noticeable adverse
effects upon the Ministerts position. Whether or not
Rear-Admiral Brock was the first victim of the developing
statements at the tine.

pp.
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unification controversY, he was one of the more noticeable
ones in its early stages.
Brockrs disnissal in August 1964 was almost coincidental with the inplementation of the first step envisioned
by Bill C-90. This was the reorganization of Defence
Headquarters on a functional basis with a single Chief of
Defence Staff replacing the o1d Chiefs of Staff and their
Chairnan. The position of the three services was an anoThey remained dismalous one under the new structure.
tinct entities without a head and without direct representation of their views at the highest levels of government.
The importance of the change and of the subsequent announcement by the Government in June 1965, that the eleven command structures would be reduced to six organized on functional 1ines, was additionally to remove the raison d'être
for three distinct ,"tti."r.31
The effect of these steps upon internal rnilitary
dissatisfaction or opposition, and here one must refer
rnainly to events at Defence Headquarters, was hard to discern. There was a desire on the part of senior officers
However, the atmosphere
to make integration a teaLity.
was one of confusion which resulted, in sone instances, in
faulty management, with the offshoot that relations worsened between Paul Hellyer and some of his nilitary personnel. The Defence Minister was not receiving the necessaTy
31Fot a summary of this see Michael Sherman, "A
Sinsle Service for Canada?" Adelphi Papers, No. 39 (Ju1Y
re67)

,
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fron his top advisers and he believed that
some were dragging their hee1s. This worsening of relations had the effect of reinforcing the Ministerrs deterinination to proceed to the final stage of unification and, in
turn, his drive towards this goal affected the openness of
the nil itary advice given to him. It should be noted that
officers who supported the policy of unification were not
discouraged from making public statements which backed up

encouragement

Hellyer's policY aims.
one of the ironies of the debate related to the use
The changes at Headmade of the Headquarters setup.
quarters Ì^rere made for the purpose of rationalizitg the
decision-rnaking process and of extending civilian control
Yet there was a malfunctioning of the new
and direction.
setup because of the various practices employed to obtain
infoïmation and reach decisions. For exanple, a minister
who argued for the need of a single Chief of Defence Staff
to co-ordinate the information flow by-passed the incumbent, Air chief Marshal Frank Miller, to elicit information
from several quarters. Brigadier Malone had written:
the commander-in-chief principle has
been attempted, either the ninister -representing
the governirent or the comrnander-in-chief has
domiñated. One or the other, or sometimes
both, must be destroyed or become mere ciphers . ,,
. . .where

,,Defence Forces Integration: pro" Malone,
gressive Step Could Bé Destroyed by Two Cardinal Errors.|',
1966, -p' 5"
frinnipee Freê Press Parnphlet I'19'' , August
g
Air Vice
and
P'
32R.

S

1qq

During reorganization, Paul Hellyer doninated.
FurthermoTe, the expression of civilian direction

within the framework of the Defence Council added to the
difficulties between the Defence Miníster and his senior
nrilitary advisers. The Defence Council is the najor
policy group or tcabinet' of the Department of National Defence. The lr{inister is the Chairman and the Associate
Minister is the Vice-Chairrnan. Other members include the
Deputy Minister, the Chairnan of the Defence Research
It
Board, the chief and the více-chief of Defence staff.
is clear the civilian component dominates. During reorgani zation, Paul Hellyer instituted the practice of giving
branch heads associate member status. Also, expert
staffs at the working level briefed the Defence Council
Thus, the lr{inister did not cut hirnself off from expert ad'
vice. The point, however, was that the way in which advice was solicited indicated that the Minister did not rely
solely upon his senior advisers: This can be interpreted
that there was disagreement, that the Minister felt he
"

could not fully rely upon his senior advisers who disagreed
with the unification tirnetable and that the lviinister sought
and found support from officers of lesser rank'

Therefore, the Ministerts workings of the decisionrnaking framework had a negative affect upon his relations
with senior advisers. This was partly due to personality
Marshal R.A. Cameron, "Canadian Armed Forces Merger Runs
Into Trouble , CaLled lvlistake", Navy Magazine , MaY L970, P.23
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the Minister having a frustrated ambition to become CDS, as
some officers believed, the setup put the CDSts subordinates in what one officer termed an 'invidious' position:
In neetings of the Defence Staff on many occasions - perhaps most - there is rather sharp differences of view among the officers giving adNeverthevice to the Chief of Defence Staff.
less, when the Chief has made a decision that
When we reappear in Defence Council,
binds all.
the lid is lifted off again. An officer who
has failed in his advice to the Chief of Defence
Staff is invited literaLJ.y to give his views independently of what the Chief's views are.
This puts the Chief in an extremely difficult
position and certainly conplicates his reLations
with his senior officers. . . . I do not know what a
Minister would think if the Prime Minister had a
meeting on a subject and had, along with the
Minister, his two other principals, and by-passed
the Mínister and put all of them on equal status
in giving opinions when the final decision was
made. It is analogous to that sort of situaYou can judge the embarrassment in which
tion.
Lt places a Chief of Defence Staff and his principal officers.,,
believed that this practice
worked agaínst a management framework in which the many
problems of integration could be resolved with a low 1eve1
The Ministerrs rnilitary critics

of recrimination.
Paul Hellyer did not shrink from avoiding the normal
channels of chains of command with respect to eliciting information. Senior officers h/ere by-passed in the search
of expert advice and an tinvidioust situation was created parS5T"rtirnony by Air Marshal Clare Annis, who retired
fron his post of Chief of Technical Services on May 28,
196ó, to the S.C.N.D., No. 23, Tuesday, February 2L, L967,

Ð.
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For
al1e1 to the one with respect to the Defence council'
instance, Paul He1lyer, either within the Defence council or
in private conversations, solicited the views of officers

subordinate to the Chiefs of the functional branches '
This was an indication of the Ministerrs estrangernent from
senior advisers and of his search for support in less

senior officers.
ThoughPaulHellyersaidhedidnotconsultwith
junior officers either in front of their seniors or without
their seniorsf knowledge, he was of the following opinion:
can,
I get infornation from any source that I arLy
breaking
not
I
am
so,doing
f oñg âS, in
particular rules of the gaIne. 36

as

trules of the
The Minister considered that as part of the
game' he had the responsibility to seek expert advice which
at times involved briefings by junior officers to the Defence council. Paul Hellyer felt that the critics who argued against this practice and yet l'Iere against the "Supremo" concept were contradicting themselves.

point of view
I do not think you can take the
have a single
you
service
iftãt *ittt ttt" síngle
manf s
on,one
reTy
must
ðiriãr ãnd, therefõre,
about
complain
time
Áane
;ã;iae. . . ánd at the
deciscorþorate
which
by
iÀe normal processes
having-a
of
world,,
iã"r "i" maä" in our nbdern
and having appear before that council
ãó""ci1
make their know¡tläi"it and witnõssêi whoavailable
to at1 memi¿ãg;-ãnd their expertise
56s.c.N.D., No. 25, Thurs da¡ , FebruarY 23,
Eriday, FebruarY 24 , L967, p" 1635

L967 ,
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bers of council, so that you can then have discussion and come to an intelligent conclusion..,
The divergent views caused a clash and created personnel
problerns

.

The

activities of

the personnel problems

"

the Minister's office compounded
0ne

officer stated:

All during this period, Hellyer had 'whiz kids
attached to his own office and others in staff
headquarters who were sold on Hellyer's plan.
This caused unfortunate incidents, for example,
the CDS tried to put things in perspective;
then one of Hellyerts assistants would infer
that such and such a statement made by General
so and so was not in confornity with the Ministerrs policY. tt
The result was that senior officers who thought they were

acting in good faith had their credibility shaken because
of staternents inplying that they were acting contrary to
A1so, statements were made to the
the Ministerrs policy.
press that changes were being welcomed except by officers
Lieutenant-General Moncel had
who were rover the hillt.
testified that Paul Hellyer lacked respect for those who
37lbíd., p. T643. It should be noted that critics
like LieutõãñE-Géneral Moncel were not against the concept
of a Defence Council; rather, as this former Vice-Chief of
Defence Staff suggested, besides e1íminating th9 practice
of summoning subõl¿inates to be pumped by the Mini?lel in
front of thõir superiors, the Defence Council should be reformed to include- envj-ronmental experts and to make the
Council formally responsible to thè Cabinet Defence Committee.

38Irra"t.riew
1970.

with retired senior officer,

March 5,
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Rear-Admiral Landymore
held views contrary to his own.""
related an incident for which Bill Lee was responsible.
Lee had apparently nade comnents which vlere reported in the
Globe and Mail to the effect that naval officers naintained
an tabove-deckt mentality with respect to personnel who
were tbelow-deck'" Rear-Admiral Landymore believed the
entire naval officer corps had been unjustly criticized and
could have had serious irnplications respecting moral".40
The previous discussion on the way in which decisions were arrived at and carried out could be management
problems which could apply to issues other than unificaTheir relevance to the generating of inilítary option.
position to the Ministerts plans were that they were seen
as lowering morale. Because of the way the decisionmaking framework was utilized, senior nilitary advisers
believed that the best professional advice they gave was
often ignored. Prescribed channels of communication were
circumvented. The rnanagement problerns caused intentional
infornation leakages and, in the latter part of 1965 onwards, helped to explain at least in part the development
of cliques favouring and opposing Paul Hellyerrs push to

unification.

pp.
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40s.c.N.0., No. 20, wednesday, February 15, Lg67,
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One

offícer who was at Headquarters was of the fo1-

lowing opinion:
You must appreciate that the massive reorganizati-on
of the Defénce Departrnent in Ottawa bred a new

kind of nilitary man. what disturbed me most was
the research undertaken by certain senior gentlemen to determine what...Hellyer wanted to hear
before they offered any rnilitaty opinion. - H9test rnilitaty advice was at a premium when I elected to leave the nilitaty service in L967. L-l

Lieutenant-General Frank Fleury who was ComptrollerGeneral until he elected to retire voluntarily in July
spoke of instances of disloyalty and of junior officers

1966

knowing more than their superiors respecting the Ministerrs

plans:
The whole headquarters reminded ne of a giantsieve. I saw evidence of disLoyaLty, and of

near disloyalty, in some people to the point
1iterally that'on one, two or three occasions
a week, Î r^¡ould sit at rny desk and feel like
I decided that after aLl these
vornitiig.
years tñat this was an atmosphere 2 -that- these
were conditions under which I could no longer
conscientiously serve, and I asked for my retirement.
. . . loyalties had becone divided. . . factions were
starting to grow up in the headquarters. One
heard cómments arotnd the place such as "Whose

4ll"ar"t from retired officer to author , January 23,
the
Lg7O. This extreme view was supported by interviews
HeadDefence
author had with senior officers who were at
One senior officer believed that honest advice
á;;;i;r;.
was af a premium and that advice was sometimes offered by
individuais who thought in terms of personal advancement
(Interview, March 5, 1970). He added that the Defence
ùinirt"t díd not waát only'yes-men'but it was the existing
situation which created these types of individuals.
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ide are you

on? tt,

AL

"

The Defence Minister later charged that officers who were

against hin elected to remain in the Armed Forces in order

to oppose internally, rather than choosing to retire beIt might be nentioned in
cause of their differences.
passing that the above-stated information leakages were
translated at times into the subnitting of inforrnation by
officers on an individual basis to outside critics.
The dissemination and gathering of infornation and
the way in which the channels of communication were utilized not only was a problem at Headquarters but also was a
problern between Headquarters and the Commands such as Maritime Command" Paul Hellyer hirnself spoke of the misinterpretations of Government policy which were the result:
of the problems that existed was communications, in getting...the policy of the government, as interpreted and laid down by the
ministere conmunicated to aLT ranks through
One

normal channelr.45

The problem went beyond one of misinterpretation to one of
42

s .c . N. D. , No . 24 , I,{ednesday, February 22 , 1967 ,
Thursday, February 23, L967, pp. 1491, 1541. A1so, in an
interview with a now retired senior officer who served at
Defence Headquarters at the time, the officer spoke of
He gave the example of two ambitious
divided loyalties"
senior officers who courted Paul Hellyerts favour and became the Ministerrs spies, though the officer did not state
whether they so acted as a result of their own initiative

or as a result of the Minister's prodding (Interview,

March

4,

1970)

.

43s.c.N.D., No.

Friday, February 24,

zs
1967 ,

,p.Thursday February 23, L967 ,
1635.
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not being aware of what I^Ias occurring at
Headquarters with respect to the day-to-day problems as
Faulty communication of orders caused the
they arose.
inadequacies" For example, the Vice-Chief of Defence
Staff, Lieutenant-General Moncel, stated that he was pattLy
A1so, statements emanating from the
responsible for this.
Mínister's office added to the difficulties; namely, statements made by rdefence spokesmen' to the press undercut the
communications by officers to field commanders. The offshoot was a series of contradictions arose.
field

commanders

were then put in the position that you would
speak to a commander one day and tell soinething
with the best possible intention and you would
be denied in print the next. After a few
months of this we became gun-shy. The result
was that you did not speak to the commanders;
you did not dare tel1 then anything bec-ause you
did not know. When Landymore, as somebody
told me, said that communications broke down
and he thought the Defence Staff had lost their
heads, I do not blane hin.OO
We

The internal problems deepened the problems related to the

interpretation and carrying out of the Ministerfs policy.
Rear-Admiral Landymore's reaction was a telling example.
Because of the faulty communications between Headquarters and the Cornmands which affected the perceptions of
44Lier'rt"nant-General Moncel ts testimony to the
S.C.N.D", No. 22, Monday, February 20, L967, p. 13L6; also
see p. 1340. Lieutenant-General Fleury testified in the
same vein (S.C.N.D., No. 24, Wednesday, February 22, L967,
A- retired
Thurs day , February 23 , L967, PP. 1540-15+1) :
with the author
officer' in an intêrview of March 4, 1970,
opined that Rear-Admiral Landyrnorets frebelliont could be

explained in terms of fauLty communication.
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the

commanders

respecting the nature of reorganí zation,

Rear-Admirar Landyrnore was not fu1ly aware of the Minister's

policy.

This shaped the way in which the rear-adniral expressed his concern. As a result of the Ministerts briefing of service personnel in Maritime Command (Pacific) on
April 11, 1964, Rear-Admiral Landynore was left with the
impression that unification would not be forced upon the
services. Yet, seven months later this perception was to
be altered.
Shortly after he took over from Brock as
Maritime Commander (Atlantic) , Landymore, who was to become
the first comrnander of the unified Maritine Command in
January 19ó6, attended a Cornmanders Conference in Ottawa in
November L964. At this conference the Minister informed
the commanders that they should resign if they could not
support integration/unification.
Landymore stated that he
could not support the unification policy unless details
I^Iere provided. A1so, the rear-admiral felt unif ication
would prove disastrous for the Navy. As he had firrnly
presented his views, Landymore did not feel that he had to
resign unless requested to do so. Paul Hellyer did not
make the req,rest.45 Still, the conference seemed to indicate a lack of rapport between the Minister and the field
45R""t-Admiral W.M. Landymore, "Add.ress For The
Parliamentary Conrnittee 0n Defence (1966) ", Appendix E of
the S. C . N. D. , No . 20 , Wednesday, February 15 , L967 ,
Thursday, February L6, 1967, p. 1157.
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comnanders.

This lack of rapport was given additional expression
at a neeting in Ottawa in June 1965. In his opening remarks to the senior officers present, Paul Hellyer announced that by July T967 there would be a common walking out
Alarrned and surdress and a common rank structur".46
prised by this announcement, Rear-Admiral Landyrnore
The
approached the chief of Personnel for more details.
latter was unaware of any plan involving dress and rank
structure. This was disconcerting to Landynore and probto several other officers.
The Ministerts June 1965 announcement was also disconcerting to the personnel in Landymore's Command. The
rnorale of the officers and men were seriously affected'
Because of this Landyinore initiated a series of moves which
he thought weïe conducted according to the use of proper
channels. In order to report back to Ottawa the affects
of the announcement, Land.ymore had an informal poll conducted in his corunand, the results of which the rearadmiral conveyed by letter on June 21,1965, to the CDS.
Interestingly, Landymore received no reply to his letter
which stated that the po11 revealed 1ittle desire for
change. In order to halt what he viewed as deterioration
in morale amongst his officers, Landymore called to a meeting in July 1965 aT1 officers of his Command of the rank of
abLy

AA
*'rbid.
, pp.

LL57

-1158.
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In February L967,
Hellyer had in rnind this meeting and the events which followed when he charged Landymore with being disloya1. Of
the ftfty offícers present, all but one agreed with
Landynorers position and the one officer who did not agree
did so because he thought Landynore was hlrong to ask
commodore, captain and commander"

officers to state their personal views under non-private
circumst

^nr.r.47

Demoralization should not be a110wed to set in as
unification had not yet been defined was amongst the points
Rear-Adniral Landymore made at the neeting of July 1965.
There was no merit in the Navy losing íts identity'
Landynore expected that Parliament would not amend the

National Defence Act as he hoped good sense to prevail
The forty-nine officers then signified their agreement that
Landymore would represent then and that he was correct in
encouraging then to speak frankly on unification in the
service and outside until the law was changed. The officers also agreed with the point that they should not con"

Furthermore' they
sider a loss of identity as inevitable.
agreed that they would not ask to be retired but that
Landymore alone would take this action if their views were
ignored. For information of the people not at the meeting, the purpose of the neeting was to discuss rnorale.
Landymore conducted other meetings within his Com-

47tbid., p. 1t58ff

.
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mand. He held two further meetings in August 1965. By
August l7th, Landymore had spoken to 230 officers, the
Evenoverwhelming majority of whom supported his position.
Meantual1y the rear-admiral had met with 367 officers.
while, he had notified Fleadquarters of his activities, for
exanple writing a letteï on August 23td to the chief of
Personnel. However, Landymore neither was adrnonished nor
visited in his Comnand by the Minister, Associate Minister
or by the CDS. In January 1966, after having heard of
meetings between Paul Hellyer and the Defence Staff at
which unification was mentioned, the rear-admiral sent his
own appreciation on unification to the Chief of Personnel.
Possibly this was because the Chief of Personnel, RearThough the Vice-Chief
Admiral Dyer, was a navaL officer.
of Defence Staff, Lieutenant-General Moncel, was advised
that the brief had been forwarded, it seemed a bit unusual
that the brief was not forwarded directly to him or to the
CDS.

raLLy, Landymore stressed the specialist aspect
and the factor of identity for his service and that unification should be confined to the top, that is, at Defence
Gene

Headquarters. Landymore also mentioned in his appreciation:
It must be clear that it would be disastrous to
pursue the concept of a sin-gle force with a
iingte identity äs f.ar as th9 Navi is concerned.
Morõover, since a large portion of the Naval
force wiÍf feel they ñavé been betrayed by -their
commanders, I doubt that I, or any other of the
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present day Adrnirals will be able to exercise
effective leadership if the Navyrs identity
is altered. +Õ
,.

felt that he was using properly the channels of communications avaílab1e to hin, having conscientiously reported his actions and the morale in his Command.
It is important to recognize that during this period
Landymore believed that unification was not Government
policy and had not been concretely defined and had not been
studied by the Defence Staff.
Also noteworthy was the fact that Landynore did not
include the AÍr Force officers of his Command in his abovementioned meetings. He, however, asserted that as MariLandymore

not officia1-1-y designated as an integrated
command until January 1966, he had only operational control
of the Air Force officers in 1965 and only had the right to
call meetings of these offièers with respect to operations.
Hellyer charged that Landymore excluded the Air Force component of his integrated Conrnand from being patt of the
Iteamt. Evidence does suggest that Landymore and his deputy commander, Air Commodore Carpenter, were incompatible.
The irnportance of this was it heightened Hellyer's suspicion
of naval opposition and there were indications that the Defence Minister had rnet with the deputy commanders of Maritirne

Command was

48R"ar-Admiral Landymore, "The Navyts Place In Unification February 1966", Appendix G of the S.C.N.D., No. 20,

op. cit., pp. LZII'IZIZ"

1ó9

(Air Commodores Carpenter and Gordon) to discuss problens of that Comrnand.49
On June 23, 19óó, Landymore presented a classified
and an unclassified brief to the Standing Connittee. The
changes, or in the terminology of Landymore and his supporters, the censoring, of the unclassified brief was to be
the cause of nuch acrímony in the Flouse of Commons. The
Minister's office made these changes in the brief without
Landymore t s consent prior to its presentation to the
Standing Cominittee. Landymore believed the changes vlere
made in order to understress the problems in naval matters
to members of the Standing Cornnittee so the Government
th" changes to which
would less 1ike1y be criticized.50
Landynore most objected were with respect to the ones made
to cover up the manpower shortage. The Tear-adniral also
obj ected to the changes respecting the ship replacement
pïogrammes and replacement of the Argus airctaf.t and the
need for sea blockade during peacekeeping operations such
as the Cyprus one. Landymore's dissatisfactíon with the
changes made to his brief was another step in separating
hirn from the Ministerf s pos ition.
On June 24, 1966, Rear-Admiral Landymore had a
time

Command

49s.c.N.D., No. 25, op. cit., pp. L632-L634,

26

, op. cit. , pp.

L7L9-L72I

No.

,-Tffi55.

50S"" Landyrnorets statement, "An Account 0f Circuinstances Of Altered Testimony For The Standing Committee 0n
National Defence In June 1966", Appendix F of the s.c.N.D.,

No.20, op. cit.
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private meeting with the Defence Minister, at which
Landynore stated that the Ministerts views on unification
would lead to disaster and would not be accepted by the
Navy."' The meeting was inconclusive. The next meeting
between Landymore and Hellyer was not held until June L2,
1966. At this Ottawa meeting, Landymore refused Hellyerfs
\l

request to resign because Landymore thought he should not
have to resign over what he termed to be a difference of

Also, Landymore would have
opinion on undefined policy.
to accept a pension reduction if he resigned. Hellyer
then informed Landynore that he would be retired.
Landymore, in what appeared to be a challenge to the
Minister's decision or at least to the Ministerts policy,
through the offices of David Groos (Liberal - Victoría) saw
Pearson on July 13th" However, the Prime lvlinister did not
take ar:y specific action as a result of the meeting,
though the meeting rnight have proved a factor in the future
tr,)
0n1y after
wavering of Pearsonis support for HelLyet."'
he found out on July 14th that his retirement had been announced to the press did Rear-Admiral Landynore give a
press interview during which he stated he had been fired,
that he was opposed to the eradication of the Navy as a
distinct entity and that there had been no collusion be5lLurrdytore, "Address For

The

niteee On Defence (196ó)", op. cit.,
52Ibid., p. rr6s

Parliamentary

pp. IL62-L763"

Com-
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tween officers who had retired.

referred to the retirement of several
senior naval officers in July 1966 as indications of a
These retirements were the outer signs of
naval revolt.
inner discontent within the Navy. Lieutenant-General
Allard, who became the new CDS, referred to the admirals as
having "put navy before country'r and the adnirals
The press

have never been able to accept integration.
They were only in favour of it as long as

it didn't touch then.t,

Besides the firing of Landymore, several senior naval
These were
officers asked to be prematurely retired.
Vice-Admiral Dyer, Chief of Personnel, Rear-Adniral Wel1and,
Deputy chief of Operations, Rear-Adniral stirling, Maritirne Commander Pacific and Rear-AdmiraL Burchel1, Deputy
Chief of Technical Services for Logistics.
Headquarters and some of the commands were not only

hard-hit by naval retirements. Lieutenant-General Moncel,
Vice-Chief of the Defence Staff, and Lieutenant-General
Fleury, comptroller-General, asked to be prernaturely reAll of these retirements occurred in July 1966.
tired.
53,,411

ard, Reyno speak out", Halifax chronicleHerald, July 16, ig66'. Iñ a letter ffia
navãI oificer wrote to another retired officer,
i"æ'á
iAllard has
dammed. hinrself as far as the RCN is concerned"
his
His remark about Landyrnore putting the navy_before
It
files.
TRIg
solðier."
country was not worthy of +"V
unification,
of
proponent
a
should'be noted that Âttard,
and Landymore were personal'friênds (see G. Stevens, "HeaT&
víews of'servicemen before unification: He1lyer", Globe
Mail, July 2L, 1966).
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There was a further reduction of senior officers as a re-

sult of the retirement in May 1966 of Air Marshal Annis,
Chief of Technical Services. He had reached conpulsory
retirement age as had the Chief of Defence Staff, Air Chief
Marshal Mi11er, who left his post in July 1966. This did
not take into account the number of officers who had left
under less spectacular circumstances. For example, between January L,1965 and August 30, 1966,79 officers of
the ranks of commodore, brigadier and air commodore and
above had left the services (these included the abovementioned). 0f the forty-one who had not norrnally retired, it night be presumed that at least sorne had left
because of their discontent with governmental poticy.54
However, the main point was the large number of experienced officers who had left the services and especiaLLy
those of senior rank who had left because of unification.
Besides, the departure of the latter accounted for the
It{ini,sterrs raising of the issue of civilian control, €specially with respect to Rear-Admiral Landymore.
The contention by Paul Hellyer that nilitary critics
threatened civilian control was one that rankled these critics, as well as those within the Conservative Pa-rty and,
to a lesser degree, within the New Democratic Party.
Also, one of the Liberals believed the very nature of a
54^
"'See

H.

8561, 9589-9592.

of C. Debates, Vo1 IX, 1966, pp.

8559-
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massive reorganizatíon irnposed upon a tradition-bound de-

partment was responsible for opposition developing.
According to this view, the rnilitary establishnent was sup-

posedly entrenched and felt itself

threatened. Serving
personnel were not used to a ininister who extensively exercised civilian direction which apparently was not the
case before Paul Hellyer became Defence Minister.55 Another Liberal stated:
The nain purpose of unification was a more efficient military organization. The question of
civilian control, though important, was a secon-

dary or side issue. When the senior military
officers began to use their power to prevent the
irnplementation of unification however, the issue
of civilian control became a matter of first inportance in that context.rU

July 15, 1966, while in Edmonton, Paul Hellyer was reported to have said:
On

I am going to insist that government policy is
carried out and Irm not going to let anyone,
including an adniral, díctate policy to the
government. . . .57

55Irrt"tlriew with Liberal M.P., June 2,1969.

56l"tr"t from Liberal M.P. to author, July L4, Lg70.
57rrHe1lyer stakes his job against ousted admira1",
Toronto Daily Star, July L6, 1966. Landymorers reaction
was rtommy-rott because Landymore
@ent
t,lras of the opinion "No one I know wants control of government policies in arly way, shape or form. We all wish to
carry out government policies....the whole purpose of ny
speaking out is to indicate that the poTicy of unification
is demoralizing the arned forces." ("Power Grab rTonmvRotf"rVictoria Colonist, July L7, 1966).
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The Minister also said that Government policy was

made

clear at several commanders I conferences and that his officers were given the option of retiring if they could not
support the policy but instead
they chose to remain and take part in a canpaign
of tacit resistance. This is reprehensible
conduct and I will not tolerate it.Sg
This charge of tacit resistance obviously was denied by
senior officers.
The Defence Minister's opponents claimed he was
exploiting the civilian control issue for his own política1
benefit and that this was the great non-issue of the debate
One

person wrote:

to the rni1-ítary will
realize that there is probably no mi1 itary group
that is less inclined to fight the politicians
than is found in Canada. In fact the events of
A
1966 showed that they were too reticient.
comment has been attributed to Mr. Pearson that
if he had had one more officer of the senior
status of Landymore react the way Landynore did
he would have stopped unification.Un

Anyone who has been close

581¡id.; also, for example, "Hellyer Lays Job On
Line", EdrnõñTõn Journal, July L6r 1966; "Wonrt Let Adnirals
Runporffioodstock.Ingerso11Sentine1Review, July L6, igooi
,cabiñæãpport'waveïs", Niaga-ra Falls Review, July L6r 1966.
59l"aa"t from TRIO member to author, June 18,
197 0
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Another vielv was that the issue was greatly exaggerated:
Having witnessed over the years how tdown trod-

denf hrere the senior Canadian nilitary in
0ttawa compared to their counterparts in Washthat
ington and London, I was quite convinced
threatened tmilitary
the whole enphasis on the
take-overt was truly a rred herringl. (sic).UO
The critics

and the Minister had different views on

There was no opposition
the matter of civilian control.
on the part of inilitary personnel with respect to the need
In f.act, the lt{inisterts opponents
for civilian control.
who also were against the concept of a single Chief of Defence Staff pointed out the dangers to civilian control inAnother example night be
herent in the CDS position.
Landymorers mentioning the dangers of Mobile Command to
Canadian democracy.6L However, the critics interpreted

óOl"ar"r from retired officer who had served at Defence Headquarters until 1967 to author, June 29, L970.
Interestingly, in the same letter, this officer suggested
that if the rnilitary could be described as having increased
their influence, this was due in part to the inconpetence
of the civilian side of the Defence Departrnent; at least in
the initial stages of integration:
". . . the Defence Department in Ottawa in 1964 was loaded
who personified the
in the civil sidet with people
tPeter Principle . . . .Both rpercussive sublirnation t and
the tlateral arabesque t hlere being practiced with vengeance for years within the Offices of the Deputy Minister of National Defence.
"
the tPeter Principlet , lpercussive subFor explanations oftlateral
arabesquer see L.J. Peter and
linationt and the
R. Hul1, The Peter Pri4clple (U.S.: Bantam Books, 1969),
pp.B,L961ln hi, brief to the Standing Committee, Landymore
stated:
"Mobile Cornmand...is dangerous to our democracy. If
ever a Commander of that'Comrnand decided to set hirnself
up to control this country of ours, he has a teady made
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civilian control in its extreme sense of the civilian
authority having the final say in decisions to be taken but
tended to be critical of the Ministerfs practice of civilian direction.
Any charge of tacit resistance against senior officers seemed to be weakened by the extraordínary preOne would
mature retirements of several senior officers.
think that they would have remained within the Department
to practice their resistance. 0n the other hand, the Defence Minister interpreted Landymorets actions as disloyal
acts, despite the rear-adniralrs reasons for his actions
and the way he conveyed them to Headquarters. Although
Lieutenant-General Moncel told the Standing Committee that
he had wanted to resign prior to July 1966, but was persuaded by the CDS to remain, Moncel also mentioned that one
of the reasons he remained

was

in the mistaken belief that possibly I could have
some influence and attenpt to slow it [the objective to proceed to unificationl down so that
I could begin to conipete with it. OZ
As noted, Lieutenant-General Fleury had spoken of the crea-

it.

If. a Minister of National
Deience and a Commander Mobile Command got together, we
could have a dictatorship overnight." S.C.N.D., No.
The rear-admiral seemed to be
20, op. cit., p. 1060.
raisfilþãEraw man in order to discredit the Minister.
62s.c.N.D., No. 22, Monday, February 20, Lg67 ,
p. L34L. However, Moncel and several other officers declared there was no tacit resistance.

@hieve
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tion of factions at Headquarters.
Important features of the so-cal1ed resistance up
to and including the retirements and firing of senior officers in July 1966 were related to the different perceptions of the Defence Minister and of his senior rnilitary advisers. Management problems tended to heighten the irritation between the Minister and his senior officers.
What at tines was sloppy staffwork made Paul Hellyer suspicious that he was being deliberateLy opposed, for example,
Senior officers bewith respect to personnel policy.
lieved that the lt{inister was increasingly downgrading their
legitinate role as advisor and that he believed they were
resisting if the officers in their advisory capacity criticized proposals for change. This explained the Ministerts seeking of support from less senior officers.
The Defence Minister had less cause to be suspicious as a result of the filling of the vacancies at Headquarters in July 1966 with individuals who, although comIn f.act, the Minister
petent, fully supported his policy.
had taken the unusual step of having the new ComptrollerGeneral, Vice-Adniral HennessY, promoted two ranks from
commodore. However, the lt{inisterrs policy and the effect
of the lAdmirals Revolt' strengthened the antagonism between hinself and the Navy, which in subsequent stages of

the debate accounted for several leaks frorn serving person-
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ne1 to the outside opposition.63

For the period up to

July 1966, criticism was largely confined within the services
and not expressed to non-serving personnel except perhaps to
friends at social functions who did not take aîy additional
steps.

As one person wrote:
Up to [July i9q6] there was nothing- in the.p^ress
or in the public realm indicating the terrific
resistance and opposition of the senior military
staffs to reorganization and the public were
being led to believe that everything I^Ias going
What better evidence of the
along well.
LoyaTty of the rnilitary officers to their civilian masters could you have than this?UO

features and results were related to the
activation of latent interest groups and the creation of
new interest groups, besides giving ammunition to the parliamentary critics which assured a long debate and a closer
scrutiny of the policy of unification.
As the purpose of this chapter has been to assess
the nature of the opposition of the serving officers as
distinct from ex-servicemen, the events following July 1966
The more obvious

need only be briefly viewed"

Serving personnel played the

role of forwarding on their own initiative,
6SImmedi ateLy

or because they

before his departure, as reported in
the Victoria Tines, Rear-Admiral Stirling, in the final resuggested that his officers and men
viewffi,
indicate their opposition ("Insufficiently Silent Service",
Victoria Times, August 1, 1966) .
64L"at"r from military critic to author, June 18,
T970. This quotation, however, seems to indicate oppos ition to civilian direction.
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were approached, information to the parliamentary and extra-

Interestingly, although frowned
parlianentary critics"
upon by the Government, both sides seemed to view this role
as one within the trulest of the political game. The fo1lowing exchange occurred between Paul Hellyer and the Conservative defence critic, Marcel Lambert, in reference to
the Minister seeking the advice of junior officers behind
the backs of their superiors:

Mr. Hellyer:...I know some instances where mem¡-ers oç=na opposition have been in direct comWould you
munication with junior officers.
deny that?

Mr. Larnbert: This rnay be; this rnay be.
Mr. Hellyer: So, within our society, it is...
to keep people from expressing
@ðtrEñuft
opinions if they feel them very strongly.UU
It has aLready been noted that serving personnel
weïe in contact with the interest groups. This contact
It occurred
also occurred with the political parties.
Douglas
either by face-to-face meetings or by letter.
Harkness, the former Conservative Defence Minister, said in
the House on April

7

, 1967:

I have been careful since I ceased to be ninister of defence not to ask serving officers
to express their views on any matter. However, a number of then feel so strongly on
this issue tlnat they have volunteered information, and there are to my personal knowledge
a considerable number of serving officers who
65s.c.N.D., No. zs,

oprrr!-, p.

1635.
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disagree conpletely with the idea of unifica-

tion.

. . .6ó

not discouraged. Yet the criticisn was
voiced that the Minister a110wed his senior officers to make
public statements in support of unification and that these
officers were used by the Minister in a political role in
Such contacts were

order to sel1 his poticy and to enhance his image '
Paul Hellyer seemed to take the attitude that serving officers could speak out on policy questions as long
Thus, officers
as they were not critical of the policy.
such as General A11ard and Vice-Admiral Hennessy were attacked by the Conservatives for naking public statements on
a controversial issue and in the process, according to the
Conservatives, imputing irnproper motives to the MiniSterrs

cïlrtcs. 67 Within this context, it is important to note
that the critics did not voice arly objection, for exarnple,
when Rear-Admiral Landynore spoke out on July 15, 1966.
The
Landymore hlas still a serving officer at the time '
following exchange occurred between Landyrnore and a Liberal
mernber

of the Standing Committee:
Mr. Stafford:...You were still a serving oftime you spoke to the press, and,
face-ffiFã
iñ,rr, Iou violated' the Quee-nt-s regulations and
ordeis'under section 118 of the National

66H. of c. Debates, Vo1. xIV, L967 , p. L466L.
67Fot example, see ibid., PP" L44L4, 14440, 14727 ,
14988; aLso see H.-of C. De6ãtes, Vo1 VIII, 1966, PP. 80538056.
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Defence Act.

Rear-Adnira1 Landymore : I am still a serving
ottrcer and r spoKe ro the press yesterdaY"

Mr. Staf ford:
fEe quesTiõf,
suf f icierlt. UO
..

never quite answer
Admirat- , but I think that is

Yes

;

Yotl

Several critics believed that because of the dire situation
existing within the Defence Department, the state of

affairs, if not properLy viewed by the civil head, had to
be brought to the publicts attention.
Mention has been made at the beginning of the
chapter to the officers' reluctance to become politically
active and of their not forrning a well-organized opposition'
Although for the first tine in several yeaTs the phenomenon
of the military assuming a high public profile had occurred, this was more a result of the coverage given to the
retirements of serving officers and of the subsequent activities of their a11ies than a result of serving personnel
indulging in public acts of dissent. Even behind-thescenes activities such as leakages to political parties
were done on an individual basis, though the individual actions were widespread and perhaps reinforced by personal
contact with one another. The officers who retired in the
summer of 1966 reached their decision to do so on arr indi68s.c.N.0., No. 20, oa-r--c:!!-1, P. 1095. Landymore
had -been at Dealso was crit icizeá by a senñ-ï-ETîcer who
disrnissal. This
ié"." Headquaiiãit príor to Landymorers
tbit
beyond.the r.o.le of
officer felt ;h;i Ländyrnore went a
an officerr ¡inierview'with retired senior officer, March

3,

1970)

.

L8Z

vidual basis. There was no concerted action although the
retirenents had such arL appearance. With only a very few
but important exceptions, such aS Rear-Admiral Landymore,
these officers declined from rnaking any public statements.
Later, when the Defence Coinmittee convened, Some officers
rtreTe reluctant to appear aS witnesses and most did not take
the initiative in asking to appear. Also, several officers refused to participate actively in the affairs of
any of the interest groups.

A retired Tear-admiral had written:

trust that existed
" . . the happy relationship and
between the Government and the Military can
never again be the same. It is a sickness of
the souÍ whose symptom is self interest and
whose carriers are opportunists. Un

This vras synptomatic of the pessimistic view held by the
rnilitary critics during the unification controversy. The
steps taken by the Defence Minister to irnprove relationships
with his advisers did not stem the criticisn made with respect to the Minister's approach to his goal of unification,
for example, the criticism respecting his prior ignoring of
expert advice and promotions being based on onets enthusiHowever, ex-servicemen and parliamenasm for unification.
Sertary critics in large measure voiced the criticisn.
ving personnel, except on an individual basis, had refused
to nake their criticisrns known to these outside critics.
March

ó9L"aa"t from retired rear-admitaL to TRIO member,

30, L967.

TRIO

fi1es.
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retired, they elected to keep
their counsel to themselves. Within the ranks of the
senior officers there was neither the inclination nor the
skill to get into a polj.tical fight with the Minister of

Even when several prenaturely

National Defence.

CHAPTER

5

THE OPPOSITION

IN

THE

STANDING COVß4ITTEE ON NATIONAL DEFENCE

The testimony of ex-serving officers contributed to
the highly charged atmosphere in which examination of Bill

c-243 was undertaken in the standing comrnittee on National
Defence of the House of commons. The standing commíttee

did not perform its function of scrutini zíng the proposed
legislation in a manner which facilitated co-opeïation between the committee members of the different political
parties.
Lack of co-operation was to be expected because
of the controversial nature of BilL c-24s. A1so, the
events which occurred between the committeers sitting in
June 1966 and the committee's next meeting in February
L967 deepened the cleavage between the proponents and op-

ponents of unification;

events such as the alleged tampering with Rear-Admiral Landymorers evid.ence and the way

in which the debate developed in the commons assured considerable opposition to the Bill in the Defence committee.
Representatíves of the conservative party were the main
critics.
The enphasis in this chapter is upon the role of
the standing committee in examining Bill c-243 and upon the

events shaping the debate in the standing conmittee.
Therefore, it is important to note the unfolding of events
as far back as L96s, though the rnajor ernphasis will be upon
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the period following the summer of 19ó6. The chronological listing nay be summarized as fo11ows. The proceedings
of the 1963 special committee on Defence occurred between
June 18 and December 18, L963.

This comnittee was
charged with the general examination of defence matters.
The white Paper on Defence was tabled. in the commons on
March 26, 1964. shortly after Bill c-90, the first srep
in the integration/unification process, was given first
reading on April 13, 1964; second read.ing was given on
May L2, 1964 and Bill c-90 was referred to the special
corunittee on Defence. The special conrnittee examined. the
Bill between May 26 and June g, 1964. Bill c-gO ïeceived.
third reading on July T , 1964 and Royal Assent on July 16,
1964.

The standing committee on National Defence first
met on March L, 196ó and sat until June 29 , 1966. It

then reconvened on February 7, 1967 to consider Bill
c-243 af.ter the Bill had received second read.ing on
February 2, 1967. The standing connittee met until
March 2L, L967 .
The workings

of the standing comnittee should. be
viewed within the following context. That is, it did not
sit until the first two stages of reorganization had conmenced, namely, the reorganizatíon of Defence Headquarters and the reorganization of the commands on a functional basis. Also, between March 1 and June 29, 1966,
the standing committee examined the estimates of the De-
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fence Department. As a result, it did not concentrate

specifically upon integration and unification.
However,
during the standing committee's proceedings in June 1966,
the evidence of one witness, Rear-Admiral Landymore, r/üas
allegedly tampered with by the Minister's office before
being subnitted to the standing committee. subsequently,
on July L2, 196ó, the Defence Minister fired the rearadniral.
This alleged tampering with Rear-Adniral Landymorets evidence, along with other events of the summer of
19ó6, influenced the nature of the debate in the Comrnons
in the following farL and winter. The unsuccessful conservative motion in Septernber 1966 to have an emergency
debate was followed by the conservative charge in october
1966 that Paul Hellyer had tampered with Rear-Adrniral
Landymore's evidence. This set the tone of the interim
supply debate which occurred between October 3L and
Novenber 15, 1966. During this debate, the Conservatives
unsuccessfully attempted to have the Standing Cornmittee
reconvened. A1so, during interin supply, Bill C-243
received first

reading on November 4, 1966.

The Standing

Cornnittee did not convene until February 7 , L967, after
Bill C-243 received second reading. Because of the nature

of events and the way in which the debate developed, the
proceedings of the Standing Committee were contentious.
In contrast to the highly partisan discussion of
the Standing Committee, the 19ó3 and 1964 Special Coninit-
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tees on Defence were relatively impartial with respect to
the broad policy areas they examined. However, for purposes of this chapter it is more inportant to note the role
of the Special Comnittees in the integration/unification
debate. Within this context, it is worthwhile to mention
briefly some of the points raised in Chapters 1 and 4.
As noted in Chapter 4, the Minister of National Defence
undertook various measures during the summer, fa1-l and
winter of L963 with respect to initiating studies on reorgani zation.

The Defence Minister concluded that

a

single unified force would be a desirable goal. This goal
uras briefly stated in the L964 White Paper, which in turn
pointed towards the Miníster's first step in this process;
Bill C-90. With Bill C-90, Paul Hellyer intended to reorganize Defence Headquarters on a functional basis and
have the Chiefs of Staff Committee and its Chairnan replaced by a Chief of Defence Staff . After a f.aitTy quick
second reading debate which occurred on May 8, 11 and lZ,
1964, Bill C-90 was referred to the Special Comnittee on
Defence.

It is relevant to note the role of the 1963
Special Comrnittee before considering the study of Bill
C-90 by the L964 Special Cornmittee. In asking what role
the 1963 Special Connittee played in articulating the integration/unification issue, it may be noted that the
Special Conmittee was not in a strong position to forward
its views on this subject. The appointnent of the L963
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Special Committee, which resulted from a 1963 Liberal campaign pronise, was never meant to undercut the Governmentrs
Prime
role of legislative initiative and control.
Minister Pearson, when noving the appointment of the Special Committee in May 1963, stated:

It is the purpose in setting up committees of
this house to assist the government of the day
in discharging its activities; to convey information to the governrnent and to give the
government advice; to inake recommendations to
But in the
tfre governrnent if thought f it.
last analysis, under our parliamentary system
of responsible government the government remains responsible for any decisions taken. t
The Defence Minister rnaintained a similar attitude, one

which was extended to not taking committee members fully

into his confidence with respect to reorganization. At
best, Paul Hellyer only made Vague references to integralH. of C. Debates, Vo1. I, 1963, p. 455. In response to a question of a New Democrat committee member,
Èlarold Winch, ïespecting whether the Special Conmittee
would be just a 'questioning committeet presented with
Government faits accomplis, the Defence Minister, Paul
He1lyer, reffi
"...ín this country we operate under the system of
responsible government. Under this systern-it is
the- responsibility of the ninister of each department to make recommendations to the government which,
if they are adopted, become the policy of the governrnent for presentation to parliament....
f'In resþect of the particular projects- that-you- are
referring to, some of- then will have to be taken before the-committee concludes its deliberations, unless
it concludes thern more quickly than I would suspect. "
Canada, House of Commons, Special Conmittee on Defence,
MínuteÁ of Proceedings and Evidence, No. 5, Thurs day, July
ed to as SP' C'D'
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tion.2

As a result, the issue was largely ignored

and

the appropriate questions were not asked.
However, the deliberations of the 1963 Special Comrnittee must be viewed fron the perspective that at the tine
of its sittings - June 18 to December 18, 1963 - Paul
Hellyer was sti11 having departnental study groups examine
Also, the Defence Ministhe reorganization alternatives.
ter had not yet written his White Paper, the first draft
of which was not completed until late Decenber L963.
Sti11, two witnesses, Lieutenant-General Simonds and General Foulkes, both retired, spoke positively of integration; but their testimony was not related to what the Minister intended to do because he did not reveal his intentions except in the sense of stating that the recommendations of the Glassco Commission'hlere being studied.
Nonetheless, the Chiefs of Staff who appeared as
Their
witnesses made fleeting references to integration.
general comments were not followed up. Committee members
questioned more the roles than the organization of the
forces and did not adequately relate roles to the organizatîonal framework. Therefore, committee members did not
attach any especial importance to the brief critical comFor instance, the
ments rnade by the Chiefs of Staff .
Chief of the Air Staff, Air Marshal Dunlap, indicated his
reservations by stating:
/
-Sp.
C.D., No.

No. 19, Tuesday,

, June 27 , 1963, p.
5, 1963, p, 667

1, Thurs day

November

"

20;
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I would hope that our efforts in this direction
would be näde with very careful study, and without rushing into integration for integration's
sake",

The Chief of the General Staff, Lieutenant-General Wa1sh,
observed that integration of the services would be difficult
and would not be ad.vised as long as the services maintained

different tasks. - The Chief of the Naval Staff, ViceAdniral Rayner, testified that the Navy had not made aîY
detailed studies respecting an integrated role; furthermore,
an integrated role would detract fron the Navyts antisubA

marine capabilities.5
These general comments were the extent to which the
1963 Special Connittee examined integration/unification'
This examination raises the points that inte gration was not

defined in a precise fashion and that the special committee
did not, and was not encouraged to, complement the efforts
being undertaken by the Minister and his study groups.
However, even though the Special Committee v¡as given scant
information on reorgani zation and did not itself initiate
deep probes, in its Third Report to the commons, the com-

mittee indicated that further time was required to study
matters such as integration, civilian control, the organitSp.
p.

658.

C.

D.

, No.

18

, October 29 , 1963 , P.
C. D. , No. 11 , TuesdaY, October 8,

bp. C. D. , No. 17
q

pp.

"Sp.
318- 3L9.

, Thursday, October 3I ,

L963

6T4 '

1963

'

'
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zatiorr of the chief of staff structure and the centraliza-

tion of defence matters under the authority of only one
ninister." ^ A1so, the Report mentioned that the Cornnittee
should examine future defence policy and that it be reconstituted as early as possible to consider several inportant
matters. In other words, as far as integration was concerned, the Special Conmittee felt that it should give more
study to this area and especially before the Government
forrnulated a policy in this area.
Such was not to be the case because the Special
Committee was not reconvened ti1l May 19, 1964. This was
after the White Paper had cone out in March T964 and after
Bill C-90 had received second reading on May T2, L964.
The Defence Minister's moving forward in reorganization
undercut the role of the Special Coinnittee and angered comFor
mittee members fron the different opposition parties.
example, during the second reading debate on Bill C-90, the
Social Credit member for Fraser Val1ey, A1 Patterson,
stated:

is before us today is Bill
C-90, which has to do with the unification of
command. In. . . its report the committee made
mention of this particular rnatter....
This shows the committee felt sufficíent study
had not been given to this particular matter of
unification and integration, and it suggested
that when the comrnittee was reconstituted it
would be able to give its tirne and attention to
The rnain item which

o^
"Sp.

December 17, 1963'
797, 809-810.

C.D., No. 22, Tuesday,

Wednesday, December 18 , L963,

pp.

L92

a more thorough study and analysis of thrs
particular problem. But now I^¡e find the
ininister rnoving forward. . .thus showing neglect and a repudiation of the position of
the committee relative to such a study" t
A New Democratic member, Harold Winch, complained that the
Special Conrnittee should have been reappointed earlier in

order to deal with matters such as integration which should
have received deeper examination before Bill C-90 was introduced. The Conservative member for Simcoe North,
Heber Srnith, voiced sinilar sentiments as did the ConserVative ex-Defence Minister, Douglas Harkness, who stated
that integration of the Arrned Forces was being debated in a
S
vacuum because of the lack of infornation.
The uncertainty voiced during second reading of
Bill C-90 as to the extent the Defence Minister intended
to proceed was not eradicated during the L964 Special Committee's consideration of Bill C-90. This was the case
despite the fact that the Minister stated during second
reading "that unification of command. . . is. . . intended to be
the first step toward a single unified defence force for
o
Canada."v Yet, the Minister did not enlighten committee
I
members as to his final purpose during the Committee s exanination of Bill C-90. Of importance, the 1964 Special

7g. of C" Debates , Vol" III, L964, P.
8
rbid. , pp. 3L25, 3072, 3L47 .
9rbid., p. 3188.

3080.
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Conmittee did not have the opportunity to question serving
The Defence Minister, the Associate Minister,
offícers.
Lucien cardin, the Deputy Minister, Elgin Armstrong and
the Assistant Deputy Minister (Finance), Dr. Jack Hodgson,
hiere the government witnesses ; aII these l^Iere civilians who
did not speak of future defence changes. Only three retired officers, Brigadier Malone, Air Marshal Curtis, and
Major-General Macklin, who were not up-to-date on what was
occurring in the Defence Department, appeared. In other
words, committee members were not in a position to know
what future changes l^Iere to take place and to distinguish
between integration and unification.

Interestingly, it was a Liberal member, David
Groos, who asked the Very few and most penetrating questions
on what the future changes were to be. The Defence Ministerrs replies appeared to be evasive. For example, o0
May 28, L964, the following was part of the exchange which
took place between Paul Hellyer and David Groos:

Mr. Groos: ...I wonder if the Minister is in a
pffin
to tell us how f.a'r this unification is
þoing to go. . . .
Mr. Hellver: ...4s to what further. steps are
tãÏen,-i-hese will have to be worked out by the
defence staff. . ..10

t'Sp. c.D. , No. 2 , Thurs day ,
39;
28 , 1964,
-Muy
-p.
2L7,
when
9,
L964,
June
TueÁ4^Y,
6,
P.also Sp. C.b., No.
David 'Groos agatn ináicated his concern about the possible
extent of uniiication. When another Liberal, Grant
Deachnan, asked about joint recruiting and basic training,
Paul HelÍyer did not wólcorne thi¡ que-rT: "I think,you are
getting iito arL area of questioning which we agreed not to
1n
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In response to a query from Douglas Harkness, Paul Hellyer
stated that- the three services would exist as 1egal entities
In passing it ís imporfor a considerable period of tine.
tant to note that Paul Hellyer by his responses also seemed
to reveal that he had no overall plan for reorganization.
It is also irnportant to note in passing that Air Marshal
Curtis in his testirnony indicated that several serving
personner were concerned.ll

10, 1964, the Special Cornmittee reported
Bill C-90 back to the Commons without amendment. During
the Comrnittee of the Whole stage, Conservative M.P.s voiced
concern about the way the Special Committee Ìvas utilized'
Gordon Churchill stated that the Special Committee did not
adequately study Bill C-90. Marcel Lambert said that the
Miníster had withheld too much information. 0f equal importance to the f.act that the Conservatives were opposed to
Bill C-90, largely because of the t supremot concept inherent in the Chief of Defence Staff position, was the concern
of the Conservatives over the Minister t s indiscriminate use
A1so, the
of the teïms t'integration" and t'unif ication".
Conservatives indicated that they were opposed to the
On June

s

ingle force corr.ePt . 12

taken as
take up because it relates to decisions Ie! to--be
No
a consequence of reorg anization.'r Sp. C'D' , ' 3 ,
Tues day, June Z, 1964, P. 73 tttp. c.0., No. 6, Tuesday, June 9, L964, p' 166'
12Fot exarnple, see H. of C. Debatesr-Yo1:-lY, 1964,

pp.

4849-4851, 4853-+éSO, 5077-5081, 5089-5090, 5102-5106.
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Unsurprisingly, Bill C-90 in its original form
received third reading on July 7, 1964. Neither the proceedings of the Special Committee nor the debate in the
Commons adequately prepared M.P.s and specificalLy the committee members for the stages following Bill C-90. Hence,
criticisn did not fu1ly emerge during the L964 debate,
though signs v¡ere given of the future criticisrn.
The sittings of the Standing Connittee on National
Defence between March and June 1966 were as ineffective as
the sittings of the Special Cornnittees in uncovering the
full extent of the contemplated changes in the Defence Department.Ir In relation to the investigatory role of the
Standing Connittee between March and June 19ó6 several

points should be observed. Briefly summarized, these
points are as follows.
Changes had taken Place withín the
Defence Department before the Standing Cornmittee convened
in March 1966, but the difficulties related to the changes
were not fulIy brought to the attention of committee mem13rh" Sixth Report of the Ig6s Special Comnittee on
Defence and the Fifth Report of the L964 Special Conmittee
on Defence contained recommendations that a Standing Committee on National Defence be established. It was not until
June 1965 that a Standing Connittee on National Defence was
created, however, and it-did not commence its sittltgt until trtaróh 1966. The establishnent of a Standing Conrnittee
was probably less an acknowledgenent -of the useful role
pfayèa Uy tire Special Cornmittees in defence rnatters than
inorô of a recogirition that the pressures on parliamentary
time dictated ã role for standiñg committees in expediting
the business of the Commons. Hénce, as a result of the
recommendation of the 1964 Special Conmittee on Procedure
ánd Organization, 2I standinþ cornmittees were established
in Junõ 1965 for the purpose of examining estimates.
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bers. The Standing Conrnittee was charged with examining
the estirnates of the Department of National Defence; aIthough this examination allowed for a broad discussion of
defence matters, there v/as not a specific concentration on
Only Governthe process that was to lead to unification.
rnent witnesses appeared before the Standing Committee, that
is, political heads of the Defence Department, civilian
public servants and serving nilitary personnel. These
witnesses did not wish to criticize or L\Iere not in a posiIn one specific intion to criticíze Government policy.
stance, the testirnony of one witness, Rear-Admiral Landymore,
was apparently revised before the testimony was presented
because his political superiors believed that it was too
The total impact was that cornmittee members
critical.
were less than astute in asking the appropriate questions.
The proceedings of the Special Committees on Defence and the debate on Bill C-90 in the Comrnons had not
revealed to members the full scope of the Defence Ministerrs
policy.
Several members were confused as to the Ministerts
definition of integration and unification and did not think
that Paul Hellyer wanted to do away with the separate idenWith this background, the
tities of the three ,"rti."r.14
twenty-four rnember Standing Committee began to sit af.ter
Paul Hellyer had rnoved forward to what he considered was
14s"" Chapter I for a discussion on the definitions
of integration and unification.
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the second stage of the integration/unification process.
This was the establishrnent of six functional command cenDuring the debate on Bill C-90, the Defence Ministres.
ter had stated:
I think it follows logically that once the high
has been unified and once the armed
forces...are organized on a functional basis
rather than along traditional service lines the
complete integration of the armed services will
fol1ow as a natural evolution from this change
in organization.,,
command

In other words , ãt the tine the Standing Cornmittee was examining the estimates, at least for the Minister the stage
had been reached where the final steps toward a single unified force were contemplated. Comrnittee members were
neither sufficiently knowledgeable nor astute to question
this contemplated last stage. It should be remembered
that an indecisive federal election occurred in November
1965 in which defence was not raised as an issue. A1though various M"P.s voiced concern about the state of
morale within the Armed Forces, they did not sufficiently
relate such problems to the steps the li{inister contemplated
t, and large, comnittee members
beyond integration.lU
15H. of C. Debates, Vol. III , 1964, p. 3188.

16In February 1966, A New Democrat Member of Parliament, Harold Winch, said in the Commons:
in the
'tlt is ny own personal opinion that the ninister
Paul
which
statement
of
his
delivery
preparation and
Iiq
from
interesult
not
problems
did
morale
Fleliyer said
grationl must have fõllowed the advice of his po1ítical
õtrategists and public reLations officers to continue
his poiicy of carnouflaging the true state of affairs ín
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were unaware of the many difficulties

within the

Defence

Department.

This lack of awareness meant that effective investigation did not take place because the correct questions were
not asked and, if they weTe, the questions were not followed
up. The response of conmittee members to briefings from
the different commanders of the new functional commands,
for example, was geneTat.Ly to ask questions relating to
NATO, the pay conditions and the present state of integration; there was scarcely any attempt to relate the existing
conditions to aîy additional changes which might be contemplated or to ferret out information pertaining to the last
stage the Minister had in rnind" Yet, when questions on
unification were raised, it is difficult to explain fu11y
why some committee members did not follow up their questions on unification except to assume that members did not
believe that unification was contenplated or that it was
not to be implernented for a long tine.
It should be noted that Paul Hellyer, in his testimony before the Committee on May L2, 196ó, stated that the
last stage had been reached but no final decision had been
17
taken.r/ Committee members at the tirne did not raise any
This was also the case when
questions about unification.
the Conrptroller-General, Lieutenant-General Fleury, testiof generthe Department of National Defence with a cloak
pp.
1451'L45?..
alities. " H. of C. Debates, Vo1. II, 1966,
17s.c.N.D., No. 2, Thursday, May LZ, 1966, P. 2L.
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fied on June 9, 19ó6, that unificati-on was still far off ,
telling a Conservative committee member, Jack Maclean,
that unification was the final stage. Maclean did not ask
what unification entailed.18 On June 10, 1966, a New Democrat member, Andrew Brewin, elicíted from the Minister
that it had not yet been decided to proceed with legislation to bring about unification.
Nonetheless, the Minister stated that unification was the objective and agreed
with Brewinrs cornment that a single unified force entailed:
a single walking out uniform and the same rank
designation.. ".the differences between the
three forces. ".would eventuaL1.y be wiped out
' ' ' '19
did not continue with this line of questioning and other members did not pursue it.
The nost critical witness was Rear-Admiral Willian
Landymore, Commander of Maritirne Comrnand. One reason why
his remarks of June 23rd before the Comrnittee were not fo1lowed up vlas because the Ministerrs office altered his
unclassified brief - the rear-adniral had also presented a
classified brief.
0n June 22nd, the Ministerrs office
nade some alterations, the most important of which were
Andrew Brewin

159-1ó0.

18s.c.N.D., No. 7, Thursday, June g, 196ó, pp. lsT,
19s.c.N.D., No. 8, Friday, June 10, 196ó, p.

185.
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with respect to the personnel problems in Maritirne Conmand"
The Minister wanted a tpositivet approach to be taken in
the brief .20 The result was that alarming inforination was
not fu1ly brought to the attention of committee members.
Some Conservatives weTe aware that something was apparently
not right:
As to rny knowledge that Landyrnore's brief had
been altered, aLL that I can indicate is that

the Adrni-ralt s temperament at the tine of
delivering his "Iñ Camera" brief to the Standing Comrnittee was such as to make it clear to
rnyãe1f that indeed sonething had happened'
It was not however until several days later
that I learned from the Admiral the cause of
his deep concern.2l

In spite of the alterations to his brief, Rear-Admiral
Landymore indicated his concern to the Standing Comrnittee.
A Liberal mernber, Jack Matheson, elicited from hin the res0pponse that the Navy had rnisgivings over unification.
position members r4rere slow to follow up. In reply to a
question fron the Conservative member, Marcel Lanbert,
Rear-Admiral Landymore stated that the need to clarify the
definition of unification and the need to reassure the
Navy about its future identity were causing a great deal of
Thurs

20s.c.N.0., No. 20, wednesday, February 15,
day , February 16, L967, PP. LL62 , IL7 1-1178 '

L967,

ZIL""t.t from Conservative Mernber of Parliament to
interested individual, January 22, T970. The author was
given a copy of this letter.
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unrest.
))

There were no follow-up questions to these an-

S}IC TS .

Therefore, when the Standing Committee ended its

deliberations on June 29, 1966, comrnittee members vlere
hardly more knowledgeable about the last stage of integraThis lack of knowledge was also related
tion/unification.
to the fact that the Standing Comtnittee dissolved before
the 'admiralst revoltr of July 1966 and the premature retirenent of senior officers became public knowledge. A1so,
the alleged tampering with Rear-Admiral Landymore's evidence was not revealed until the sunmer recess. In combination with the Conservativest concern over the state of
morale in the Arned Forces, these circumstances foretold
that there would be a strong partisan split once the Standing Committee reconven
"ð,.23
Between the last rneeting of the Standing Conunittee
in June 1966 and its reconstitution in February L967 a
great deal of ill feeling was engendered by the twists and
turns taken by the debate during this period. This il1
feeling caused the Conservatives , and to a lesser extent
the N.D.P. members, to attenrpt in the Commons to have the
Standing Comrnittee reconvened. These attempts occurred
inainly in October, November 1966 and during second reading of

2s.c.N.D., No. L2, Thursday, June 23, Lg66,

pp. 334, 350ff.

23s"" chapter

6.
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Bill c-243 in January 1967. Related to these endeavours was
the conservative charge in october 19ó6 that paul Hellyer
had tarnpered with Rear-Adniral Landymorers brief

.

The Conservatives and New Democrats believed. that the
Defence Minister was noving forward to unification without

adequate examination having been made of this last stage.
They believed that the standing committee should be provided

the opportunity to study unification before Bill c-z4s was
accepted in principle.
It was the principle of Bill c-z4s
which was being contested and if the Bill were given second
reading, then the opposition r,¡ould be faced with a fait
)A
accompli.'+
The Tory and New Democrat arguments for the recon-

vening of the standing comrnittee can be summarized in the

following terms. The ful1 implications of integrat ion/
unification were subjects best discussed in the standing
committee so the cornmons could get on with its business.
committee members could cLarify and expertly examine the
Bill; besides the Government had not presented an urgent
case for the intended change. The standing cornmittee
should study the release of several senior officers and
the problem of norale. The exanple of other countries did
not speak well for unification.
There had not been sufficient examination of how the roles of the services would
be affected. Future defence policy as related to foreign
24lrra"tlriew with New Demo crat M.p. May
3I, 1969.
,
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policy had not been spelt out.
The Government, generally supported by the Créditistes and Socreds, responded that Bill C-243 should be examined in the normal parliamentary manner, namely, the Standing Comrnittee should be convened only after second reading.
Also, as the Government argued, arnple opportunity had been
given to discuss unification in previous sittings of the
Special and Standing Committees, the Governmentrs aims
having been made clear since the L964 White Paper. Of not
srnall importance in refusing to accede to the wishes of the
Tories and New Democrats I4Ias Paul Hellyerrs belief that aIL
this was mainly a Tory trick to have Bill C-243 killed in
the Standing Conrnittee before the Bill saw the light of
day.o" Naturally, these different viewpoints led to conaf

flict.
The conflict was one with respect to both the De-

fence Ministerts approach in irnplementing unification

and

to the contents of BilL C-243. The opposition was generally of the view that Paul Hellyer could be held responsible for tampering with Rear-Admiral Landymorers evidence
and thus had abused the Standing Conmittee. Of importance
was the fact that the Conservatives took the initiative in
bringing this rnatter before the Commons. The tanpering
with Rear-Admiral Landynorets evidence revealed in addition
25lrra"rlriew with Liberal M.P., June

4,

1969.
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the Defence Minister's att j-tude to the role of serving
officers as committee witnesses. In general, this tampering charge partly explains not only the couTse the unification debate was to take but also the attitudes to the use of
committees in the legislative process. To a lesser extent
also, the charge paTtLy explains the effective use the opposition made of the discontented nilitary officers.
Paul Hellyer seemed evasive when he said in the
Commons afteï it had convened in late August 1966 that he
would prefer to deal with the question of censorship within
the Standing Comnittee. The Defence Ministerrs statement
li¡as in reply to a question by the New Democrat member,
Harold Winch, as to t^¡hether officersr briefs were censored
before being presented to the Standing Cornmitte ".26 The
Conservative member, Michael Forrestall, was unsuccessful
on Septernber 7th when he tried to move the adjournment of
the Commons in order to have an emergency debate on unifícation. Part of Forrestall's motion dealt with the contention that Paul Hellyer "interfered with the deliberations of the Committee by tampering with the evidence which
Adiniral Landynore intended to present to the Committee,
/ The debate on
thus being in conternpt of Parliament. "¿
this motion resulted in taunts and charges being hurled
-4

26u. of C. Debates, Vol. VIII, 1966, p. 7796.
27rbið.., p. 8125.
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across the floor.
Michael Forrestallts motion foreshadowed the well-

laid tarnpering charge made by his party colleague, Terence
Nugent. 0n October L2, 1966, Nugent rose in the Commons
on a question of privilege and moved the adjournrnent of the
Commons to discuss a matter of urgent public importance,
namely, Paul Hellyerfs tampering with a committee witness,
Rear-Adniral Landynore. The seriousness of the motion was
all the more noticeable because it was unusual for a ninister to be charged as such. Gilles Gregoire, a Créditiste
member, stated that it was the first time in the five years
he had been a M.P. that a cabinet member had been fornally
accused of tanpering with evidence of a commíttee witness.
Prine Minister Pearson was concerned because this reflected
upon the honesty and honour of a rninister and consequently
upon the integrity of the Government.2S If upheld, the
motion of course would slow down the Defence Ministerts
However, the Speaker ruled against
drive to unification.
Nugentfs motion, partTy because only fifteen minutes remained for a debat
".29
The alarm with which the opposítion viewed the
alleged tampering with Rear-Admiral Landymorets evidence
28H.

of c. Debates, VoL. VIiI,

196ó,

p.

8578.

29Fot the Speakerts other reasons see H.
Debates , Vol; VIII, 1966, pp. 8583-8584.

of

C.

LUO

was aptly sunmarized in the remarks of the Conservative

mem-

ber, Gerald Baldwin:
. . . to what extent in the future are we entitled to accept statements made by those
who are under the control or influence of
ninisters of the Crown? To what extent are
we entitled to accept the statements which
they give in evidence and to what extent
when reports are made, based on evidence '
given by such people, are we entitled to acðept at face value those statements?rO

In contrast, Paul Hellyer took the attitude that these
rslanderous insinuations t were made for the purpose of frustrating the business of the Commons. Besides, the Minister did not believe that the changing of a serving officerrs
or civil servantts evidence constituted improper tampering
because a minister was responsible for naterial presented
by his departrnent to Parliament.
With respect to this charge of tanpering, it is
relevant to note the role played by the Chairman of the
Standing Committee on National Defence, David Groos. As
out during the interin supply debate on November 3,
1966, Groos was aware that Landymore's evidence had been
changed, having been inforned of this by the rear-admiral
on July !2, 1966. Groos attached no particular weight to
this remark made during a private conversation lasting
several hours. Besides, Groos was of the following opin-

came

ion:
30H. of C. Debates, Vo1. VIII,

1966, p. 8571.
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I think that if the ninister ís to protect wit-

nesses, he must be able to change the evídence
which he is requiring those witnesses to give
. . . . as a committee chairman I do not think I
can be expected to act on all rnatters brought up

in orivatê conversation. I believe that writbe acted upon and brought
to the attention of the steering committee.
But on this occasion, I regarded what was said
as part of a private conversation. It was olly
one-of the subjects which was brought up at the
tirne, and for lhese reasons and because the committee was not sitting, I did not bring it to
the attention of the steering committe".Sl
ten^ advice would always

It should be remembered that the Comrnons did not recess untj_l July L4, 1966. David Groosts position, therefore, deprived the Commons the knowledge of what had happened with
respect to Rear-Adniral Landynore.
Having taken the initiative in bringing to the attention of the House of Cornrnons the charge of tampering with
Landymorets evidence, the Conservatives again took the
initiative during interin supply to have the Defence Conmittee reconvened. The Tories played a large part in naking the interirn supply debate, according to Prirne Minister
Pearson, the longest ever for one monthrs supply (October
31-Novernber

15,

1966)

The Conservative strategY was re-

31H. of C. Debates , Vol . IX, 1966 , p. gs?,L. RearAdrniral Landymore stated that David Groos and Grant Deachman (Liberal', Vancouver-Quadra) were ahlare of his early

retiiernent aid that of the other adnirals involved.
Deachman, denying this, was supported in his contention by
Adniral Úeffaid frorn whon Deachnan was supposed to have
received the information. For a discussion of this, see
S.C.N.D., No. 20, pp. 1089-l-091-, 1163, LL78; No. 2!,
p. L2,64; No. 23 , p. L442.
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latively siinple: frustrate the Government and have the
Defence Committee reconvened:

are engaged at the moment, on interin supply,
in trying-tõ force the Government to call the
Defenêe Õornmittee together, or alternatively
set up a Royal Commission to investigate tltg
whole- natter, and I hope that we will be able to
hold up supply for a sufficient length of.tine
so ttrat thè-Gôvernment will take this action't,
We

This approach set the tone and the nature of the debate on
interim supply.
As this opposition will be examined further in the
next chapter, at this point it is important only to note
the bitterness and frustration experienced by the Tories.
The prolongation of the debate for the purpose of having
the Stancling Comnittee reconvened increased partisan feeling.

A Conservative M.P., Robert Coates, noted:
and on and on it becomes
the government has
that
more and more obvious
ion cours e . ($t) . . .
11is
co
placed parliament on a

As this debate goes

on

In their attempt to have the Standing Comrnittee reconvened,
the conservatives were generally supported by the New
Democrats. The Créditistes, however, accused the Conservatives of "filibusterír8", while the Socreds generally reSZL.tt.t from Conservative M.P. to an opponent of
the progranme, Novenber 1, 1966. TRIO files '
33t1. of C. Debates, Vol. IX, L966, p. 9773.
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frained from

comment.

the Conservatives did not succeed during interim supply in having the Defence Comrnittee recal1ed, a
point important to the future workings of the Conrnittee
emerged. Briefly noted, this was that the Defence Minister
and the Prime Minister coinnitted the Government to the
position that it would not resist efforts by the Comrnittee
One might suspect that this
to call outside witn"rr"r.34
Though

was done in the hope that the opponents would become less

in pushing for the reconvening of the Defence Comrnittee before second reading. As was to be the case, outside
witnesses hreïe called " This I{Ias a departure from the previous meetings of the Defence Cornmittee between March and
June 1966, when only the Minister, Departmental officials
adamant

and serving officers appeared. Such witnesses were not
expected to, and could not, be critical of a governnentfs
The calling of outside witnesses ensured that a
policy.
critical exarnination of the Liberal Governmentts policy
would take place.
Lester Pearsonts and Paul Hellyerts assurances of a
conprehensive examination of unification within the confines

54Pti*" Minister Pearson said once the Bill pas sed
second reading, it could "then go to committee where the
committee wilÍ-hear witnesses...and there will be an opportunity for eveïyone to discuss this matter." H. of C. Debates, Vol. IX,'1966, p. 9826; also see p " 97L9 for Paul
Hellyerrs statenent.
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of the Defence Coinmittee did not prevent the frustrated
Conservatives from appealing yet again during the second
reading debate for the recall of the Defence Connittee.
So, second reading, the purpose of which was to debate and
Vote upon Bill C-243ts principle, occurred in the normal
parlianentary fashion before the Connittee convened to give
further consideration to the Billts contents. A cursory
examination of Parliarnentrs fornal proceedings suggests
that second reading of. a bill indicates approval of a billfs
Furthernore, this examination
general aim or principle.
reveals that second reading is only one stage of a bi11rs
pïogression. As consideration or reconsideration of a
bill can be given during the committee, report and third
reading stages, the process is not finalized until the bill
has been approved. The realities of parliamentary 1ife,
however, show that once a contentious bill has received
second reading, the partiest positions have hardened.S5
Hence, during second reading of Bill C-243, the Government
did not retïeat arLd, with the support of the snal1 parties,
successfully on Feburary 2, 1967, the second reading
of Bill- C-243.
The manner in which the debate had developed with

moved

t"During second reading of Bill C-243, the Liberal
member, David Groos, stated: f' . . . to be realistic. . . it can
hardl-y be argued there is rnuch hope now of changing aîYoners...view on this natter.r' H: of C. Debates, Vo1. XII
L967 , p. L2467 .

ztL

respect to the referral of BilL C-243 to the Standing Committee assured a high level of partisanship within the Committee. There was a spillover of partisan feeling from the
commons to the committee. A Liberal conmittee member said
that because members were tied down in a fixed position, the
Comrnittee rnight have made better progress if all neetings
had been held in cameru.36 A Conservative Committee rnember
aS a partisan "House in embryo'"37
referred to ,n*"

A New Democrat Conmittee member stated the partisanship was
obvious. SS Conrnittee members fron the different parties

all experienced a degree of frustration with the workings
of the Committee. As stated by Andrew Brewin, a New DemocTat, during the Connittee of the Whole d-ebate:
positions were solidified.
Every replesentative
ãtt- ittut committee showed a complete inf lexibility
of view.
what
It would be less than frank for me to say
to
given
was
Í *át looking for as the evidence
justifythe committeð were matters that would second
ih¿ itán¿ we have seen fit to take"'on
nenbers
iãading. I would say of the_governnent
or
question
õtt the conmittee that not a single
pur-.
any
have
intervention they made seemed to
wholesaie support of the bi1l" "At the
pót"
'r"*" but
time the officiai- opposition made their
views very c1ear, and in-stead of having a c,alnl
ob5".tive examinátion of the merits of the bill
rrrt"t'triew with Liberal M.P., lt{aY 29, 1969.
3T
rrra"r"rriew with Conservative M.P., October ZL, 1969'
36

3S

lrrt"tuiew with

Nern¡ Deno

crat

M.P.

,

MaY

2I,

1969.
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a continuation in the defence conmittee
of a poLitical wrangl-e and a strengthening of
political opinions. rn
we had

The deliberations of the Standing Conmittee not only were

a

continuation,of a poLitical struggle but also contributed to
the course of the poLitical struggle which occurred in the
Commons foll-owing the Committee rs deLiberations.
The Standing Comnittee on National Defence convened
on February 7 , L967 and net tilL March 2L, L967. Between
these two dates the Connittee held fifty-five meetings ¡ with
the not surprising end result being that BiLl- C-243 was
reported with unsubstantiaL amendments back to the Commons.
No professional staff were attached to the Conmittee to assist members except a cl-erk who performed adninistrative
chores such as seeing to the printing of the evidence.
The twenty-four member Committee had an average attendance
of just over twenty-one members. A quorum of nine members
was never lacking.
There was a Liberal Chairman, David
Groos, who because of i11-health resigned frorn the Committee
on February 24th. Another Liberal, Grant Deachman, became
Chairnan. Marcel Lambert, a Conservativerwas ViceChairnan.
The Chairman and Vice-Chairnan sat by right on the

Steering Cornnittee or, more formally, the Subconnittee on
Agenda and Frocedure. Empowered to name five members to
39H. of C. Debates, Vol. XIV, Lg67, p. 14446
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the Steering Committee, the Chairnan only chose four. The
Steering Conrnittee was almost evenly balanced, being nade up
of three Liberals consisting of the Chairman and Messrs.
Andras and McNulty; two Conservatives, namely, Messrs.

Churchill and Lanbert; and one New Democrat, Harold Winch.
The Standing Committee couLd calL nongovernment witnesses besides the Minister, Defence Department officials
and serving Armed Forces personnel. Additionally, the
Connittee r^ras empowered to pay for the living and travelling
expenses of out-of-town witnesses. M.P.s who were not
nenbers were allowed to pose questions.
Fifty-five substitutions were nade during the course
of the Conmitteets neetings; eleven were nade before the
Comnittee convened. Thirty-six substitutions were rnade by
the Liberals, fourteen by the Conservatives and one each by
There was no Social
the New Democrats and Créditistes.
Credit representation on the Cornmittee. Menbership of a
committee being based on the voting strength of the parties
in the Commons of course meant that the Liberals had the
largest number of menbers. There l'rere thirteen Liberals,
eight Conservatives, two New Democrats and one Créditiste.
Four Liberals had service backgrounds, tt^¡o having been of -

Six Conservatives had service backgrounds, four
Neither the Créditiste nor the New
having been officers.
Democrat members had service experience. Of the substitutes made after the Conmittee convened, three of the Liberal
ficers.
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substitutes had service backgrounds while eight of the
Conservatives had service backgrounds. In some instances,
substitutes were individuals who were replaced and then had
returned to the Connittee. Two of the Conservative members, Messrs. Churchil-l and Harkness, were former defence
Andrew Brewin and Harold Winch, the two major
ninisters.
N.D.P" defence critics, were Committee members. Several
leading Conservative defence critics were on the Committee,
for exarnple, Messrs. Forrestall, Larnbert and Nugent.
The rnernbership indicated that the opposition was
deterinined to conduct a close scrutiny of the unification
issue. With the top defence critics on the Conmittee, the
Liberals were assured of a closely-contested debate: In
light of this, the other statistics take on added meaning.
neetings within approxThese weïe the holding of fifty-five
iinately six weeks and the large-scale substitutions on the
part of the Liberals. One night well ask whether the
holding of so many meetings in such a short period - an
average of over nine a week - Ì^Iere attempts to l{Iear out the
opposition. If so, the substitutions by the Liberals
night be interpreted as their bringing in of new "ttoops"
every so often to oppose moïe successfully a relentless
oppos it ion
This substitution strategy was related to the Governnentrs tinetable which, in turn, was related to the
Liberalst desire to quicken the pace of the Committeets
del-iberations. The Conservatives gave a literal interpre.

2T5

tation to Paul Hellyerfs and Lester Pearsonrs previously
noted assurances about the Colnmittee making an exhaustive
examination.40 In their attenpt to get as nuch information
as possible, the Conservatives tried to call an unlinited
nurnber of witnesses. One suspected this was aLso done in
order to delay the outcome as long as possible. Such endeavours conflicted with the Liberalst wish to follow a
tirnetable which would enable Bill C-243 to be reported back
to the Commons before the proposed Easter break in March
L967

.

Indeed, the Governmentrs intended timetable was revealed prior to the reconvening of the Connittee.4l

B"irrg

of the time restriction, Governrnent mernbers did not
caIL as many pro unification witnesses as they might otherIn the latter stages of the Cornrnittee rs
wise have called:
sittings, they attempted to curtail the number of witnesses
requested by opposition committee members. In effect,
this meant that most of the witnesses were against Bill
ar{rare

40Drrtirrg a Committee meeting, the Chairman, Grant
Deachman, said:- "We are not bound within the Conrnittee,by
the promises of ninisters - if this promise ever was made
and we act upon our own cognizance in bringing witnesses
forward." S.C.N.D., No. 28, Thursday, March 2, L967,
p. 1890. Also see Footnote 34.

41In hi, speech to the Commons on January 25, Lg67 ,
Prine Minister Peaison stated his desire that Bill C-243
and a host of other bil1s be dealt with by April 3, 1967 '
at the l-atest. This was the date of the intended summer
adj ournrnent. See H. of C. Debates , Vol . XI I , T967 ,

p.

L22L
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C-243. The opposition had a tgood inningt while the
Government was embarrassed by the proceedings. For this
reason, a Liberal member felt that the Government rnade an
error in not wishing the Conmittee to spend more tine on
Bill C-243. He thought that "had there been more time,
the Liberals would have been able to produce witnesses in
favour of unification and whose arguments would have been
devastat ing."42

It was within this context that the Chairrnan had to
steer the Committeers deliberations. Though his partisanship becarne noticeable during the examination of the highly
contentious Bill C-243, the Chairnan tried to p1-ay a guiding and conciliatory role rather than an inquisitorial and
This role could not be extended to a
adversary role.
Logical extreme because of the Chairmants political affiliations. Nonetheless, for instance, during the second reading debate the Cornnittee Chairrnan, David Groos , perhaps
foreseeing the conciliatory role he would have to PLay,
appealed to the goodwill of alL members and refrained fron
entering the debate. Groos's replacement, Grant
Deachman, interpreted the chairmanrs role in the following
terms:
The best that I think any chairnan can do in
Þroceedine before a committee is to attenipt to
þroceed oñ the basis of interpreting what is
tfre intention of the committee, what can be

4zT.nt"ruiew

with Liberal

M.P.

,

May 29, 1969 '
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done to preserve the good will of members and
to move forward the business of the Conmittee.
That is what I have tried to do in chairing
this particular committee. L7

also recognized that an important role
for a chairman was to have a bill returned quickly to the

Deachnan and Groos

Cornmons.

Sincere as the successive Chairmen night be in

wishing to be conciliatory and fair, they could not totally
extricate thenselves from the Committeets contentious proceedings. They night have attenpted to rernain fairly
aloof from the partisan battle by not engaging in the
questioning of wítnesses; however, in a sense, the Chairnen
They were fair in ensuring that
operated at tr^ro levels.
aLL members were given the opportunity to ask questions and

the tine in which to do so hras evenly allotted, but on the
other hand, the Chairnen could not ignore the Government's
expectations. ContTary to the wishes of the opposition,
the Chairnen tried to have Bill C-243 quickly examined.
This vlas seen at the first meeting of the reconvened Standing Comrnittee. Opposition members protested
the Chairman's suggestion that the Conmittee meet three
tirnes a day. Tory members contended that such a course of
43s. c.N.D. No. 29 Friday, March 3 L967 p. Lg46 .
,
,
,
,
A Conservative spokesman, Gordon Churchill, stated: "A

Chairman's duty...is to get the general sense of a comnittee and effect a compromise between opposing points of
view and we are entitled to opposing points of view. . . o "
S.C.N.D., No. 28, p. 1895.
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action Ìvould inpose a strain on Comrnittee members, on the
Connittee Branch and on the tine the members would have to
The Chairnan stated:
devote to their other duties.
As for the three meetings, the subconmittee felt
that inasmuch as there is a timetable we are
trying to meet, if possible, in getting this
bill through the Connittee by the end of this
month fFebruary] or thereabout, we would have
to press on as fast as we could, and it was
left to the Chairman to see how quickly we
would get started.
¿_¿.

7tln, Gordon Churchill questioned Davíd Groos's
authority to call three meetings a day. The Chairman
anslrered that he was not setting any new precedent. On
February 9th, Douglas Harkness protested against the timOn February

possible situationt resulting from rneeting three times a
day. The Chairnan responded that he hoped the neetings
could be cut down to two each day, At the conclusion of
the questioning of TRIO members on the norning of February
10th, Gordon Churchill objected to the rdictatorialr running of the Cornnittee respecting the tight scheduling of
the afternoon sitting following so quickly upon the close
On this particular occasion a
of the morning sitting.
The Connittee adjourned till 1:30
compromise was struck.
P.M. Another Conservative, Jack McIntosh, ol February
16th complained of having so many meetings close together.
On February 20tln, Marcel Lanbert stated that it was "non-

p.

438.

44s.c.N.D., Tuesday, No. 14, February 7 ,

Lg67 ,
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sense to try to say that you are going to work froin Monday

afternoon right through Friday afternoon atternpting to
. . .witnesses through. "45

ram

Not counting weekends of course, the Comnittee sat
each day between February 7 and March 3, 7967, with the
meetings held after March 3rd closely scheduled.

As

events turned out, the Cornrnittee met twice a day nine times
and thrice a day nine tines.

It was with some reason that
opposition members argued that the Government was intentionaLLy attenpting to wear down their resistance by having long
and wearying neetings. David Groosrs resignation as Chairman for health reasons r^ras referred to by one member as
possibly "the first serious result of an almost continuous
session which thÍs Conmittee has been holding ...."46
The Chairmanrs problems in scheduling meetings exenplified the differences between the parties.
As a result, the Chairman encountered difficulties in reaching
compromises. An exanple of this friction was the appeal
to the Speaker by Gordon Churchill on March 3, 1967 .
Churchillts appeal was on a question of privilege respecting
p.

1299.

45s.c.N.D., No. zz, Monday, February 20,

1967 ,

46s.c.N.D., No. 26, Monday, February 27 1967, Tues,
day, February 28, 1967, p. 1ó55. It was not without some
realism that when Marcel Lanbert was nominated by one of his
Tory comrades as Chairnan after Groosrs resignation, Lanbert
wished his name to be withdrawn. "...under the circumstances, it is not the appropriate tine for that ecumenical
spirit to apply and that it would not in any event. There
is no point in delaying our proceedings by an exercise in
futility."
S.C.N.D., Monday, February 26, 1967, Tuesday,
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the tautocraticr conduct of the Committeets Chairman.
This pertained to Grant Deachman's scheduling of a committee
meeting without any notice being given or any motion being
put before the Committee or any opportunity to discuss the
decision within the Comnitte..47 The Conservatives were
unsuccessful in their appeal because the Speaker ruled that
committee grievances should be settled in the conmittee.
These actions had the effect of rnaking the Committeers progress all the more difficult.
Also, because he was a member of the Steering
Committee, the Chairman could not avoid being part of the
partisan struggle. The Steering Committee rÁras a forum
which plotted the Standing Committee's course, for example,
by determining the number of witnesses to be called. A
member of the Defence Conmittee likened some of the meetings of the Steering Conrnittee to a labour-managernent dispute. At tines, the meetings lasted more than an hour
without anything being accomplished. The Chairman sometimes solicited menbers on an individual basis with the
February 27, L967, p, 1656.
47S"" S.C.N.D., No. 29, Friday, March 3, Lg67,
p. 1960 and H. of C. Debates, Vol. XIII, 1967, pp. L369713704. 0n April 10, L967, in the Commons, a Conservative,
Donald Maclnnis, referred to Deachman as not having 1ed the
Comrnittee with honour. H. of C. Debates, Vol. XIV, 1967 ,
p. L47L7" Though this charge was largely unfounded, it
revealed the degree of acrimony between the Liberals and
Conservatives.
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hope of getting an agenda together.

times Ïrere held

Long meetings some-

the assurnption that members in such circumstances would be more willíng to reach a cons"r,.r.-rr.48
It was not surprising that the Steering Committee
neetings were long and conflicting since the Conservatives
A Tory Conrnittee
wanted to schedule several witnesses.
member wrote to a member of TRIO:
on

and ny. . . I can assure you that both
self who are mernbers of the StffigTonnittee
on behalf of the opposition have been pressing
to have a long list of witnesses both of
senior and middle rank appear before the committee. However, we are running into increasing resistance fron the government representatives and the N.D.P. representatives and the
Steering Cornmittee who keep insisting on an
earLy target date for clause by clause study
soon. I anticipate a move to close down the
public hearings in order to get the bill back
to the House to meet an early prorogation date. O,

Discussion within the Defence Cornnittee of the Steering

Comnittee's reconmendations held up the work of the Defence
Comnittee.
The Steering Conmittee's eighth report of February

It allowed for eight
6, 19ó7 was approved on division.
days to hear witnesses, beginning with the Minister of
National Defence. The Conservatives disagreed that the
first witness should be the Defence Minister and objected
Irra"t.riew with Liberal M. P . , June 2, 1969.
49L"aaur from conservative M.P. to member of an exTRIO files "
serviceman organization, March 2, L967.
4S
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to the tine schedule" The Steering Committeets ninth report of February 17 , 1967, besides recommending that various
individuals be invited as witnesses, noted a general agreement that clause-by-clause examination of Bill C-243 comHowever, a Steering Connittee
mence on February 27th.
member, Harold Winch, stated this was an inpossible goal.
Another mernber, Marcel Larnbert, said that it was ridiculous
to consider such an aspiratiorr.50 In fact clause-by-clause
examination did not commence on February 27th and this was
partly caused by the impasse resulting from Paul Hellyerrs
contention that Rear-Adrniral Landynore had been dis1oyal.
As a result, the Steering Comnittee's tenth report of
February 27th dealt rnainly with getting the matter of
Landymorets alleged disloyalty cleared away.
In passing it is worth noting that, within the
context of the operation of the Standing Comrnittee, the
Minister's aLLegation of disloyalty on the part of RearPaul Hellyer's
Admiral Landynore lilas a disruptive factor.
charge before the Committee on February 23rd that "Admiral
Landyrnore was fired for 18 months consistent disloyalty to
the policies of the people he was paid to serve, impeded
the progress of the Conrnittee and widened the split between

p.
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the Conservatives and the Libera1r.51 On February 27th and
February 28th, the Minister and Rear-Admiral Landyrnore were
invited to appear before the Comrnittee.
In spite of the
Chairman's plea that
are a parliamentary committee. We are not a
court; we are not a rniLitary enquiry....We are
attempting to resolve a dispute which arose between a minister...and a public servant 15Z

We

the questioning of the witnesses was done in a courtroomlike manner. While it was mainly Conservative members who
questioned the Minister, Liberal rnembers attempted to 'trip
up' Rear-Adniral Landymore. On February 28th, the Defence
Minister unreservedly withdrew his allegation of disloyaLty.
The Steering Comnitteers report of March 2, L967
agaín indicated differences on the question of inviting
further witnesses. A najor point of the report was that
clause-by-clause consideration should be begun on March 6,
L967. This caus ed a heated exchange within the plenary
Cornmittee. The report was not adopted. In fact the
Standing Cornnittee did not convene again ti11 March gth
because of the death of Governor-General Vanier.

5ls.c.N.D., No. zs, Thurs day , February 23, L967 ,
Friday, February 24, T967 , p. 1623
52s.c.N.D., No. 26, Monday, February 27 L967,
,
Tuesday, February 28, 1967, p. L726.
"
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This rneeting of March 9th was spent on lrranglings
over the calling of further witnesses and winding up the
Standing Committee ts business. Unsurprisingly, the Steer-

ing Conmittee's twelfth report of March gth showed that no
agreement could be obtained respecting the calling of further witnesses. The motion by the Liberal member, Robert
Andras, that the report not be concurred in and that the
calling of additional witnesses be finished by March 14th
and the Bill be reported to the Commons by March 1-7t1n,
caused dissension. The extent of the differences was
shown when Harold Winch stated he had been tdouble-crossedt.
Winch had inet with Deachrnan and Andras before the Steering
Committee met on March 9th to see if a compromise could be
struck on the basis of hearing from General Símonds, Air
Vice Marshal Curtis and Air Chief Marshal Miller by the
evening of March 14th. If this were accepted, then Winch
would agree that clause-by-clause study commence. I4lhat
irked the N.D.P. member was his belief , though this 'hlas
disputed by Andras, that Andras had changed his position
frorn the one maintained in the Steering Cornmitte".53 The
Conservatives regarded the motion as a forn of closure.
The Coinmittee was again at an impasse. Andrasts motion
was withdrawn on March 20t];r.
The last witness, Air Chief Marshal Miller,

appeared

on March 20-2L, L967 as a result of a compromise that the
53s. c. N. D.
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Standing Cornmittee would wind up by the evening of March

Zrst. The Liberals were compelled to compromise in order
to get on with the clause-by-clause consideration of Bill
C-243. The Liberals wanted to wind up the Committee proceedings and, as a result of the partisan consideration of
Bill C-243, were unlikely to be swayed by the testinony of
witnesses who appeared as a result of a compromise intended
to wind up the Comrnittee hearings. The testinony of
witnesses such as Air chief Marshal Mi11er did not have aîy
effect upon the position of Liberal members of the Comnittee respecting approval of BilI C-243
The question of how many should appear as witnesses
was related to who should appear and in what manner the
witnesses should be questioned. These features further
split the Standing Cornnittee. Also, interest groups such
as TRIO took a hand in urging the Committee to request the
appearance of knowledgeable individuals.
Invarj-ably the
rknowledgeable t individuals proinoted were distinguished retired officers.
A Liberal, Pierre Langlois, said that it was because of the oppositionrs request that retired officers
opposed to unification appeared before the Committe".54
Langloists inference, presurnably, was that these officers
were biased and should be regarded as such. One might be
surprised if it had been the Liberal members who had taken
"

54H. of C. Debates, Vol. XIV, T967, p. 14676.
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the initiative

in calling retired offícers.
The obvious part of the Conservative strategy was
to expose re1ent1ess1y, through adverse testimony, the
shortcomings of Bill C-243. Generally, the scheme was to
have expert critics testify:
We asked for aLL the evidence from all the
witnesses, all the senior officers who were
now free to speak and who had been in the
armed forces since the inception of the integration program. We wanted to hear then
aLI, so that we could get a consensus of
what went on. l\le were balked at every turn
by rnenbers on the Liberal side. We asked
for many more witnesses than we were able to
get. To get any of them was like pulling

teeth"

--

Specifically, the opposition questioned several of the witnesses with the view to exposing the failings of both unification and the process leading to unification.
This was
part of the Tory strategy to attack the credibility of the
Defence Minister, for if Paul Hellyerts credibility were
successfully attacked, then it would be easier to denigrate
. só ..However, there was a genuj-ne concern that
his scheme.-"
the Minister of National Defence had ignored or had not
fully weighed the best rnilitary advice available.
The oppositionts attenpts to obtain critical
appraisals of unification necessarily meant obtaining the
1967

, p.

55T"t"rr." Nugent in H. of C. Debates, Vol. XIV,
147 43
5

.
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,
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views of retired officers âs, owing to theír position,

serving officers could be expected to refrain from naking
This was quite
staternents critical of government policy.
bluntly stated by General Allard, the Chief of Defence

Staff, when he appeared before the Standing Comnitte".57
The opposition might deny that they only wanted nilitary
experts to appear who were criticaL of unification and that
the testirnony of several witnesses could be forecast because
of their activities or the circumstances in which they
found themselves prior to the convening of the Standing Conrnittee. Such was the case with TRIO, the N.0.4.C., the
Maritime Component Comnittee, the Navy League and the officers disnissed or retired in the summer of 1966. Nonetheless, as attenpted by some Liberals, this did not mean
that the testimony should be i11-considered.5S Besides,
the Standing Cornrnittee was a valid forum - one of the very
few - where non-governmental persons could voice concerns
about governmental legislation and contribute to the legislative process.
5TRtTard said:

"...there are called before you ofmyself
who.
. . can speak only within the bounds
ficers. . .1ike
of. . . the policies set forth by the Government. . " . I would
like to make it clear...that in rnaking ny presentation...I
do so as the rnan responsible for carrying out the policy of
the Government...." S.C.N.D., No. 27, Tuesday, February
28, L967, Wednesday, March L, 1967, p. T769.
58In the Cornmons, Paul Hellyer quoted frorn the
philosopher, Piet Hein: "Experts have their expert fun/
Excathedra telling one/Just how nothing can be done."
H. of C. Debates, Vol. XIV, L967, p. L4536.
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The differences over who should appear as witnesses

1ed to antagonisms respecting the way in which witnesses

examined. Each party attempted to elicit information
in support of its case, besides trying to enlighten itself
Such questioning, however, increased the
on unification.
tension in the Standing Comnittee. It was not uncommon for
members of each side to attack verbally individuals whom
they considered to be a spokesman for the other side. A
Conservative member apologized to members of TRIO for the
Later on, a preway they were treated by the Liberals.
sumed spokesman for the Liberals, Mr. Patrick, was attacked
by the Conservatives. The verbal thrusts of either side
led one witness, Frank Manchee, President of the Toronto
branch of the N.0.4.C., to comment:
r,üere

As a civilian coming up here on my time...I am
astounded at some of the questions, the retorts,
the infornation and the discourse that I have
been a witness to today by a group of gentlemen
who are the defence specialists in this coun-

rry.5g

the TRIO witnesses later wrote a Liberal committee
Furthermember that the nember was biased against hin.
more, the TRIO witness believed that the Liberal member was
being directed by the Ministerrs office.
One of

59s.c.N.D.

p.

862.
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The Tories believed that the Ministerrs office

was

feeding infornation to Liberal committee members; the Standing Committeers work was accordingly affected. The partisan practice of secret and special briefings for Governnent

held several inplications.
This showed the control
the Minister tried to exercise over Liberal members. This
was an attempt to give Liberal members an advantage by forwarding current inforrnation to then not easily available to
opposition members. Also, this was an obvious example of
the partisan nature of the Standing Committeets proceedings.
Stil1, Liberal members denied that they were being directed
by the Ministerts staff and were being given appropriate
questions to ask. witn"rr"r.60
However, one can only note that departrnental officials vrere present at several of the Committeers meetings
and were in conversation with Liberal members. For example, or February 1ó, L967, Gordon Churchill conplained
about the Associate Minister being in conversation with
0n February Zlst, the same member stated
Liberal members
members

60,
--ln arL interview

of June 4, 1969, with a Liberal
M.P., the M.P. stated this r^ras common practi-ce. A Conservative, D. Maclnnis, said in the Commons that "Liberal
members. . .were. . . feeding to the different witnesses whatever questions the officials of the department wished fed
to then. . . .with the exception of. a few members, . . . the
Liberal members were depending on the officials who sat behind thern during the committee hearings to feed thern questions to which ansr.rers were desired" " H. of C. Debates ,
Vo1. XIV, 1967, p. 14455.
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that the Liberals vrere receiving information from departmental officials.
No denial was made. on February zznd,
Marcel Lambert said that the ministerial staff were naking
notes of the testimony "not only to assist the Minister in
his replies but to inspire questioning by government members. "ó1 During the same day , after being accused by
Douglas Harkness, Robert Andras admitted receiving infornation frorn the Defence Department. Andras added that aîy
committee member could obtain similar information. On
March ?Lst, a Liberal committee member, Jack Macaluso,
vehemently denied Maclnnists charge that Macaluso was given

inforn,ation by the Mínisterts staff.
If nothing e1se, all
of these examples indicated a cleavage between the Liberals
and the conservatives. The New Democrat members refrained
from making similar accusations.
These accusations caused the Tories to believe that

the Liberals were not flexible in their approach to witnesses critical of unification.
It is not the authorts purpose to assess the charges and countercharges or the witnesses' arguments. Suffice to say that the adverse testirnonty of several witnesses accounted for the long and tiring sittings.
The nature of the testimony explained the
Governmentts desire to report back to the Coinmons as
quickly as possible. Of all the parties, the Conservatives
61s.c.N.D., No. 24, Wednesday, February 22,
1967,
Thursday, February 23, L967, p" 1486.
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and the Liberals seemed to have been the least flexible.
The Créditiste position was hard to discern.

Perhaps this

was so because the Créditiste member, Messr. Latulippe, ãt-

tended only two meetings.

0n each occasion he distin-

guished himself by not participating whatsoever in the dis-

cussion.

critical of the Liberal posture, the New
Democrats appeared to be more flexible than the ConservaThe positions of the parties will be examined in
tives.
more detail in the next chapter. It need only be said at
this point that the flexibility of the New Democrats resulted from their being opposed to the Governmentts approach
rather than to the Governmentts aims. On this , the New
Democrat members differed from the Conservatives who were
opposed both to the approach and end obj ective of unification.
For exarnple, or February 8th, Harold Winch indicated his anger with the Minister's approach but at the same
time agreed with the basic principle of Bill C- 243.62 In
general, the New Democrats hoped that a single unified force
would be a rnobile one concentrating more upon the peacekeeping role.
Expectedly, the Conservatives voted against the
Bill while the Liberals with New Democrat support defeated
amendments proposed by the Conservatives. Terence Nugent
expressed the Conservative attitude when he said:
Though

62s.c.N.D., No. 15,
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iztng that there is another chance in
the House, I will choke back the natural
tendency. . . to start reviewing the evidence. .
to prove why this bill should not go through
and content myself with voting against each
clause which has anything to do with unifi. . . real

"

cation. OJ
.-

Both the Conservatives and the New Democrats were resentful

of the fact that only one and one-half days were to be
spent on a clause-by-clause exarnination.
Also, both parties vrere opposed to the Liberal
attitude to the contents of the Standing Committeets report
The Conservative and New Democrat members thought that the
report should contain recomnendations regarding the Bill's
acceptance. Both parties also desired t1nat the report
contain a summary of the evidence. 0n March 22 " 1967 the
Standing Connittee met in camera to consider the contents
of its report to the Commons. As a result of this in
camera session the Fifth Report of lt{arch 22nd and the Sixth
Report of April 3rd were pt"p"t"d.64
Expected.ly, the reports contained no recommendations or sunmary of evidence.
The reports consisted of
There was no rninority report.
the names of the wítnesses, the amendments, largely ones of
Ó3s.
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Sixth Report only listed the amendments to
This
was not included in the Fifth Report
"
because time was needed to set forth the amendrnents. See
S.C.N.D., No. 37, Tuesday, March 2L, L967, pp. 2385-239L.
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wording and renumbering of clauses, and the number of

meetings. Also, the reports stated that the Committeets
minutes would be tabled. 0n1y in the nebulous fashion of
stating that Bill C-243 was recommended by rnajority vote
did the Fifth Report reveal the differences within the Committee or the attitudes of any party toward Bill C-243.
These attitudes were left to be revealed in the following
stages of the debate.
The Special Comrnittees on Defence and the Standing
Comrnittee on National Defence can be considered as vehicles
for the opposition, and it rnay be briefly noted that the opposition could not nanipulate the functions of education,
policymaking and surveillance for the purpose of putting a
Besides,
straitj acket on the Government's initiatives.
these committees did not have the professional assistance
which could have aided the members in perforning their
functions. For instance, the proceedings of the 1963 and
1964 Special Committees, although educating members in a
general manner, did not prepare the members for such specific aspects of defence as were entailed by unification.
The functioning of the cornmittees respecting the
inaking and arnending of legislation should be viewed within
the context of the Government control of the Special and
Standing Comnittees. Respecting the role of Government
members, David Groos stated that "the Governrnent would not
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be grateful were we to embarrass it too much.,,65 Also, the
function of poricymaking should be seen within the overall
picture; that is, the Standing Committeets examination of
Bill C-243 came toward the end of the legislative process

after the attitudes had been shaped and fixed in the earlier
stages of the process. It was very doubtful that the
Defence Minister wanted the Standing Comnittee to offer any
substantive refinements. Therefore, opposition members
expected great difficulty in substantively anend.íng Bill
C-243 r,¡ithin the Standing Connittee. Opposition members
believed that the Government had stated its position and
could not retreat from it.ó6
As a means of exercising surveillance, opposition
rnembers could not expect to use the committees for the
purpose of receiving critical testimony from rgovernmentf
witnesses. Nonetheless, the Standing Committee was successfully utilized to bring out many features related to
unification.
This r{as related to the fact that several
witnesses had fornerly served at Defence Headquarters and
were in a position to comment critically upon the state of
affairs within the Defence Departrnent and to forward their
expert views with respect to the feasibility and tining of
unj-fication" The result was bad publicity for the Liberal
6Stc"ith Spicer,
"WhI didntt Canad,a I s d.efence watchdog bark?", Globe & Mail, August 4, 1966.
66lrrt"rrriews with Conservative and New Democrat
M.P.s, May and June, l-969.
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Government. Thus, the opposition succeeded in using the
Standing Connittee as a platform to ernbarrass the Government. However, because of the way in which the function
of surveillance was performed, that is, because of the manner in which information with respect to a contentious bill
was ferreted out, a partisan split developed. The partisanship prevented the Conservatives from using the Standing
Cornmittee as a means of altering the Governmentts position.
A fine but inportant distinction must be drawn. Although
the oppositionrs arguments were based upon the testirnony of
the witnesses, the Government, if it did attach any validity
to the arguments, did so primarily because of the testirnony
of certain witnesses such as Air Chief Marshal Mil1er and
secondarily because of the arguments of the opposition.6T
Such success as the opposition achieved rnay be summarized in the following terms. The news rnedia became more
synpathetic to the opposition as a result of the adverse
testinony of several witnesses. Also, the opposition succeeded in extending the sittings of the Standing Committee
and having more i,r¡itnesses appear than desired by the Liberals. The opposition used the testimony of several witnesses to reinforce their argunents in the subsequent Commons debate. This had the further effect of lengthening
the Comnittee of the Whole stage. Governrnent forces defensi-vely reacted to the opposition arguments. In this
675"" Chapter 6 on this point.
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sense the Standing Committee was successfully used and fore-

told aspects of the debate in the

Cornmons.

CHAPTER 6
OPPOS

IN

IT I ON
THE

HOUSE OF

COMIVIONS

As in the standing committee on National Defence,
the Progressive conservative party was the Liberal Governmentts major critic

in the House of conmons. By being opposed to both the Governmentts approach to, and aim of,
unification, the conservatives differed fron the New Democratic Party, the social credit party and the Rallienent
créditiste Party. Besides, the conservative party was
fulfilling one of its roles as official opposition by being
anxious to detect the Governmentts weaknesses. This alarm
over the Governmentts policy of unification in combination
with the role of Her Majestyfs tloya1 sappers and minerst
mad.e Conservatives the stubbornest of critics. l
Opposition to Bill c-z4i in the House of conmons
amounts rnainly to the opposition of the progressive conservative Party. For this reason, this chapter will concen-

trate more upon the conservatives than upon the roles of
the other parties.
strictly speaking, exarnination of
criticisn in the commons with regard to Bill c-243 would
focus only upon the procedural stages through which the
lW.C._Moncrieff, Party and,
Governme4t by party (1g71)
Cited
in R.
êõfêñ'i[,ent or
Pp.
l8-qe.
Can?da (Toronto:

p:n46.

The University

of Toronioffi
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Bill progressed. However, this chapter pays attention to
the developnent of the debate in the cornmons prior to the
first reading of Bill c-24s. It is suggested that the way
the debate developed prior to first reading determined. the
nature of the later stages. Attention is therefore given
to the formation of the reaction of the conservative party
and other opposition parties to the Government position as
far back as July 1966.
The chronology of events may be briefly stated.
The commons recessed on July L4 , 196ó; this was before the
fu11 impact of the premature retirements of senior officers
was brought to the attention of Members of parliament.
conservative activists used the sunmer recess, which lasted
ti11 late August 196ó, to formulate a strategy. The
strategy of probing the Governmentts positíon was revealed.
in the f.aLI of 1966. As indicated in Chapter 5, the
conservatives took the initiative in bringing the alleged
tampering with Rear-Adniral Landymorers evidence to the
attention of the commons in october 1966. Another instance
of the developing criticism shown in october 1966 vras the
Tory atternpt to raise a question of privilege against a
journalist, Marcel Pepin, and have pepin brought before the
comrnittee on Privileges and Elections.
The attenpt failed.
Procedural rnanipulation such as that of rising on
questions of privilege was a warm up for the interim supply
debate which occurred between October sL and November 15,

1966" It is relevant that an interin supply debate took
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place before the second reading debate on Bill C-243 for
this provided the Conservatives with an additional opportunity to present their arguments. As shown in Chapter 5,

interin supply was mainly utilized for the purpose of arguing for the reconvening of the Standing Committee.
It was within this contentious atmosphere created
by a persistent opposition that the Government moved first
reading of BilL C-243 on November 4, 196ó. Second reading
commenced on December 7, 1966 and continued from January 25
to February 2, L967. Second reading provided the opportunity to focus directly upon the Bill's principle " The
Committee of the Whole stage began on April 3, L967.
Mainly because of Tory persistence, this stage was a drawnout affair in which the arguments raised in the Standing
The Liberals felt
Committee were tediously reiterated.
conpelled to linit the debate by rnoving standing order 154
on April 20, L967. Bill C-243 was given third reading on
April 25 and Royal Assent on May 8, 1967 .
This chronological summary shows the stages of the
debate. There is an obvious overlap between the features
in the stages of the debate mentioned in Chapter 5, leading
to the reconvening of the Standing Cominittee in February
1967, and the features sketched in this chapter. Therefore, several of the aspects already mentioned will not be
re-einphasized. A1so, rather than describing a chronological unfolding of events, for reasons of greater cLarity
this chapterrs material is organi-zed along the following
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That is, the position of the conservative party is
considered first.
This is followed by a discussion of the

1ines.

role of the other opposition parties"
In turn, the criticism Paul Hellyer encountered within the Liberal party is
particuexamined along with Paul Hellyerts own position.
lar attention is given to the Defence Minister's speech
noving second reading of Bill c-243. The last section pays
attention to the extent that Bill c-243 was substantively
amended. The conclusion in large measure concentrates
upon the role of the Conservative Party.
Several of the functions nornally ascribed to the
House of Commons attest to the opposition being meant to
examine a governmentrs proposals. The very fact that
there exists a LoyaL Opposition is self-explanatory in this
regard. The way in which the examination of a governmentts
position or progralnme is carried out deternines the degree
to which an adversary relationship between government and
opposition is noticeable. Irnplicit in the examination is
the performance of various functions. In this respect,
reference may be nade to the educative, legitimization and
surveillance functions .
The performance of these functions was characterized
by the stubborn determination of the opposition to Bill
C-243. For the Conservatives, to scrutinize meant constant
tine-consuming enquiries of a tight-lipped government. To
educate meant the eliciting or receiving of information to
be used in argument in the ensuing debate. To deny legi-
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timacy meant to oppose to the very last the approval of
Bill c-243 by rnaking fu1l use of the tactical advantages offered by the rules and procedures. If the Liberal Government had the initiative

in proposing policy, the Tories, by
responding to this initiative, made the Government defend
its actions. Along with the Governmentts role of proposing
legislation went the obligation to defend j-t. The Govern-

ment, by not carrying the attack in the subsequent debate,
allowed the initiative to slip to the conservatives. The
Government wished an expeditious passage of Bill C-243;

yet it had the task of reconciling this wish and a desire to
avoid poritical embarrassment with the one of giving the
appearance of not ignoring Parliamentts right to question.2
Besides, the Government wanted to deal with other legislation.
However, the conservativest discontentment with the
Governmentts position assured that the passage of BilL c-z4s
was a lengthy process.
In fact, the concern of the Tory members hras revealed
in the measures they took during the summer of 1966 recess,
and foretold that an exhaustive scrutiny of BilI C-Z4S
would occur. Of all the opposition parties, the Conservaa

'This point is discussed in general terrns by
T. Hockin, "The Prirne Minister and Political Leadership: An
Introduction to Some Restraints and Irnperati_vesf', in Apex of
Power: The Prine Minister and Political Lea-dership iñ..tañ-ãã-a,.
Ltd., I97I), p. 10.
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tives were undoubtedly the ones most active in this period
with respect to preparing thernselves for the debate on unification in the fall session. Aroused by the firing of
Rear-Admiral Landynore and the retirement of several senior
officers in July, Conservative members began to educate
thenselves on what was happening. Besides this, the Tories
had to help keep the controversy alive during the summer
recess So it would not be 'coldr or pushed to the sidelines
More important for purbefore there was a ful1 airing.
poses of this chapter, the Party leaders had to be convinced
that this hlas arL issue worth fighting in the Commons. The
devising of a strategy to be used in the Commons natutaLLy
evolved from this step. There had been no opportunity to
discuss the tadmiralsf revoltt in the Commons before it
recessed on July 74, 196ó. Thus, the Conservatives were
left with a summer adjournnent to plot and brood over their
future strategy.
Since there was no chance to discuss events in the
Commons before it recessed, the Tory strategists decided to
leak their knowledge of the events which they had received
from 'friends' in mi1îtary circles to the general public by
Gordon Churchill was reported as having
way of the press.
demanded the Defence Ministerts resignation as a first step
to halt the t rott in the Armed Forces. Douglas Harkness,
another prominent Conservative defence critic, I^Ias reported
as stating the need to establish a toya1- commission to inAs reported in the
vestigate the defence situation.

1/1 7

Winnipeg Free Press on July 2I, 1966, Harkness repeated the

necessity of having an independent enquiry to study integration and the state of the Ar¡ned Forcesr eff ici"rr.y.3
0n the same day, the former Conservative Defence Minister
indicated that there would be a fu11 parliamentary debate
on unification.

Before a fu11 scale parliamentary debate could

be

mounted, the leader of the Conservative Party, John

Diefenbaker, had to be convinced by Conservative M.P:s of
the suitability of such a nove. The forner Prine Minister
was reluctant to do this on the grounds that the Conserva-

tive Party could gain no mileage by fighting unification.
He thought that if there should be a fight, it should be
one done in the style of rquiet diplornacyt or behind-thescene efforts rather than in the style of public barrages.-+^ Besides, John Diefenbaker felt a reluctance to
mount a ful1 scale attack on what he considered to be
proposals of a vague nature which could cause the attack
One of the Conservative
to stumble into many pitfalls.
M.P.s anxious to have a debate, found it difficult to overcorne his leaderts reluctance during the three or four meetings hetd in the summer of 1966. To add weight to his
arguments, the M.P. arranged that several retired nilitary
tV. Mackie, "Predicts More To
Quit", Winnipeg Free
Press, July 2L, L966.
+^
'At least this was the opinion expressed by a Cgtservative Member of Parliament iñ an intervi.ew conducted
March 2, 1970.
A
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leaders, amongst whom was Rear-Adniral Landymore, should
confer with the Progressíve Conservative Party leader to inpress upon hin that unification would result in grave consequences. Although Landymore denied that he had a11ied himself with the Conservative Party, or numerous occasions he
answered questions of Messrs. Forrestall and McCleave. In
Septernber 1966, the rear-admiral was asked to go to Ottawa
by Michael Forrestall and answered questions from such Conservatives as Diefenbaker, Churchill and Larnbert.5 These
persistent advances finally brought results " By late
August 1966, John Diefenbaker gave the green light to oppose
the Governmentts plans.
Of course, Diefenbaker had other problems on his
mind, namely, the split developing in the Conservative
Party. 1966 was the year in which the anti-Diefenbaker
faction became quite active. Diefenbakerrs absence from
caucus meetings dealing with the unification issue suggests
that he played a minor role in the formulation of opposition strategy; however, at least on unification the Party
The deep concern over unificawas superficially united.
tion, intensified by Paul Hellyerts position in the Commons,
overrode internal differences. Thus, for nonparallel TeaSRear-Adniral W. Landymore, "Address For The Parliarnentary Committee 0n Defence (1966", in S.C.N.D., No. 20t
Wednesday, February 15, 1967, Thursday, February 16, L967,
p. 1163. Rear-Adrniral Landymore also answered questions
for Gerald Regan, leader of the Nova Scotia Liberal Patty and
for Professor Aitchison who was affiliated with the New
Democratic Party.
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sons, the Prime Minister and the Leader of the Official Opposition played a secondary role in a major debate. So it
was that the Tory Caucus Committee on Defence, headed by
Marcel Lambert, with Michael Forrestall as Secretary, found

itself playing a major role in co-ordinating the Tory
attack. Other members of the Caucus Cornnittee included
Messrs. Churchill, Fulton, Harkness, McLean and Srnith.6
0f the three opposition parties, the Progressive
Conservatives formulated the main attack and indicated the
most concern. This was explainable in terms of the Conservatives being the nain Opposition party and of their
service backgrounds. In contrast to the other parties, 37eo
of the Conservatives had service backgrounds. As Conservative members scrutinized the Governmentrs position most
vigorously, in large measure they set the nature and tone
of the debate. The minority Government was fortunate that
there was not a co-ordinated opposition attack. None of
the parties made or solicited any rbackroornr deals. For
the Conservatives this meant that there was less chance for
As Gordon Churchill stated:
infornal agreement
... I have seen innumerable agreements arrived
ãt, when dif f iculties were anicably s-ettled
in the lobby behind the curtains. These
things are irot recorded.. ..This is how legislatiõn goes through, unless lde run into legislation tfrat ís coñtroversial, such as the unification bi1l.
6lrrterviews r,uith Conservative

March T970.

M. P.5

, October 1969 ,

¿40

of our iteins...there is an exchange of
information, party to party, as to how many
people are going to speak and how long they
want. This is never publicly pronounced, but
when you get a controversial bill you run into
trouble. . . . the government should assess the
opinion of the house, and should not press on
with such a bi1l....On nany

since the Government did not seek to bargain, the conservatives carried on a lengthy debate even if the other opposition parties refrained from seeking the Government ts down-

fal1.
I4hat are hre to do - just collapse because

we

that the smaller parties. . . are going to
vote wíth the governrnent and that therefore
we cannot defeat the bill?....This
is not the
purpose to be served by an opposition.
If
we have strong convictions. . .we must present
then.,
know

The conservatives presented their views in a time-consuming

debate. The harder they opposed, the more deternined
Paul Hellyer became and the more determined he became, the
stronger the Conservatives reacted. Thus, they were the
main protagonists in a major clash. The rules and procedures of the House of Commons contributed to the nature
of the clash.
In contrast to the other parties, members of the
Official Opposition attenpted to use the procedures to halt
7ll. of c. Debates Vol. XIV, L967, p. 15158.
,
SGotdon Churchill in
H. of C. Debates, Vo1. XIV,

L967, p. 15159.
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The Tories were at a disadvanthe drive to unification.
tage when rising on questions of privilege or points of
order but were more successful during the interiin supply
debate. The Speakerts strict interpretation of the rules
contributed to the difficulties the Tories encountered in
attenpting to manipulate the rules to their tacticaL advantage. Nevertheless, even though several motions were unsuccessful , they hlere tiine-consuming and brought the issue
Michael Forrestall on Septenber
to the public's attention.
7 , 19ó6, unsucccessfully moved the adj ournment of the Commons to discuss a matter of urgent public importance.
Namely, the Defence Minister was i11ega1ly accelerating the
Terence Nugentts tarnunification of the Armed Forces.
pering charge respecting Rear-Admiral Landynorers evidence
Yet, it caused much publicity and
hras ruled against.
brought added pressure to bear on the Government. This was
seen in the fact that Paul Hellyer felt compelled to table
Rear-Adrniral Landymorets tuncensoredt brief on October 28,
19óó.

on October 24, 196Ó, the Speaker accepted the valid-

ity of Terence Nugentts motion requesting the bringing of a
journalist of a scurrilious article, Marcel Pepin, before
the Committee on Privileges and Elections. Briefl-y, Pepin
had written that Rear-Admiral Brock fron the public galleries had directed Nugentts attack against Hellyer for tamperPepin also mentioned in his
ing with Landynore's brief.
article that the Conservatives were attacking the Chief of
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Defence Staff, General Allard, because he was French

canadian, the conservatives, in concert with the nava,l officers, wishing to keep the Navy tBritish' and rprotestantr"

Not surprisingly the motion was d.efeated. (10S- T47) .9 thi,
specific instance of procedural manipulation had the effect
of worsening relations between the conservatives and the
other opposition parties.
For example, it should be noted

that the créditistes believed that Pepin was being attacked
because he was French canadian.l0 This accordingly affected the créditiste position.
Nugentts motion was one exanple of his partyrs tactics of procedural manipulation
which worked counter to whatever slim possibility existed
for an overall opposition strategy on unification.
Conservative tactics of enquiry, delay and publicity
were utilLzed in the stages to fol1ow - interim supply,
second reading and Comnittee of the Whole. As events
prior to the interiin supply debate set its tone, so would
the partisan course of the debate affect the stages to fo1low. The Tories set the pace and the mood of the supply
debate, making it one of the longest ever for one monthrs
supply (0ctober 31-November 15, 1966)
Their strategy was
u

"For reference to Marcel Pepin, see H. of C. Debates, Vo1. VIII, 1966, pp" 8125-8126; Vo1. IX, 1966,
pp. 8889-8891, 8999-9015.
10Fot example, see the statement of the Créditiste
leader, Real Caouette, who said he was in contact with individuals who believed that Terence Nugent was bringing
charges against Marcel Pepin because this journalist was
French Canadian. H. of C. Debates, Vol. IX, L966, p. 9000.
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to withhold interin supply until the Governnent made concessions, for example, with respect to reconvening the Defence connittee before the Billts principle was approved
at second reading.
In setting the debatets tone, the Tories r^rere catrying the moinentum of attack. sti11, they were addressing
themselves to a ninister who refused to budge and to a
government which shrank fron moving hin.
Nonetheless, the
Tories urere squeezing and the Government had to respond,
while looking for alternatives to meet interim supply.
Besides, the neu¡s media were supporting the conservatives
ín their attenpt to have the Standing Comnittee recon"rr"rr"d..11 The withholding of supply helped to create a
crisis atmosphere. It should be noted that Claude
Edwards, President of the Public Service A11iance, in a
telegramme stated his concern that public servants would
suffer if supply r¡rere withheld. The public servants could
not afford "the luxury of manipulative po1itics. "12 So
the Tories nanipulated the procedures to drag out interim
llfhi, appeared to be the case at leas t at the
beginning of the interim supply debate. After Bill C-Z45
w-as given first reading, press commentaries suggested that
the Standing Conmittee on National Defence be õõnvened so
the Commons could get on with the nationrs other business.
However, as the debate dragged otr, the press began to
accuse the Conservatives of holding up the civil- servantst
paychecks. For example, see H. of C. Debates, Vol. IX,
1966, pp. 9606, 9810.
LZll. of C. Debates Vol. IX Lg66 p. 9810.
,
,
,
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supply and in the process embarrassed the Government. The
conservatives gave notice of their stubbornness in larer
stages of the debate.
The debate on second reading which occurred

on

, 1966 and fron January zs to February z, Lg67 ,
was another bitter experience. The most noticeable procedural tactic used by the conservatives vras the eleventh
hour amendment on February znd, The arnendment, to have
further consideration of Bill c-243 deferred until it was
examined by joint meetings of the Defence and External
Affairs committees, was defeated by 88-7s. on the same day,
immediately after the defeat of the amendment Bi1 r c-z4s
received second reading. The Tories were the only party
opposed to this.
second reading debate only widened the
gulf between themselves and the Government. Matters were
not helped any when, during the course of the debate, Tory
spokesmen accused the Defence Minister of arrogance, of
employing rpropagandat techniques and of deliberately confusing the terms integration and unification.
Expectedly, Conservative membcrs took advantage of
procedures to cause a lengthy debate in the committee stage.
However, they were unsuccessful with respect to utilizing
the rules to their ful1 advantage.
This vras due both to
the speaker's interpretations and to the support the Government received from other opposition parties.
l{ith respect
to the speaker's role, when the debate in the commons commenced again on ApriI 3rd, the Conservatives raised. the
December

7
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point that the standing cornnittee evidence was not avairable.13 For this reason, it was requested. that Bill c-z4s
be deferred. Related to this was the Tory contention that
the report of the conmittee with the amendments was not official as it had not been prínted i" Votes urd pro
.
Besides, it i,üould be a laborious process to have the original bill and amended bill lying side by side to show
what changes the Comrnittee had made. Also, the evidence
was being made available at the last moment, which made it
difficult for members to study. The rnachinery of the
Comnons seemed not to be well-oiled in this instance; however, the Speaker ruled against the Conservativest contention on the basis that there was no standing order referring to the convenience of members which needed to be satis fied.
The protracted debate carried out by Conservative
members forced a governrnent to utilize rules to cut short
the debate. The Tories were wrong in believing this
would embarrass the Government for the Government had the
support of the other parties.
A1so, the debate had become
so extended that no public outcry was heard. Nonetheless,
the Conservatives correctly assessed the reluctance of the.
Government to inpose standing order 154, the tguillotinet,
for the first tirne. George McIlraith moved this procedure
on April 20th. Supported by all except the Tories, the
17

-"Ibid., Vol. XIV, 1967, pp.

L4423-I4428.

afa

LJL

notion was approved by L24-I62 " Having manoeuvered the
Government into using this diluted form of closure, Conservative members by their tactics caused the Government to
be concerned with its ability to manage the nationts business. Mainly as a result of the Conservative tactics,
the Government had a backlog of twenty-one itens on its
legislative agenda.
The Conservatives night have been more successful
in manipulating the procedures for the purpose of halting
the passage of Bill C-243 íf they had attracted the support
of the other opposition parties.
This was not the case.
Generally, of the minor parties, the New Denocrats showed
the nost interest in defence rnatters " The Socreds and
Créditistes largely refrained from scrutinizing the Governmentts proposals and contented themselves with supporting
the legíslation in a generalLy uncritical manner. All
three parties disagreed in some r¡rays with the Governmentls
approach but supported the Governmentts position on unification. Support for the Government also meant criticism
of the way in which the Conservatives practiced their oppos it ion .
Part of the explanation for the Conservative failure to obtain the support of the other parties inay be in
the lack of military backgrounds of opposition M.P.s from
other parties.
A lack of knowledge and personal interest,
in combination with a lack of opportunity, can cause apathy
or uncritical acceptance of government statements and pro-
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posals. So it seemed to be with the Créditistes.
Only
one of the nine Créditiste members had a service background
and this might account for their lack of knowledge and lack
of inte'rest in defence matters. As in the Defence Cominittee, no Créditiste member particípated in the second reading
debate. The Créditistes supported the Liberals. Support
for the Liberals meant that the Créditistes opposed both
the Conservativesr pronouncements on unification and several of the Conservatives I tactical ploys.
Although not directly related to the unification
issue, the Créditiste belief that the Conservatives were
the upholders of Anglo-Saxon tradition and were anti-French
accordingly affected the Créditiste position with respect
to the Conservative Party. The Créditistes in fact tended
to regard French Canadian members of the Conservative
Party as Quebec ttraitor,' .14 With a French Canadian,
General A1lard, as Chief of Defence Staff, the Créditistes
had further reason to support the Government. Conservative attacks upon the political role Conservatives thought
Allard was playing did not help to bring about co-operation.
Créditistes thought such attacks were motivated by the f.act
14H. of c. Debates, vol. IX, 1966, p. 9009.
J. Ricard, a Conservative M.P., in response to Créditiste

attacks, stated:
"As Quebec Conservatives, we have year after year suffered from prejudices stirred up against all Conservatives...."
H. of C. Debates , Vo1. IX, 1966,
p. 9002.

2s4

. 15
that the general was a French Canadian.*
There uiere also differences between the Créditistes
and the Conservatives over the Canadian rnilitaty tradition
The Créditistes regarded the
and Canadafs defence roles.
concern over the walking-out uniform as inconsequential and
could well agree with the tCanadianization' of the Arned
Forces. I{Iith respect to defence roles, an isolationist
stance l^¡as perceivable. Briefly stated, the Créditistes
emphas ized that the primary role should be the direct protection of Canada; this r,\ras related to the belief that
Canada

should withdraw frorn her alliances.
The Créditistes uncritically accepted Government

Statements, for example, that unification would reduce
costs. Unification, it was thought, would irnprove the ad-

ministration of the Arnred Forces. Additionally, it was
thought unification would provide the opportunity to redefine Canadars defence ro1es. Bill C-243 wouLd "unify
the Canadian armed forces So aS to promote a better understanding and a greater unity within the Canadian army."16
Such was

the Créditiste Position.

lSD,rtirrg Conrnittee of the Whole stage, a Créditiste
member, Gilles Gregoire, stated: "...I want to protest
members
ttiottgíy against tñe earlier outburst of the hon.
(lt{essrs.
Centre
South
Winnipeg
of
and
tttorth
tor C"atþari
Harknesã uíd Ch,ttchill) against General A11ard. I wonder
*fty ittot" two former rnîniãters of national defence hound

a French
the Chief of Staff,'C.if not precisely because hep'ís 14498'
L967,
XIV,
Vol.
Debatès,
of
FI.
Canadian."
16H. of c. Debates, Vol. XIV, L967, p' L4799; also
see pp. 14451, L4797-L4798.
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The créditiste pronouncements upon unification were

not noticeable until the Conmittee of the Whole stage.
Earlier, however, the créditistes had given indications
that they would not support the conservative party. Real
caouette, the créditiste leader, did not support the arreadynoted Conservative motion of September 7 , 1966. Real
Caouette accused the Tories of playing tpartisan
po1iticsr.17
The stance of the Créditistes in the early part of

the debate foretold their future irritation with the Conservative position.
So it was not unexpected that the
créditistes did not support then during interin supply with
respect to requesting the reconvening of the Standing Committee. The créditistes largely refrained from discussing
defence matters at arL, except within the context of attacking the conservative position.
créditiste spokesnen sided
with the Liberals in naintaíning that Bill C-24i should
receive second reading before being sent to the Standing
Conmittee. As the interin supply debate dragged on, the
Créditistes accused the Conservatives of filibustering
and of siding with retíred officers who were attempting to
dictate to Parlianent. 18
During the Corunittee of the Whole stage, the
Créditistes referred to unjust Tory attacks against General
17

''H. of
18,.
H

9810

-98L2.

^f

C.

Debates, Vol "

C.

Debates, Vo1.

VIII, T966, p. Bl-zgff.
IX, 1966, pp. 9620, 9652,
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A1lard. They also felt that the Conservatives were preventing Parliament from exercising its right to reach a
decision. Thinking that the debate had beconie repetitious
and that the Conservatives were holding up the business of
the House of Commons, Créditiste members stated they would
agree with closure to muzzLe tirresponsiblef *"*b"tr.19
A general lack of knowledge of defence matters and a
greater interest in domestic matters led the Créditistes to
a general acceptance of the Liberal position.
This was
the major importance of the Créditiste participation in
the debate.
Like the Ralliement Créditiste Party, the najor
role of the Social Credit Party in the unification d-ebate
was to agree general-1-y with the Government. The Socreds
otherwise played a minor ro1e. They largely refrained
from making any speeches and from denanding a clarificaThis was not unextion of the Governmentts position.
pected. The Socreds consisted of five members of whon
only the leader, Robert Thompson, had a service background
One
and he did, not make any speeches on unification.
member made one speech during second reading and another
rnade a speech during the Comnittee of the Whole. Although
Socred members were not as antagonistic as Créditiste members toward the Conservatives, the Socreds did not support
the main opposition party.
19u. of C. Debates, Vol. xIV, T967, p. 15101-15102.
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Before the unification debate, the Social Credit
Party in its few policy statements on defence had not clearLy articulated whether a three service force or a single

force would best suit the defence roles of the Canadian
Arned Forces. Nonetheless, the Socreds had long advocated
the need for adjustnents within the Arrned Forces. Suggestions such as those pertaining to a re-designing of the
forces to elirninate useless expenditure and to the establishment of mobile forces could not help but be viewed as
synpathetic to the policy proposed by Paul He11yer.
Hence, in November 1966 Robert Thonpson asserted that unification provided the ansl^Ier to Canadaf s defence needs.
During the Conmittee of the Whole stage, a Socred rnember
stated that though he had difficulties in interpreting the
differences between integration and unification, he felt a
unified force would be more effective than three forces.
This would be especially so with respect to Canadats peacekeeping ro1e.

support for Bill C-243 a]-so meant that the socreds
d.id not desire to lengthen the debate. 0n1y A1 Patterson
spoke during interim supply and his remarks were directed

to ending the irnpasse. Inplied was Socred agreement with
the Government position that Bill C-243 not be sent to the
Defence Connittee until after second reading. However'
Mr. Patterson during second reading reluctantly admitted
the feasibility of departing from usual procedure and having
the Defence Cornmittee convened. At the Sane time, he
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stated that the Bill was a move in the right direction.
At the very beginning of the conmittee stage, the
Socreds indicated they would support the Government in aIlocating tine to end the debate. Mr. 01son felt that
nothing useful was left to be said in a repetitious debate.
As the committee stage progressed, Socred spokesmen accused
Along with the
the Conservatives of filibustering.
Government, Mr. Olson argued that it was time to take a
.20
oec1s10n.
Next to the Conservative Patty, the New Democratic

Party undertook the gïeatest effort in attenpting to
scrutinize the Governmentrs programme in other than u ÞIo
forma manner. Of the twenty-one N.D.P. members, eight had
service backgrounds. The partyts concern with Canadars
defence roles led to criticism of the Government!s position; but this did not prevent the New Democrats from voting

in favour of Bill C-243. The N.D.P. believed that the
Government vlas putting more emphasis upon the peacekeeping
21
,
,1
aL
:.: --¿: ^- was a step in the
-- -'ine party
unification
thought
rol-e.
right direction because it suggested a unified, mobile
force available for peacekeeping. Where the N.D.P. differed with the Governrnent vlas with respect to the Govern2oH.

Debates, Vol. xrv, Lg67, p. l_s00sff.
2lIrra"r,riews with New Demo crat, Liberal and Conservative I{.P.s, May, June 1969

of c.
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mentts view that canadats traditional roles should be main-

tained.
The N.D.P. also disagreed with the tirning of unifi-

It was felt that the Minister of National Defence
was proceeding with unification at an unnecessarily quick
pace. Instead, an evaluation was required at each step of
For example, Ed SchreYer
the reorgani zation Process .
cation.

stated:
There can be only one overwhelrning argurnent. in
favour of unificâtion and the passage of_ this
bill noi^i. ...any argument in favour" 'would
have to be very powerful, such as one suggesta foreign
ï"g that the gôvèrnment had decided on
poîicy-defencõ policy- combination to the effect
itrat i,ue should ie-evaluate and renegotiate_our

existinenilitaryroleandcornmitments.In
urgent
that caõe it could be said that it was
to proceed with changing the organic structure
of our defence force t'Zz

Nonetheless, other spokesmen such as Andrew Brewin thought

that reorgani zation pointed the way to future changes in
It l¡¡as upon this basis that New
Canadat s defence roles:
Democrat suPPort was given

'

Support,however,didnotmeanconple.te.acceptance

of the Governmentts approach. criticism of the way the
Government was proceeding with Bill C-243 caused the N'D'P'
to agree with the Conservatives on several points. This
agreement was most noticeable during interin supply and
second reading. One point both parties agreed upon was
2Zll,.

of c. Debates, Vol. xIV, !967, p'

T4682'
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the desirability of sending the Bill to the Defence Connittee before second reading. During interim supply, the
partyrs attitudes were typified by Andrew Brewin and the
partyts leader, Tommy Douglas. 0n October 3L, at the
commencement of the interirn supply debate, Brewin protested
against Paul Hellyerrs lcontinued and obstinatet refusal to
allow the Defence Committee to study adequately unification
before approval was given to the principle of Bill C-243.
It was inportant to hear the doubts of the mil itary experts
A1before voting intelligently on the Bil1ts principle.
though Brewin inclined to agree that unification rnight be
an inportant step, he felt that the Defence Ministerts position had not been adequately explained. Tominy Douglas also
supported the Conservative argurnent that the Defence Committee should examine the Bill before second reading,23
N.D.P. spokesmen maintained similar arguments during the second reading debate. Their discontent with the
Government caused then to support the Conservative amendment
on February 2, L967, that is, that further consideration of
Bill C-243 should be deferred until it was studied by j oint
meetings of the Defence and External Affairs Committees,
N.D.P. support of the Conservatives, however, did not mean
Although spokesmen
support of the Conservative policy.
from both parties agreed that the Government had not adequately def,ined the future roles of the forces and although
-/\"H.

^n

9914-9915.

of C. Debates, Vol

IX, 1966, pp.

8354-8357,
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both parties believed. that the proposed legislation nright
cause a shift in foreign policy in the direction of peacekeepirg, the cons ervatives and New Democrats disagreed.
whether the supposed change in roles was correct for canada.
The conservative Party resented what it considered

to be a downplaying of canadats other defence roles in
favour of peacekeeping. rndeed, the largest opposition
party argued that unification made sense only if the peacekeeping role r^rere emphas ized. yet the New Democrats
favoured what they thought to be a shift away from roles
such as the NATO one. what the N.D.p. criticizeð., as

brought out during second reading and the committee stage,
was the Governmentts statement that unification made sense

for all of canadars roL"r.24 so the New Democrats could
agree in general terms with the conservatives to oppose
the Government, but still disagree with the conservatives.
Because the N.D.P. and Tory positions were only
broadly the same, the N.D.P. refrained fron supporting
several of the tactics employed by the cons ervatives to
dtag out the debate. During the latter stages of interin
supply, the N.D.P. showed that it placed higher priority
upon social legislation such as old age pensions and medicare than upon consideration of unification.
Also, it was
felt that the drawn-out debate was damaging the irnage of
Parliament" As a result, Toniny Douglas stated that the
24su", for example, H. of C. Debates,
Vo1. XII,
1967, p, L2546; also see Vol . XIV, L967, p. T4732ff"
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Governmentrs refusal to have Bill

c^243 sent to the Defence

connittee before second reading did not narrant a continuance of the interirn supply debate. The New Democrats d.id.
not wish to see Parliament stalenated over unificatiorr.25
Therefore, indication was given in the early stages
that the New Democrats would not wage a filibuster.
Even
though support was given to the arready-noted conservative
amendment of February Znd, the N. D. p. immediately af.ter

voted with the Government to have the Bill approved in

principle.
Because the New Democrats thought that unification rnight put greater ernphasis upon peacekeeping, Teluctant support was given to the Liberals. The New Democrats
decided not to press the matter of sending Bill c-243 to
the Defence cornnittee before second reading. party nembers refrained frorn lengthening the second reading d.ebate
and reluctantly voted in favour of the Bill on the understanding that it would be referred in its entirety to the
Defence cornmittee where the Bill could be exanined in
ð,etaíL.26

Therefore, the New Democrats were willing to compronise with respect to taking up the time of the connons,
regardless of their dissatisfaction with the Governmentts
answers and approach to the legislation.
During the com25,,
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mittee stage, Andrew Brewin indícated that his party would
not be intervening too often when the individual clauses
!{ere examined. As the Conrnittee of the Whole d-ebate progressed, the N.D.P., through Stanley Knowles, recognized
that a time limit would be set.
Knowles suggested that
this be done through agreement. The N.D.P. were prepared
to vote for the provisional standing order 154 which would
linit the debate in Committee of the Whole and during
third reading. Believing that Bill C-243 had been adequately discussed, the N"D.P. argued that Parliament nust
come to a dec ision.Z7
In fact, d.uring the April Z}th debate on the proposal for time allocation, Tomrny Douglas re.jected Gordon Churchillfs overtures that the substantive
clauses be postponed ti11 October Lg67. The New Demo crat
leader felt that nothing would be gained by this Conservative proposal. Enough tirne had been spent on the Bill to
the detriment of the other business of the Comrnons: It
was clear that the N.D.P. desired that the Commons come to
a ð"ecision and that New Democrat members would vote in
favour of BilL C-243.
The Defence Minister not only encountered difficultíes with the opposition parties but also experienced. some
problems within his own party with respect to getting fu1l
support for his position on BilL C-243. This could be explained in part by the fact that the Liberals forned a
1s170

27ll. of C. Debates, Vo1. xIV, Lg67, pp.
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ninority government. During the 196ó First session of the
Twenty-seventh Parliament, the seating of the House of coinmons consisted of r32 Liberals, 97 Progresive Conservatives,
2r New Democrats, 9 Ralliement créditistes, 5 social credit
members , and 2 Independ.ents.2S The conservatives hoped
that a minority government, if hardpressed, might be compelled to compromise. The r.act that Bill c-z4s r^/as controversial heightened the conservativest desire to attack
the Governme rt.29
Coinciding with the factor of rninority government,
and to a degree shaped by it, was the factor related to
personality. The personality factor, for want of a better
term, obviously suggests that a political actorfs personal
traits affect his actions. This is axiomatic. personal
needs or anbitions, which may not necessarily be synonymous with his partyrs needs, may cause a politician's
perspective to differ from that of his fellow party members.
Consequently, intraparty differences may arise both with
respect to the partyts objectives and to the approach the
party should take to reach its goals. The factor of personality explains in part the intraparty opposition to the
Defence Minister's policy on unification.
28_
--In
January L967, this vùas revised to 1S0 Liberals,
96 Progressive Conservatives, 21 New Democrats, 8 Ral1iement Créditistes, 5 Social Credit members, 3 Independents
and 2 seats vacant.
?o
-"This
was confirmed bv interviews with Conservative and Liberal M.P.s.
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Very few of the Liberal members 'hlere opposed to

unifícation although some, such as David Groos, night have
had initial doubts. 0n October 20, 1966, David Groos
wrote a letter , part of which stated:
Conplete unification is of course not practical, nor is it contemplated. The degree of
unification the government proposes will very
Large1-y

influence my own position.rO

The minority of Liberal M.P.s who doubted the practicality
Besides , very few
of unification maintained party unity.
Liberal members were disenchanted with Bill C-243. If
personal background can be an indication of interest and
expertise, then it is worth noting that only 18% of the
Liberals had service backgrounds. Lacking the necessary
expertise and interest, several Liberals did not question
the Defence Ministerts wisdon. Also, they were not encouraged to do so withín the party's caucus. As suggested
by the above quotation, the issue seems not to have been
very rnuch díscussed in caucus.
The discontent seemed to be in the upper echelons
of the party. It was here that the factor of personaLity
The Dein part explained Paul Hellyerrs difficulties.
fence Minister encountered opposition from certain Cabinet
members, including the Prime Minister, because of their
perceptions regarding their own needs. They were not

3oL"tr"t quoted in H. of C. Debates, Vol. XIV,
It is unknown to whom David Groos addres1967 , p. L4709.
sed this letter of October 20, 1966.
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directly opposed to unification; rather, it was an opposition based upon the desire of certain cabinet rninisters to
downplay Paul Hellyer's strong position within the cabinet
and to enhance their oi^/n positions.
It appeared that
certain ministers r4/eïe looking to the day when Lester
Pearson would step d.own as leader.31 The public posture
of. party unity, however, hid the discontent and. conflict in
the upper echelons of the Liberal party.
Lester Pearsonfs approach to leadership of his
party was also relevant to the factor of personality.
This in turn was related to the prine Ministerrs view of
the constraints inposed on hirn by the House of commons.
rt was surprising that someone who did. not like political
stress should ignore the strong possibility that a looselyTun cabinet, unlike a tightly-run one, might encounter
several difficulties with opposition parties.
A looselyrun cabinet might suggest a lack of an overall strategy to
counter any opposition attacks; also this night suggest
that the cabinet was not fuLly cognizant of a ninister's
actions which might have critical consequences. The prime
Minister tried not to interfere with a ministerrs handling
of his departrnent; yet the Liberal party leader voiced a
strong dislike for parliamentary rows. It might be pïesumed that Lester Pearson was disturbe d by the lengthy uni31lrrt"rlriew with Liberal p.
M.
June 4, L970. Also
see Chapter 3 where mention is mad.e of, the contacts between
TRI0
and Cabinet members.
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fication debate.
The irnportance to the unification debate of the
Prime Minister's attítudes was his willingness to seek

a

conpromise. However, ãî exploration of compromise possibilities suggested a slackening of the Prime Ministerrs
support for Paul Hel1yer. As stated by Judy LaMarsh, this
created difficulties for Paul Hellyer within Cabinet:
I know"..that on least one occasion, when Pearson's feet chilled suddenly and the Prime Minister had actually rnade up his rnind to drop or
revamp integration, in the face of loud Naval
opposition, Hellyer convinced Pearson that there
could be no conpromise or that he would unquesHalf
tionably resign at once and not quietly.
of. a vigorous ministerts time was spent...in
holding Ithe Prine Minister] to the stickingpoint when the going in Opposition became
heavy....Sz

The Defence Minister did not resign because he kept the

Paul Hellyer recognized
Prine Minister fron retreating.
As it would
that he could not retreat without discredit.
be abnormal to withdraw a bill fron the legislative process,
the Defence Minister could not pul1 back without weakening

his position.
in the face of
suggested compromises. One such instance occurred when
the Prime Minister sought to have his Defence Minister make
Paul Hellyer remained inflexible

\/
"'Judy LaMarsh, Judy LaMarsh: Memoirs of a Bird
Til;
in a Gilded Câge (Canaáa
by
this
points
raised
of
the
Several
m
quotation were confirmed by interviews.

¿oó

concessions during the latter stages of the debate.

This

was in March 1967 at the time of the death of GovernorGeneral Vanier.

The Governor-General died on March 5,

L967 and the Commons was adj ourned from March 6th to lvlarch

gth.

An adjournment of course meant an additional delay

in the legislative work schedule. Seeing his tinetable in
the process of collapsing, Lester Pearson attenpted to get
Paul Hellyer to compromise. The Prirne Minister t s attempt
was made on the way to Governor-General Vanier t s funeral.
The Defence Minister took a strong stand and threatened to
resign. The Prime Minister did not press his point.33
However, Paul Hellyer was not hone free with his
Cabinet colleagues and there was to be further pressure
Lester Pearson was to waver again
against his position.
after Air Chief Marshal Mi11er had testified to the Standing
Comnittee on March 20'2L. The Prine Minister found the
air marshal's testimony
"very interesting....I wish it could be reported in depth. It was very comprehensive."
Asked whether this evidence could lead to
changes in the unification plan, he said he
could say nothing about that until he had had
a chance to discuss all the evidence...with
...Hellyer.
The Prine Minister was particularly irnpressed
by...Miller's suggestion that the tirning of
unification was all-irnportant and that there
SSIrrt"trriew with Liberal M.P., June 4r 1969.

¿o9

should be no rush to inplement the plan.

34

Yet, Pearson vras compelled to support Hellyer I s viewpoint
Later or, the Defence
as Hellyer refused to support his.
Minister successfully opposed atternpts by the Prine Minister and Cabinet members such as the Minister of Public
Works, George Mcllraith, to end the session without Bill
C-245 being approved. Because of this, the Government was
forced to apply the politically dangerous rguillotinef to
shorten the debate and have Bill C-243 passed.
The Cabinet difficulties which the Defence Minister
experienced were related to the fact that the Liberals were
slow in recognizing the political repercussions resulting
from Paul Hellyer's approach. Their slowness in recognizing such repercussions extended to the period before Bill
C-243 received first reading on November 4 , 1966. With
respect to the Bill, a Liberal M.P. has said:
A government member doesnrt get to see a bilt
until it is brought to the House. lOtherwise]
changes might have been nade.tt

Liberal M.P.s, at least those who were not Cabinet members
were apparently left in the dark prior to the Bill's first
reading. It night be presumed that the Liberal caucus
S4Arrrhorry

Westall, "Unification bill will ggt high
priority after recess", Globe & Mai1, March 29, 1969"
3sIrrt"tl iew with Liberal M.P. , May 29, 19ó9.

¿/u

was not given adequate information until the debate became

fu11y developed in the Commons. If this vlas the case, the
caucus did not and could not play a substantial role in

plotting political
sage of the 8i11.

strategy to assure the expeditious pas-

the debate was well under wãy, the Prime
Minister seemed to indicate some confusion over certain
aspects of unification, for example, the rank structure.
It seemed that the Liberal leader was not quite sure to
what degree his Defence Minister desired to proceed, despite Hellyer's clains that the issue had been fu11y aired
in Cabinet. Though the Cabinet Defence Connittee and the
Cabinet rnight have been informed, the Minister sti1l had
discretion to develop his policy without undue Cabinet
Even when

direction.
have spoken to members of the government
at the time and rny understanding is that when
defence matters were being considered the
Minister nerely said everything would be aTright and leave it to hin notwithstanding the
pressure that was being brought by his co1leagues to find out what was going ot.36
...I

of the policy believed
the Government was not adequately informed of Paul
Hellyerrs intentions. When Rear-AdrnitaL Landymore saw the
Prime Minister on July 13, 1966, Lester Pearson seemed to
be unaware of the extremes to which the Defence Minister

A1so, the nilitary

1970

"

personnel critical

36L"tt"t from TRIO member to author, January 29,
This view is supported by Judy LaMarsh in her

?71

wished to carry unification.
The factor of personal ity, as it applied. to Lester
Pearson and his cabinet, had. maîy irnplications.
Because a

ninister was given free rein, apparently the cabinet was
not kept adequately informed. of developments within the
Defence Departrnent. Not ful1y appreciating the difference
between integration and unification, the Governrnent was
unprepared for the events which occurred after July 1966.
As a result, the Government's defences against strong opposition attacks were weak. It meant that Liberal
M.P.s had to put greater reliance upon paul Hellyerrs assertions in order to counter opposition criticisms.
rn
effect, the Defence Minister and. his aides were the principal advocates for the Liberals. Ministers and. backbenchers refrained to quite an extent from entering the
debate in the comrnons. However, it should. be noted that

it r,vas part of the Liberal strategy not to enter the d.ebate
so as to give the opposition less rammuni_tionr and to save
the time of the Commons.
Because prirne

Minister pearson d.id not exercise
strong leadership over unification, paul Hellyer occupied
the central position.
This meant that criticisn in the
commons focused both upon his programme and himself.
The Defence Ministerf s uncomproinising approach, besid.es influencing the Government to give top priority to Bill
1u{g4oi.rs, p

50.
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C-243, caused personal attacks upon himself.

Whether or

not these attacks were justified, they deepened the partisan atmosphere of the Commons. According to the Conservatives and, to a lesser extent, to the New Democrats,
the arrogance of the Defence Minister nilitated against a
rfruitful' compromise. Paul Hellyer felt nothing would
be gained by trying to meet all opposition arguments. His
silence was interpreted as contempt for the House of Cornmons. For example, during the interim supply debate in
November 1966, the Conservative M.P., Robert Coates, accused the Defence Minister of being silent and arrogant
and having a complete dísregard for Parliament. During
the second reading debate, Harold Winch stated that Paul
He11yer, who was too dogrnatic and dictatoriale was unnecessaríly antagonistic. The New Democrat member mentioned
during the committee stage that because of the Minístetts
inflexibility,
a controversial bill had returned basical1y unchanged from the Standing Committee:
The ninister has failed to accept even a compromise position or even to givè a reasonable
and factual explanation why he would not

accept a cornpromise. Because of that failure
today, and for days ahead, will again have
to repeat all the argurnentt.ST

Ì4Ie

The debate contai-ned the ingredients of a personality

clash which could only create further solits in the
37U. of C. Debates, Vol. XIV, Lg67, p. L457L.
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Cornmons

.

However, it should be noted that disparagement of

individuals \.{as not entirely unexpected. It was part of
the Conservative strategy to raise emotional points, Tegardless of their peripheral relevance to the contents of
Bill C-243, in order to rrattle' the Government. It was
hoped this would cause the Government to make a blunder
and to have the media and thus the public give more attention to the issue, Part of the Conservative strategy at
the beginning of the debate and throughout was to say
that the approach to unification was wrong because of the
Defence Minister's leadership. This entailed personal
attacks upon Paul He11yer.38
The Defence Ministerrs major speech of December 7,
19ó6 rnoving second reading did not dispel these personal
attacks. It appeared that the speech did not dissipate
In actuthe charges that the Minister was too lsilent'.
aLity, Paul Hellyer was answering the criticisn that there
had been no updating of the 1964 White Paper and as a
consequence, it was unknown what the future shape of the
forces would be. To all intents, his speech could be
viewed as an updating of the White Paper or as a second
rWhite Paper,.39 Regardless, the critics argued that the
38Irrr"t't iew with Conservative M. P . , March Z, L970.
39Irrterview with Liberal M.P., June 4, 1969. For
Paul Hellyerts speech moving second reading, see H. of C.
Debates, Vo1. X, 1966, PP. 10816-10841.
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major portion of the speech concentÏated on past events
on integration rather than clearly spelling out the

and

unsurprisingly, the conserseveral areas of unification.
vatives were the main critics of the Defence Minister's
speech of December 7th.
Paul Hellyerts remarks suggested that the defence
roles stated in the Lg64 White Paper were stil1 valid in
1966. The critics believed that these roles could not be
carried out with a unified defence force or that they would
the unification concept '
The Defence llinister thought that the roles would not be
affected even though his rationale for initiating changes
vras based on what he considered the need to deal with poor

have to be reformulated to fit

with rising costs which affected
the monies available for capital expenditues. The opposition believed that Paul Hellyer did not adequately relate

management techniques and

the cost factor to Personnel.
Though he stated that integration/unification
one process, it was curious that the Defence Minister
argued for unification on psychological grounds:
It is. . . important that a sense of purpose and
'
ã ,"rrte of'belonging to one single service"
be developed....One Force, with one name, a
.o*roor, ,rttifottn, and conmon rank designations
will nuture this total family loyalty' " "
With the establishnent of a common identity,
soldiers and airmen, although roy?l;;iï";;,
will
iá-irtãii ships, regiments and squadrons,
force
whole
the
have an overriáing"foyalty to

was
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and its total objectives on behalf of

Canada.OO

of the four fundamental
reasons for the desirability of a single unified force.
The other three reasons referred to more rewarding caleeT
opportunities, flexibility in the unífied force to changing
circumstances and swifter decision-rnaking and reaction tine
to the demands of modern warfare. Although the Defence
Minister thought it was logical to proceed from integration

To Paul Hellyer this was the first

to unification in order to curtail peTsonnel and morale
problems, the single service was really advanced for psychological reasons e for the 'intangibles' .41
Because these psychological reasons could easily
evoke arl emotion response, Paul Hellyer further antagonized
his opponents. This point of overall loyalty was constantly crit icized in the Comrnons and in the Defence Conmittee.
The Conservatives raised the question whether an individual
was any less loya1 to Canada in a tri-service organization.
could a greater loyalty than the one felt by nilitary
personnel be created with respect to Canada? It was poor
tactics on the part of the Government to base its rationale

for unification on this point since it could be attacked
It introduced inuch bitterness to the debate, haveasily.
40P".r1

p.

Hellyer in H. of C. Debates,

Vol

10820.

41lr,.t"t.riew with Liberal

M. P .

, June 4 ,

' X, 1966,
1969 '
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ing a spillover effect on the other argurnents put forward
by the Government.
Conservative spokesmen also attacked other features
Paul Hellyer argued that the
of the proposed new entity.
demands of modern warfare necessitated the need for a more
co-ordinated response. Conservatives denied that modern
warfare had changed to the extent of requiring a unified
force. The 8i11, in essence, would be enabling legislation, the detaíls to be worked out in the course of
several months following its approval by Parliament. In
the meantime, present personnel would not be required to
perform any duties inconsistent with the requirements made
of theni when they joined their service. So, there would
Because
be no special provisions on retirement benefits.
of this, critics argued that those who elected not to remain within the single service would suffer a pension
penalty. The Defence Minister further argued that the
combat units would retain their identities; soldiers would
not be requested to undertake the duties of sailors or
fly airplanes; servicemen would not be required to become
a tjack-of-a11-tradesf. Flowever, the barriers to personnel movement would be removed. This seemed to be a conIn fact, some Liberals later
tradiction to the critics.
argued that it would be sound, if the need arose, to transfer a raðar specialist from the land element , that is, the
Army, to the sea element, that is, the Navy, or to retrain
a fighter pilot to fly planes off the deck of an aircraft
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caïr1eT

Curiously, although Paul Hellyer stated that the
units and elements of the three forces would become those
of the Canadian Arined Forces, he almost in the same breath
said:

Certainly, we will continue to have infantry
regiments as well as the Royal Canadian
Armoured Corps and the Royal Regirnent of
Others will change as
Canadian Artillery.
they are amalgamated with sinilar groups in
other services and new grouping will unquestionably be needed and desired for the
new force.42
The opposition thought they had cause to believe that uni-

fication would affect the structures of the units and
elements. Paul Hellyer further pointed out that although
there would be a common rank structure, use of former
rank titles would be authorized. This seemed to be a
partial recognition of the Conservativest argument of the
absurdity of giving army ranks to naval personnel. So a
ship's captain would not be a colonel except officially
for documentation and pay purposes. The new service
dress would be introduced over a period of several years,
although occupational clothing would remain the same.
Although the Ar:med Forces would be a single service, the
reserves for the tine being would remain organized in the
Also, 0o present changes
same manner as in the Past
42t1.

of C. Debates, Vol. x, 1966, p.

10834.

2.7 8

were contemplated for the cadet organizations.

Although

the Defence Minister denied the Conservatives t charge that
the new force would be only good for a peacekeeping ro1e,
Paul Hellyer indicated that the force would be better
equipped to deal with peacekeeping assignments.
Paul Hellyer naintained the same arguments during
Comnittee of the Whole stage as he had when he made his
speech rnoving second reading.

With the perhaps reluctant

support of Cabinet and the srnaller parties, the Minister
of National Defence did not perceive the necessity of mak-

ing any major revisions to Bill C-243. For aLL their"
efforts, Conservative spokesmen could not attain any substantive concessions; else the Bill would have lost its
The only noteworthy change, which did not
raison dtêtre.
affect the substance of the 8i11, was the amendment the
Defence Minister felt compelled to move respecting Clause
6. Clause 6, to the Tories the rconscriptiont clause,
stated that members of the tri-services automatically beOn April 24, L967, Gordon
came members of the new force.
Churchill moved an amendment that there not be arLy autoIrnpressed by the
rnatic enrollment without reattestation.
argument of the main opposition party, Paul Hellyer had the
Minister of Transport, Jack Pickersgill, move a counter
amendment. Namely, an officer or man inrnediately prior to
the day the act was proclained and withín two months after
that day, except in an emergency, could be released within
six months. However, there would be an actuatial adjust-
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ment to the pension of any person who withdrew.

churchill's

defeated (74-25) and Hellyer's
fhi, was the extent of the Liberal

amendment was

approved (66-28) .43
conprornise.

on April 25, 1967, Bill C-243 was given third reading
and approved by L27-73.

0n the same day the Senate gave

the Bill first reading; second reading hastily followed on
April 26th. As noted by the Conservative Senator 0'Leary,
nothing the Senate said would change the 8i11. Liberal
leader, Senator ConnoLIy, brought out the fact that because
he lvas a Cabinet minister he had to maintain Cabinet
solidarity; his personal feeling was thatunification was
44
On April 28th, the Senate approved on
neces sary.
division second reading. Immediately after, BilL C-243
Royal
ïeceived third reading and was passed on division.
Assent was given on May 8, L967 and the Bill was proclained
in early 1968. In effect, the debate on unification had
ended on April 25th. Debate on this defence issue had
contributed to rnaking the First Session of the TwentySeventh Parliament one of the longest ever. The long and
difficult birth of Bill C-243 left Parliament and its combatants bruised.
43n. of c. Debates, Vo1 "
44

pp. L872,

XIV

,

1967 ,

c^n^du, Senate, Debates, Vo1. II,
1895.

p.

LsZ37

L966-67

,

ff.
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In conclusion it is worth noting that the conservatives in formulating their strategy in the Commons welconed the assistance of synpathetic serving and ex-Serving
personnel. Such help at times caused counter-productive
One specific instance worthy of attention was
results.
the role of the retired Rear-Adrniral Brock. The discovery
by the Liberals of the rear-admiral's role of defence
adviser to the Conservative Patty proved an embarrassment
to the Conservativer.45 This was so because the Conservatives had adopted the posture of concern with developments
in Canada's defence policy rather than that of speaking on
behalf of disgruntled nilitary personnel. Of course, it
often seemed to the Conservatives that rnilitary personnel
i^rere correctly disgruntled because of defence policy
developments. There was nothing wrong with an admiral retired since Lg64 acting in an advisory capacity. However,
Rear-Adniral Brockts position gave the appearance that the
45Fot example, or November 2, 1966,- t-he Liberal
to a defence paper the
M.p., Grant p"ãËfr*ã",'rnade.reference
Patty ' This
Conservatíve
rear-admiral h;ãì;;ú"ið¿ for the
denied
originally.
who
was embarrassing to the Conservatives
because
existence
paperls
this and then--ttã¿ to adrnit to the
Deachman
the Liberals häã- copies. The caricãture Grant
Parliament
on
drew of Rear-Ãã*irui Brock esconcing -himself
Commons'
the
Hiii, working behind the scenes and-from
Tory M.p.s did battle on the floor
i;;blic gatleîy, while
Conservative cause.
of the Conrnon's, ¿ia not hêlp the
iåot some
iñii
-;;s of the s!i1g fron the Tgty clarges

t4"
paul g"riyði' ;
ist uÃt ,. Bili Lg." , was directing
that "pisode
seemed
galleries
Thá
Liberat attacl'iiom ttte guif"ii"t.
H' of
to be a ptace for- intensÞ poritig?l
?!livf!I:^l::
93s1-93s3
c. lé¡"tät , voi. ix, l9q9
r pp. 8889-8891,
'
9554.
9454-9460

,

9520-9521,
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Tories were the voice of the military, serving and retired,

to see the Government defeated.
It is again lvorth noting the communications between
Though perhaps
the Conservatives and serving officers.
selective, the disturbing information passed on to the
At times these
Tories reinforced the Partyrs position.
leakages took on the appearance of incidents worthy of a
pulp spy story. One Conservative member stated that he
had net with serving officers in an hotel room where the
officers brought various documents. To maintain the
fiction that they had not relayed any information, the
officers left the papers in one part of the room, talking
amongst themselves while the M"P. perused the information.
At least one Conservative M.P. did not discuss defence
matters with his military contacts over the telephone in
He believed his phone was taphis parliamentary office.
ped by the Government which was trying to determine what
serving of f icers 'hlere advancing informatio.r.4ó
The Conservatives' communications with serving and
ex-serving personnel, useful as such contacts were, did
not prevent the passage of BilL C-243" Manipulation of
rules and procedures resulted in a 1ong, critical debate.
In the process, reorganization of the Armed Forces was
extensively examined" The legislative stages through
who rvished

46rh" contents of this paragraph are based on
interview of March 2 T970, with a Conservative M.P.
e

an
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which Bill c-243 had to pass rnight have been drawn-out but
the Bill received approval " Each step of the enquiry into

unification ensured that the matter would be strongly contested during subsequent stages. Terence Nugentfs charge
of alleged tampering with evidence against the Defence
Minister in October 196ó forecast that the interim supply
debate in November 196ó would be contentious. There was
a spillover from thi-s debate into sccond reading which in
turn had an effect upon the stages to follow.
One writer has said:
For a long time rparliamentary controlf , realistically conceived, has meant not the threat
of overthrowing the Government in the House but
the process of inforrning the electorate; in-

fluencing the Government by inquiry, debate,
and scrutinizíng the administration" . . .07

Yet, with respect to parliamentary control, the unification
debate raised at least one inportant 'ift.
The Prime
Minister and some Cabinet members were willing to compromise" If there had been a nore conciliatory Defence
Ii{inister, Bill C-243 would not have passed in the form it
did" It is interesting to note that while the Conservative position contributed to the Prine Minister's desire
to seek a compromise, several of the Conservative tactics
separated the Conservative Party from the other opposi47g. Crick,
"Parliament And The Matters Of Britain,,
in Essays 0n Refofn- l!67: A Tr:ibute, ed" by B. Crick
_a-___J_

(London: Oxf
/t

67)

, p. 208.
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tion parties which leaned toward supporting the Government.
So, having the voting support of the smaller opposition
parties, the Defence Minister was assured that his Bill
would be approved.

It is important to note that on the unification
issue Prirne Minister Pearson neither occupied the central
position nor wielded the most influence. Paul Hellyer
was the main figure.
In fact, the Cabinet as a collegial
body did not exercise great influence.
The Prime Ministerrs role was practically negligible.
Lester Pearson
only intervened during interim supply to atternpt to end the
impasse. He díd not participate at all during second
reading and only spoke during the Connittee of the Whole
stage to advocate the necessity of tirne allocation.
In
other words, the Priine Minister was not a noticeable proponent of unification during the Commons debate. 0f
irnportance, Lester Pearson and some Cabinet colleagues were
ineffective in getting Paul Hellyer to cornpromise. As a
result, the Minister of National Defence was the most influential figure on defence matters and the opponents responded to his position.
Because the Conservatives were the naj or opponents
and had exercised to the extreme their right to examine,
a great deal of the time of the House of Commons was consumed. Sti11, all parties shared responsibility and not
just the Conservative Party which the Government attempted
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Deficiencies of parliamentary
to present as filibustering.
procedure accented the lack of compromise and contributed
to the form of the debate. The unification struggle
resulted from the lack of co-operation and lack of planning to obtain the needed co-operatj-on. Leadership
should have been expressed before the unfolding of an
acrimonious debate which locked the protagonists into unconpromising Positions

.

CFIAPTER

7

CONCLUS ION

TheProgressiveConservativePa.rty,thedissatisfied
Idenserving senior rnilitary personnel ancl the Tri-service
titiesOrganizationdidnotsucceedinhavingBillC-243
killed or in extracting any najor compromises fron the
In this sense , the rnaj or oppos ition
Liberal Government.
in
to unification was unsuccessful ' Success was obtained
causing
terms of placing stresS upon the political process,
the Liberal Government to faLter in its support of the
paul Hellyerrs desire to
Defence Minister and hindering
Regardl-ess of the
have a speedy passage of Bill C'243 '
attention
outcome, the debate was unique because it focused
uponadefencematterwhichwithintheCanadiancontexthad
previously received' scarcely any public consideration'
Besidesthereasonsadvancedinthepreviouschapters,thisattentionmaybeexplainedinternsofthesensationalfeaturesofunification.Adefenceissuewhich
hadpreviouslybeengivendeepattentionalsohadsensationalfeatures.ThiswastheLg6scampaignissueconcerningCanadalsacquirenentofnuclearwarheadsforher
Bonarcnissles.Sensationaldefenceissues,considered
,newsworthy', are brought to the publicts attention and may
Regardless,
cause protracted debates on defence matters.
thepointnrayberaisedthatthesemattersaffectand
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arouse the interest of only a sma1l segment of the
Canadian population. Sti11, defence debates, besides

raising questions and educating the participants, hold
wider implications. Such debates bring into focus various
aspects of the Canadian political system.
It is apparent that defence issues, like other
issues, are often settled on a partisan basis. The difference lies in the rhetoric used. The partisanship observable in the unification debate indicates that the
Canadian political system is sufficientl-y flexible to a1low
for the articulation of parlianentary and extrapaTLiamentHowever, to state this perhaps obvious
aTy criticisn"
feature does not adequately explain the nature of the
criticism or the degree to which the criticisrn niay be successful. On a general leve1, why criticism is voiced nay
be nrentioned in terms of groups of a patticul ar bi-as , such
as ex-servicemen groups and disorganized serving senior
officers, becoming politicized because of their reaction to
A1so, ofl this leve1, the degree
government initiatives.
to which the critics of unification were successful may be
stated in terms of their having put the Liberal Government
on the defensive as a result of the criticsr protracted and
stubborn enquiries.
What these

predictable general izations point to

are

the following. The same general processes which account
for the expression of opposition on domestic issues carL
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I
explain the formation of criticisrn on defence issues.
Indeed, this is the case because the formulation of defence
policy is made within the context of the influences of the
internal and external environments " As a result, the
domestic scene with its conflicting interests between
individuals, political parties and interest groups have an
effect upon the policy-naking process by which decisions
on defence matters aTe reached" Especia|ly is thís the
case if the aspect of defence under consideration is structural rather than strategic, that is, for example, having
to do with organi zationaL matters. The activities of
TRIO were not different in kind from those of an interest
group opposed to a domestic issue. The tactics ernployed
by the Conservatives with respect to Bill C-243 have
paraLlels to Tory tactics used in combatting government
legislation in donestic areas. Public servants have
lD"f"rr." policy is fornulated on the basis of
reaction to pressures from the domestic or internal and
the foreign ôr external environments. It is relevant to
note Samuel Huntingtonts observations, namely
distinc"Mil itary policy cuts clearly across the usual
Dompolicy.
domestic
policy
and
tion beti^¡eèn foreign
go_verna
of
activities
those
estic policy consiits- of
ment wÎrich âffect significant1-y the allocation of
values among groups ln society, while foreign policy
consists of-those activities of a government which
affect significantly the allocation of values between
it and otñer governments. The categories aTe not
rnutually exclúsive. . . .With rnilitary- policy. . ' it is
a¡nost impossible to say which is the priinary focus
It is neither primarily
and which'the constraint.
foreign nor prirnarily domestic. Instead it consists
of thõse eleirents of both foreign and domestic policy
affect the armed forces." Samuel P"
which directly'Con*ott
Defence (N.Y" : Colurnbia University
Huntinston. The
Press,"196ÐÑ
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leaked information on many matters

'

Yet,itisimportanttonotethatthevigourwith
which the different opposition groups pursued their objectives respecting unification can be accounted in part by
the fact that the debate pertained also to the strategic
aspects of defence, namely, to the strength and the role
of the Arned Forces. The criticisrn of the opponents was
intensified because they viewed reorganization within the
context of whether a single unified force could carry out
the varied defence roles and tasks, in other words, within
the sensitive context of Canada's security and relations
with her al1ies. Therefore, the criticisrn went beyond
questioningonlyoneaspectoftheGovernment'sdefence
programme, that is, reorganization, to a questioning of
the possible adverse effect of unification upon Canadars
defence policy and defence establishrnent in general.
As a result, there was less room for compromise '
Notonlywastherealackofcompromisebutalso
the manner in which events developed indicated that a
sharpclashwouldoccur.Theparticularwayinwhichthe
Defence Minister arrived at decisions caused man-management problems within the Department of National Defence '
Theseproblemsaddedtothoserelatedtothetirningof
reorganization and the decision to proceed from integration to unification while the problems of inte gration had
not been resolved. The role of the senior advisers was
undermined, the Defence Minister, or occasíon, bypassing
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the prescribed channels to elicit advice from junior
At the
of f icers sympathetic to the lt{inisterrs viewpoint.
same time, communications between Headquarters and the
field commands were fauLty. As in the case of RearAdmiral Landymore, this created problems. This critical
situation could not be kept within the Defence Department
forever, especially when sensitive areas such as the
identity and traditions of the three forces were threatened.
With the premature retirement of several senior officers
in July 1966, the Defence Departmentrs inner turnoil came
to the publicrs attention" This had a cataLytic effect
upon the forming of parliarnentary and extraparliamentary

criticism which was heightened by the critics' perceptions
of Paul Hellyerrs ro1e. The failure to establish a conciliatory rapport in the earTy stages of the debate meant
that the latter stages would be resolved in a highly contentious

manner.

An extensive debate occurred during which the

to the oppositionst initiaPredictabLy, the individuals recognized as
tives.
defence experts played the largest role in the debate.
For example, the major speakers of the Conservative and
New Democrat parties \¡Iere members of the Standing Comnittee on National Defence. These included former defence
ministers. In fact, adamant parliamentary criticisn
night not have developed if ex-senior officers, recognized
Government defensively reacted

as experts by politicians

and ex-servicement groups, did
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not speak out. The recognized experts had to make a contribution to the faulty knowledge of the parliamentary
critics and interest groups in order to assure a hard assessment of Government policy by these critics.
Unlike material on domestic issues, material on
specifics of defence issues nay be harder to acquire because of the greater concentration of up to date information within parts of the Canadian political system generaLLy inaccessible to the outsider , that is, within the
executive and within the Defence Department. It was not
accidental that the criticisrn on unification became widespread only after Rear-Adniral Landynore t s firing and the
resignation of several senior offícers in July 196ó. This
tentatively suggests that in comparison with donestic
issues, nonnilitary critics of defence policy must put
greater reliance upon the opinions of the recognized exIt is the reaction to the
perts such as senior officers.
stirnuli of the views of recognized experts which may
assure a controversy over defence policy.
The reaction of the Conservative Patty and of TRIO
to the views of the milLtary dissidents brings attention to
the communication between the different opposition groups
and their interconnection or linkage with one another.
The inplications of this linkage with respect to unifícation suggest a dífferent conclusion to that held by some
observers. These individuals have asserted that on defence issues actors fron the extraparliarnentary Scene such
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as interest groups and retired officers have a minimal impact upon policy formulation. For example, Roddick Byers
has argued that the political process is fclosed', though
he has also stated that the extent to which the process is
closed rnay depencl upon the issue being exanined.2 Byers
supports this by a table he has devised on the basis of
his interviews with thirty-four parliamentarians in the
spring of 1968. Interest groups were at the bottom, with
the legislative bodies following, in a hierarchial listing
Hence,
of influence in formulation of defence policy.
"the overall perceptions of the parliamentarians supported
the view that the executive is at the top of the hierarchy,
followed by the legislature, with nongovernmental structures at the bottom. "3
However, Byers has recognized that one must take

into account specific instances, like unification, in order
to show that in these instances individuals and factors
which otherwise may not be in play open up the tclosedcircuitr Þattern. In his interview with a member of the
a

'R. Byers, "Executive Leadership and Influence:
ParLiamentary- Perðeptions of Canadian Defence Policy", in
Apex Of Power: The-Prime Minister and Political LeaderCanada, Ltd., L97L), pp. 165, 175. Also,
êiiffTÏ-of
Franklyn Griffiths has used a closed-circuit nodel.
Franklyn Griffiths, "Opening Up The Polícy Process"., in An
Independent Foreien Policy For Ca.nada?, ed. by Stephen

pp.

tr Ltd., 1968),

110-118.

ì
"Byers
, op. cit., pp. L67, 168. The categories in
the table are tna-mmf¡¡ér-õr National Defence, the Prime
Ivlinister, the Minister of External Affairs, Chief of
a
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Pearson Cabinet on unification,

Byers elicited the following

resÐonse:

...the reorganization of the Arned Forces r{as
not discussed in detail.
As long as it was
receiving good press and people seemed to be
satisfied with the way things r.^Iere going
there did not seem to be any need to discuss
it at length. But as soon as the press and
some of the nilitary turned against the minister then everyone gets all upset and wants
to know what went wrong and the pressures
start to build up on the minister - in this
case Paul He1lyer. Pearson aLso got after
He

l1yer " ,

This quotation gives additional support to what has been
asserted in this thesis " It shows that unification was
not ful1y discussed in Cabinet and that the Prime Minister
did not exercise leadership and the strongest influence in
the defence sphere. The quotation also supports the contention that the closed-circuit pattern of influence was
topenedf on the unification issue"
Therefore, nongovernmental parts of the Canadian
political system played a pervasive role with respect to
the debate on Bill C-243. As has been mentioned in
Chapter 3, for example, Paul Hellyer and his senior military advisors net with TRI0 representatives in October
1966. The pervasive role raises a seerningly contradictory
Defence Staff, Deputy Minister of National Defence, Parliamentary Defence Committee, Government Caucus and Interest
Groups.

4Ibid.

, pp. 178-L7g.
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feature. On the one hand, a government may stubbornly ig0n the
nore the contributions made by various critics.
other hand, because it nust justify its policies, the
government gives attention to the critics' views.
One individual, though referring specifically to
the politiciants relations to the mass media, has recognized this contradictory feature. Senator Maurice
Lamontagne has stated that most politicians share his view
that though the rnass nedia has little irnpact upon the
public, most politicians are newsworms:
It is in the restricted context that a minister
cannot ignore the mass nedia with inpunity. If he enjoys a good press, he will be envied
and respécted oi feared by his colleagugs: - . If
And if he
he has iro press, he has no future.
betrouble,
in
serious
is
has a bad þress, he
assocown
his
by
even
cause he witt be viewed
in spite of the
iates as a political liability,
have..
qualities he naY
If TRIO, other ex-servicemen interest groups, individual
retired senior officers, the Conservative Party were substituted for 'maSS mediaf in the above quotation, the arguBesides, governments would generally stil1 hold true.
ment forces and their opponents did pay attention to the
news media. Both sides atternpted to rnanipulate the press.
5Maurice Lamontagne, "The Influence 0f The Politician". Canadian Public Administration, Vo1. XI, No' 3

(Fall't
òã.'-¡y o. Í<iunrät, et--4!.

Winstôn

of

Canada',

Ti.il7970) , P. 485.

olit icaL

Process

,

)oA

There were of f icial handouts fron the Defence lvlinisterf s
office, Paul Hellyer's assistant was active in the Parliamentary Press Gallery, and letters-to-the-editor

formed

part of the strategy of TRIO. Newspaper artícles were
quoted in the Commons and Standing Cornníttee and were used
by M.P.s to support their views or to detract from their
opponents' views. One example has been given in Chapter 6
with respect to the Conservative member for EdmontonStrathcona, Terence Nugent, rising on a question of
privilege regarding an article written by Marcel Pepin.
The unification controversy did not arouse the
tgeneral publict . Although the Liberal Government was a
rninority one, it had the support of the New Democrats, the
All partíes were not parSocreds and the Créditistes.
ticul arLy anxious to have another election so soon aftet
Several M.P.s recognized that defence
the 1965 election.
was not the best of issues with which to wage a canpaign.
In spite of these factors, the Government defensively
reacted to a determined opposition. Mention has already
been made in Chapter ó of Paul Hellyer's need to convince
his Cabinet colleagues not to attempt aTIy compromises on
Bil-1 c-243. The role of the opposition to unification
suggests that statements referring to the rninimal influence of the legislative bodies and the extraparlianentary
part of the political systen upon the formulation of defence policy must be reformulated to account for (a) the
influence of the nongovernmental parts upon specific
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defence issues and (b) a definition of influence which
should not be defined rnainly in terms of the end results

of a governmentts tegislative initiatives.
This reformulation suggests that nongovernmental
groups will be more Successful, ol at least more adamant,
in pursuing their objectives when allying themselves with
or receiving infoïmation pertinent to the pursuit of their
objectives from policy-formulating bodies such as the
Defence Departnent or cabinet. Also, this shows that
nongovernmental groups will have better opportunities for
real izing their obj ectives if they have direct access to
decision-making bodies such as Cabinet to which views can
be directly submitted. However, access alone does not
assure SucceSS because the opportunity to subinit opinions
does not necessarily mean that influence is submitted with
the opinions.
of these points were given during the
TRIO was a more effective body as
debate on unification.
a result of the information it received from ex-serving
officers and serving officers aware of the state of affairs
within the Defence Department. As shown in chapter 4, the
access of TRI0 to certain ninisters, although enhancing
the interest groupfs chances of realizing its objectives,
did not result in TRIO and other opponents having Bill
C-243 substantivety anended or withdrawn. However, this
access quite likely was a factor contributing to the
difficulties which Paul Hellyer encountered within CabiExamples
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net. Conservative ivI. P. s elicited or voluntarily were
given information fron serving nilitary personnel. This
information, in combination with information obtained from
other quarters which reinforced the Conservative nemberst
ovün perspectives on defence policy, helped make the ConIn
servative Party the one most opposed to unification.
passirg, it should be noted that the formation of criticisn
in one part of the political system can activate criticism
and can account for the degree of criticisrn within another
part.
This will assure opposition to a governmentrs
legislative programme .
This brings attention to the interaction between
the different oppositions and the affect this has upon the
attitudes, strategies and success of the different oppositions " 6 Though suggesting communications between dífferent oppositions, interaction does not necessarily indicate
formal alliances between the oppositions. Interestingly,
exchanges between groups having similar perspectives may be
indirect because of reasons relating to perceived interests
and strategy by which a group can achieve its aims.
Brief reference may be made to certain features
of the unification debate to indicate aspects of the interaction which occurred. As concerned the various opposioFot a general article on interaction, see Robert
Presthus, "Interest Groups and the Canadian ParTiament:
Activities, Interaction, Legitimacy, and Influence",
Canadian Journal 0f Political Science, Vol. IV, No. 4
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tions, in Some ways it was a case of the convinced preaching
to the convinced. That is, the different oppositions
upon which this thesis has concentrated, influenced each
otherts perceptions of unification by reinforcing the
perceptions rather than changing then from support to nonInteraction between several of
support of unification.
the officers who retired at the tirne of the unification
controversy and the parliamentary and extrapatLiamentary
dissidents was usually on a fornal basis. Many of these

officers did not encourage the basis to become less
formal, that is, a face to face or personal friendship
basis. For example, they did not become members of TRIO,
did not meet with members of the Conservative Party and
did not take the initiative in requesting to be invited to
appear as witnesses before the standing committee
The relations of TRIO with PatLiament can be
viewed on two 1eve1s, that is, the grouprs contacts l4lith
the executive and the group I s forwarding of material to
The point that a high degree of interactíon
all parties.
does not necess ariLy imply a high 1evel of influence is
"

supported by the results of the contacts of TRIO with the
Governrnent. TRIO recognized that if its strategy were

to be successful it had to influence the Cabinet. TRIO
was not successful and was viewed by Liberal M.P.s as being
biased. For example, a Liberal M.P. inferred t]nat the
brief TRIO subnitted to the Standing Conníttee I4Ias
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tpolit icaL' .7
It may be inferred that TRIO was invited to
appear before the Standing Comnittee on the basis of the
efforts of Conservative members of the Committee's steering
committee, though this should not lead to the conclusion
that TRIO was a Tory organízation. However, this does
suggest support for an explanation of group interaction in
terns of mutual profit for the actors involved, in this
instance between Conservative M.P.s and TRI0

members.

Also, this shows that political parties which
espouse views similar to the ones held by aTL extraparliamentary group can legitirnize the groupts function within
the political process. The political party makes sympathetic reference to the grouprs views within Parliament and
opens the legislative process to the gÏoup, for example, by
playing a role in having the group appear as a witness before a standing committee. Like TRIO, the Conservative
Party Teceived several anonymous letters from serving
rnilitary personnel dissatisfied with intergration/unificaIn some instances, Conservative M.P.s net ulith
tion.
serving personnel. However, the serving peTSonnel preferred to remain anonymous.
Interaction did not result in concrete alliances
'S.C.N.D., No. 17, Friday, February 10-, !?97'
p. 7 49 . This waÁ confirmed in interviews with Liberal
ilt.p.s. A1so, a New Denocrat M.P. in an interview of May
3L, 1969, stated that TRIO was a-group 'fightíng the.last
waít and'that TRIO raised no valid. points against unifica-

tion.
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One expl anation was a concern with
or in a united front.
image in all of the groups, namely, TRIO, the Conservative
Party and the rniLitary dissidents. A relationship was
made between a projection of the trightr image and the degree of influence upon the Government. For this reason,
TRIO was careful not to align itself with any one party.
A1so, for this reason, various ex-servicemen groups refused
to support TRIO. And the Toronto branch of the Naval
Officerst Associations submitted a brief to the Standing
Conunittee independent of the one submitted by the lt{aritime
Connittee. This would at least tentatively suggest that
similarly held views do not automatically assure cohesion
among different groups.
Because reference to serving military opposition is
related to the question of civilian control, brief mention
may be made of civilian control of the military which was
a secondary issue of the unification debate. To Paul
Hellyer this was a valid issue, though to the opposition
It is not
groups civilian control was a lred herringr.
necessaïy to reitelate tlte views helc1 by the opposition
However, it is inigroups respecting civilian control.
portant to note that the question of civilian control in
relation to unification poses other questions. To what
degree was civilian contr.ol threatened during unification?
Can civilian control be taken for granted in Canada? Is
a questioning of the way in which civilian control is exercised necessarily a challenge to the principle of civilian
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control? Within the larger context of executive (nin1sf ori q'l 'ì
)y - n,rhf iç serVant relatiOnS , can the SeTving military opposition, ineffective as it was, be viewed as an
exanple of the influence of public servants upon ministers
and the large role played by such public servants in policy
fo rmul at ion

?

Civilian control was used as one of the reasons to
explain the need for reorganization within the Defence
Department. The Glassco Report stated:
The lt{inister may rely prirnarily on the Chiefs
of Staff Committee for advice and on questions

of military effectiveness it is natural that
he do so; but the nil itary character of this
group raises doubts as to the reality of
civilian controf if the minister places excessive reliance upon it"c

The Reportrs views were i-ncorporated into the White Paper

of 1964 and during the debate on Bill C-90, Paul Hellyer
mentioned that the proposed changes would permit a more
effective exercise of both civilian control and civilian
Having referred to the need to have a greater
direcliun.
exercise of civilian control and direction, the Defence
Minister, during the unification controversY, stated that
civilian control had been threatened, especialLy by RearAdmiral Landymore I s actions
The degree to which civí1ian control was threatened
.

8-^^ r^
The Royatr Comrnission 0n Government OrganiLAïAOA
zation, Vo1. IV, Special Areas Of Administration (Ottawa:
e

Queenrs

Printer,
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or could be threatened not only was dependent upon the institutional framework in which the control was exercísed,
but also was in part dependent upon the resolve of the
participants to pursue courses threatening civilian control
The rnilitary critics supported the principle of civilian
control, but added that a minister had a responsibility to
receive and weigh expert advice before naking a decision.
During the unification debate, the question was therefore
However, Paul Hellyer
one of both control and direction.
had strengthened the institutional framework and this in
combination with his particular use of the framework and
his strong personality seemed to suggest that there was no
With
need to fear rnilitary erosion of cívilian control.
an integrated defence staff, with the Chief of Defence
staff only having the right of access to the Minister,
He revitalPaul Hellyer had strengthened his positíon.
ized the Defence Council and assured that it was heavily
weighed on the civilian side.9 Also, there was the CabiThe civilnet Defence Committee and the Cabinet itself.
9Th" Defence Council was the senior policy commitChairman'
tee of the Defence Department. The Minister was members
Other
The Associate Ministei was Vice-Chairman.
included the Chief of Defence Staff, the Vice-Chief of
Board,
néfãn." Staff, the Chairnan of the Defence Research
the
Hellyer-initiated
Paul
and the neputy Minister.

piàctice of nâving the nilít-ary heads.of the functional
branches at Headqüarters and sône assistant deputy ministers attend on a-faLr|y regular basis. A1so, a senior
officer of External Affairs attended regularly'
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ian side of the Defence Departnent had been strengthened.
The institutional arrangements and Paul Hellyerrs
interpretation of his office indícated that civilian control and direction were increased during the process leading
The way in which the
from integration to unification.
Minister exercised control, however, 1ed to civilianmilitary tensions. Evidence suggests that Paul Hellyer
bypassed his senior rnilitary advisers to elicit information
The way in which the Defence
from 'iunior officers.
Council was utilized caused dissatisfaction among the
senior military advisers. Furthermore, several officers
felt that by not rnaking representations to Cabinet on
their behalf on an issue about which they felt strongly,
the Minister had added to the tension between himself and
The outstanding example of tension was
the military.l0
that between the Miníster and Rear-Adniral Landymore.
Civilian-military tensions and a questioning about
the way in which civilian control is exercised do not
Besides,
necessarily irnply a threat to civilian control.
these tensions do not adequately reflect the role played
by the civilian side of the Defence Department. In 1956,
Lieutenant-General Sinonds referred to the negative influ10R. Byers,
"Canadian Civil-Mil Ltaty Rgfltions and
Reorganization of the Arned Forces: Whither Civilian Controll" in The Canadian Military: A Profile, ed. by

H.J. Masse
p. 222.

ing Co.,

L972)
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ence of senior civil

servants and the desultoTy effect this

had upon policy decisions.

Simonds mentioned how the

Canadian Chiefs of Staff Conmíttee was tpackedt so the
government would not consider the rnilitary case on its

merits. This was caused by the senior civil servants of
the Committee:
It is difficult enough to get agreement among
the. . . Chiefs of Stafi when they are each competing for a share of the same financial alloðatioñ and pool of manpower. - This leaves
anple scope^ for the deþuty rnínisler, the- chair*uir, ChieÏs of Staf f añd the chairman of the
Defénce Research Board to ride their own hobbyhorses....As long as they act as a buffer between their political naster and unpalatable
ad.vice, they can shift onto the executive head
of one'or môre of the three services the responsibility for shortcomings" . . . 11
Lieutenant-General Sinonds views show that questions
civilian control should be expanded to include those

on

related to the extent of control arr elected individual, a
minister, exercises or can exercise with respect to both
the civilian and nili-taty components of his department.
Whether Simonds' concern was an expression of the
llLieutenant-General G. Simonds, "Where Wetve Gone
Wrong 0n Defence", Macleants, V-ol.- ó9, No ' 13, -June -ZS ,
iõs-6; p. 67. In'hi36ffiiln-ce before the Standing_Conmittee ón^ National Defence in March L967, Lieutenant-General
Sinonds said in response to a question by a Liberal member
whether unification^wou1d help in pronoting tlt" -overall a
needs of the Services: "They were always looked at aS
whole between the Minister and Deputy Minister of
Defence." S.C.N'0., No. 34, Thursday, March 16, 1967 '
p. 2L96.
-
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military expertts disdain for the layman, his concerns were
paral-leled by those held by several senior military personnel during the 1964-6ó period. Lieutenant-General N{once1,
who had prematurely resigned as Vice-Chief of Defence Staff
in July 1966, testified before the Standing Committee in
February L967 that the duties of the Comptroller-General
This
duplicated those of the Deputy Ministerrs office.
showed the existence of an unsatisfactory arrangement and
perhaps indicated discontent on the part of the military
respecting excessive control by public servants.
Lieutenant-General Fleury, who had prematurely retired in
July 1966 from the post of Conptroller-General, stated
before the Standing Committee in February 1967 that the
military were not adequately represented in the Defence
Council, one of the results of which was the politicLzation of the Defence Councilrs nilitary members:
. . . . one of the effects. . . is that there is a
tendency more and more for nilitary officers

to skate pretty close to the political line
which...is a very bad thing indeed. It is
just as bad as politicians or civil servants
who insist on acting as if they were nilitary
officers . ,,
Litary officers I{ere expressing a concern with respect
LU both the amount of expert rnilitary advice weighed by

IVII

12s. c.N.D.
Thurs day, February

,

No.

23,

24 , Wednesday,
L967 , p. 1492 "

February

2Z

,

1967 ,
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the Defence Minister and the quality of the advice which
the Minister received.
The fact that several senior officers had prematurely resigned in one ,,'{ay showed their respect for
civilian control and their concern about the basis upon
which Paul Hellyer was building his policy.
It has a1ready been stated that several officers had refused to pLay
an active political role and that those who became dissatisfied did so in part because of the way in which
decisions were nade at Defence Headquarters. Managerial
problems exacerbated discontent over unificatíon. On the
other hand, Paul Hellyer did not discourage the senior officers who supported him, for example, General A11ard, from
naking public statements on what had become a political
problen and thus from playing a political role as a result.
The unification debate, if it were a test of
civilian control, was one which showed that civilian supremacy had been strengthened by Paul Hellyer.
It can be
suggested that if there are future tests, these may question the nature of the control rather than the principle of
control itself.
It nray also be suggested that because of
the nature of structures such as the Defence Council,
crises may build up again within the Defence Department
and, depending on the type of Defence Minister, these
crises may not come to the attention of the Cabinet or Parliament until the crises have become acute.
The fact that the question of civilian control was

5UO

raised was an indication that the unification debate was one
containing features characteristic of the politics of exThe spectacle was raised of senior officers pretrenity.

maturelyresigning,oftheDefenceMinisterchargingan
officer, Rear-Adniral Landymore, with being disloyal and of
an interest group forrning for the express purpose of halting
These vlere acts uncommon to a
the drive to unification.
canadian defence debate. Acts of political extremity
Ïrere also revealed within the parliamentary institutional
framework. In the confines of cabinet, the Defence Minister threatened to resign if his policy vfere not supported'
comThe conservatives carried out a lengthy debate in the
mons.Inflexiblepositionsweretaken.consequently,
the parliamentary institutional framework did not result in
Instead of behinda satisfactory resolving of conflict.
t guillothe.Scenes agreement, the Government irnposed the
optine r in the latter stages of the debate to curtail an
The Government mernposition accused of tfilibusteringt.
berslprimaryconcernwithintheStandingConnitteewasto
haveaspeedypassageofBillC_24SbacktotheCommons
rather than to elicit information for any possible refinementoftheBill.ontheotherhand,theCommitteels
by
conservative members tried to irnpede the Billts passage
atternptingtocallasmanywitnessesaspossible.The
politicsofextrernitycreateduncomprornisingpositions
whichcou].donlyresultinBillC-24Sbeingdebatedina
highlY charged atrnosPhere '
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Though the files were largely unorganlzed, their contents
can be classified as follows:
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Most of the interviews were conducted in Ottawa;
others took place in winnipeg and Toronto. The interviews
were conducted between May and August 1969, in lt{arch 1970,

in october Lg70 and in october and November I97L. The
interviews were of an infornal, frank nature ' OpenThe length of the interviews
ended questions were asked
varied from twenty minutes to three hours - Some individuals were interviewed more than once. In a few instances,
interviews were followed up by personal correspondence
of the M.P.s interviewed, the author concentrated
upon ind.ividuals who were the leading defence spokesmen of
their parties and who vlere members of the standing committee on National Defence. The breakdown hlas aS follows:
Progressive Conservatives, 4; Liberals, 4; New Democrats
1. These individuals included four former ministers'
Two former assistants to minísters l'fere also interviewed'
"

u

oneservingVeÏyhigh-rankingofficerandfour
retired high-ranking officers who had served at National
Defence Headquarters l'vere interviewed'
Two executiVe members

of Toronto

TRIO and one ex-

ecutive member of the Winnipeg branch were interviewed'
one of the executive rnembers was also a rnember of the RCAF
Association. Also, conversations were held with a Director of the National council of the N avy League of canada
and with an executive member of the Naval Officers Associations of

Canaða.

5¿O

One newspaper

magazine

publisher, one journalist and one

editor were interviewed'

